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PREFACE

When I began the present study, I intended to investigate certain patterns
and themes that characteristically distinguish Valentinian exegesis of Paul
from that of the antignostic fathers. Yet as the research progressed and as
new evidence became available, 1 became aware that the problem of
Valentinian exegesis is more complex than the scope of this study indicates.
Codex XI, /, for example, soon to be published in the Nag Hammadi library
edition, explicitly demonstrates what the heresiologists had suggested: that
certain theological issues aroused controversy that divided different
Valentinian teachers, and distinguished their schools from one another. A
study of these intra-Valentinian controversies—and their hermeneutical
basis— would require a more detailed and comprehensive investigation than
the present one. Recognizing this. ] have limited the scope here to sketch out
patterns that seem to be consistent and fundamental to Valentinian exegesis
in general. Investigation of exegetical and theologieal differences among the
Valentinian schools will, | expect, become a subject of further research.
This work would not be complete, however, without grateful acknowledgment of the persons who have contributed to this work in essential ways.
Helmut Koester, formerly my dissertation advisor, has continued to offer
encouragement and criticism that have proven invaluable throughout the
process of the research and writing. | owe special thanks as well to John

Strugnefl, who initially suggested the structure of this work. Morton Smith
has offered generous encouragement,
and has advised me on the

organization of the research materials. Prof. Gilles Quispel and George MacRae have provided examples of scholarly achievement as well as the
opportunity for discussions for which I am deeply grateful. Cyril Richardson,
Robert Kraft, and Birger Pearson kindly agreed to read sections of the work
ix

x
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in progress, and have offered critical suggestions that have been incorporated

in revision. Anne McGuire checked and, in some cases, revised the
translation; she and Nancy Carlin helped prepare the manuscript for
publication. Other colleagues and friends, especially Theodor Gaster and the
members of the Columbia New Testament Seminar, have contributed in ways

hat I deeply appreciate. To the extent that I have not measured up to the
standards set by my teachers and colleagues, the fault is my own: my
indebtedness to them is immeasurable.
Special thanks are due to those who have supported this work during two
years of research: to the National Endowment for the Humanities, for the
summer grant of 1973; to the Mellon Foundation, for the grant that enabled

me to participate in
Humanistic Studies in
interest in scholarly
1975 summer work at
ment; to the members
College; and to Dean

the summer activities of the Aspen Institute for
1974; to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Hazen, whose keen
research and whose generous support for the
the Aspen Institute have provided great encourageof the Travel and Research Committee of Barnard
LeRoy Breunig and President Martha Peterson for

their continual concern for the scholarly endeavors of the Barnard faculty.

Thanks also are owed to Mary Solazzo and Eva Pesova for
conscientious work in the preparation and typing of the manuscript.

their

This book is lovingly dedicated to my husband, Heinz R. Pagels, in joyful
gratitude for his understanding and loving companionship throughout the
process of this research, as he continues his own in theoretical physics.

E.H.P.
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INTRODUCTION

Whoever knows contemporary New Testament scholarship knows Paul as
the opponent of gnostic heresy. Paul writes his letters, especially the
Corinthian and Philippian correspondence, to attack gnosticism and to
refute the claims of gnostic Christians to ‘‘secret wisdom’—so Schmithals
declares

in his recent studies

(Gnosticism

in Corinth,

1971;

Paul and

the

Guostics, 1972).’ Paul preaches the kerygma of “Christ crucified” (1 Cor
2:2), warns of the coming judgment, proclaims the resurrection of the body,
insists on the priority of love over gnosis; in all these he demonstrates his
“genuinely Christian attitude’? over against his gnostic opponents.
Bultmann (Theology of the New Testament, 1947) has explained that ‘to
Paul, the apostles who have kindled a pneumatic-gnostic movement in
Corinth are interlopers . . . it is perfectly clear that to the church they have
the status of Christian apostles, but to Paul they are ‘ministers of Satan’
disguising themselves as apostles of Christ” (2 Cor 11:13).? Bornkamm
(Paul, 1969) says that Paul, much like Luther, regards the “‘spirit-filled
people” as ‘‘fanatics,” the “really dangerous element” he confronts in his
churches. The apostle himself, Bornkamm adds, “‘utterly repudiates’’ the
secret wisdom and gnosis they teach.‘
Yet if this view of Paul is accurate, the Pauline exegesis of second-century
gnostics is nothing less than astonishing. Gnostic writers not only fail to
grasp the whole point of Paul’s writings, but they dare to claim his letters as a
primary source of gnostic theology.* Instead of repudiating Paul as their
most obstinate opponent, the Naassenes and Valentinians revere him as the

one of the apostles who — above all others — was himself a gnostic initiate.°
The Valentinians, in particular, allege that their secret tradition offers direct
access to Paul’s own teaching of wisdom and gnosis. According to Clement,
i
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“they say that Valentinus was a hearer of Theudas, and Theudas, in turn, a
disciple of Paul. ** When Valentinus’ disciple Ptolemy tells Flora of
“apostolic tradition" that ‘we too have received trom succession,’’* he refers,
apparently. to this secret tradition about the savior received through Paul.
Valentinus himself often alludes to Paul (in the extant fragments, and very
often in the Gospel of Truth, if, as H. Ch. Puech and G. Quispel suggest,
Valentinus is its author);° his disciples Ptolemy, Heracleon, and Theodotus
— no less than Irenaeus. Tertullian, and Clement — revere Paul and quote
him simply as ‘the apostle.""!°
Texts now becoming available from Nag Hammadi offer extraordinary
new evidence for gnostic Pauline tradition. A sketch of several texts generally
accepted as Valentinian indicates the challenge they offer.
J. Ménard states that analysis of the scriptural allusions in the Gospel of
Truth demonstrate “how profound is the Pauline influence’'' on this
writing. He notes that the theological theme of the writing — the reciprocal
relationship of God and the elect — “is a typically Pauline doctrine’; he
finds its presentation here unparalleled
in contemporary
Hellenistic
literature. ‘? The second Valentinian text from the same codex. the Epistle to

Rheginos. likewise evinces powerful Pauline influence, as Puech and Quispel
note:

The ‘mystical’ themes of Pauline theology. and. in the first place. that of the
participation of believers in the death and resurrection of Christ, as often has
been observed, remained without great impact on the ecclesiastical literature of
the second century. Conversely (these themes) have been taken up and developed
by the gnostics - . . especially by Valentinus and his disciples. . . . It is
among the Valentinians in particular that the Pauline “mysticism’’ has been
received with the greatest favor and used in a more or less systematic fashion.
St. Paul is, in the treatise, the object of the highest regard . . . the
work is. furthermore, permeated from beginning to end with allusions to the
Pauline corpus. For its author, as he himself declares (45:24), Paul was really par

exeellence, ond in full truth, “s#e apostle.” 7
The

fourth

treatise

from

the same

codex

(Tripartite

Tractate),

besides

containing many allusions to the Pauline letters, concludes (according to the
analysis

of Quispel)

with

the

“Prayer

of the

apostle

Paul,”

in which

the

apostle, as one of the elect. prays to be redeemed, to receive the pleromic
revelation, and to be unified with the ‘beloved elect."’'*
The Gospel of Philip offers another Valentinian source for examination of
Pauline exegesis, R. Wilson acknowledges as “remarkable” the observation
that the author's discussion on the resurrection of the flesh “reflects so
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accurately the Pauline doctrine.””'’ Wilson notes that its author, like the
Valentinian author of the texts cited above, apparently knows Romans, 1-2
Corinthians, Galatians, and Philippians; R. M. Grant suggests also allusions
to Ephesians, Thessalonians, Colossians, and Hebrews.'* Finally, The

Interpretation of the Gnosis (CG 11.1) offers in its major section an
interpretation of the Pauline image of the body of Christ (cf. Romans 12, t
Corinthians 12, with references to passages in Ephesians and Colossians).
The writer encourages all ‘members of the body,” the “lesser” with the

“greater,” to share and to love each other in the harmonious union
constituted in Christ.”
This brief survey, far from complete, indicates how different Valentinian
authors and groups developed a wide range of Pauline themes, including the
relation of God and the elect; baptism as “dying with Christ”; Paul’s
teaching on resurrection; his exhortation on participation in the body of
Christ. This new evidence lends support to the Valentinian claim that Paul
exerted a great influence on the development of their theology — apparently
a far greater influence than scholars have suspected.
Previous studies of Valentinian hermeneutics. lacking these resources,

have relied primarily on the heresiological accounts. G. Henrici (Die
Valentinianische Gnosis und die heilige Schrift, 1871) concludes from his
analysis that although the Valentinians ‘attempt to place gnosis on biblical
soil’ they fail to reckon seriously with scripture as the primary source of
revelation. Gnosis itself, and not scripture, remains their primary
hermeneutical presupposition.'* C. Barth (Die Interpretation des NT in der
Valentinianischen Gnosis, 1911) concludes that “the basic concepts of
Valentinian teaching, as of any gnosis, clearly were older than Christianity
itself. . . . The Christian element in it was only the most recent powerful
element that was introduced into the synthesis. . . . Powerful conflicts and
contradictions between gnosis and the NT writers were—in view of the
unbiblical origin of the teaching—unavoidable."'* N. Brox’® and H. Jonas
basically concur with Henrici that gnosis itself serves the gnostics as their
hermeneutical principle.”
Examination of the newly available resources, however, places both the
heresiological accounts and the research based upon them into a different
perspective. It suggests that the scholars cited above, besides taking

information trom the heresiologists, also have adopted from them certain
value judgments and interpretations of the gnostic material. Each of these

scholars, for example, accepts Irenaeus’ observation that the gnostics base
their exegesis upon unwritten sources — sources not contained in the
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scriptures

themselyes.?? Each

of them

judgment

that these secret sources,

also accepts.

apparently,

however conceived,

Irenaeus’

are alien to the NT

and hence to ‘authentically Christian” tradition.’> Henrici, Barth, and
Brox, consequently, share the conyiction of Irenaeus, Tertullian, and
Hippolytus: namely, that gnostic exegesis of Paul's letters projects a
pre-Christian (or non-Christian) mythological system into Paul's writings.
Yet Irenaeus himself admits that the Valentinians not only reject the
charge of false exegesis, but go on to criticize their opponents on two counts.
First. they accuse the “orthodox” of using source materials uncritically;

second, of being ignorant of the secret traditions which alone offer the true
interpretation of the scriptures. Above all, the Valentinians insist that their
own unwritten sources are nothing less than Paul's own secret wisdom
tradition — the key to hermeneutical understanding. Irenaeus notes that
when they are refuted from the scriptures:
They turn and accuse these same scriptures as if they were not accurate nor
authoritative, and claim that they are ambiguous, and that truth cannot be
derived from them by those who are ignorant of tradition. For they allege that
truth was not transmitted by means of written documents,

and that for this reason Paul declares, “we speak wisdom
(tefiod) but not the wisdom of this cosmos” (1 Cor 2:6), *4

but in living speech;

among

the perfect

Irenaeus and Tertullian consider the Valentinian view an insult to Paul.
Characterizing their own struggle against the gnostics as that of true exegesis
against false, they insist that the gnostic method totally distorts the apostle’s
meaning. Irenaeus says that he recounts their exegesis only ‘to demonstrate
the method which they use to deceive themselves, abusing the scriptures,
trying to support from them their own invention (plasma)’?> Tertullian

agrees

with

Irenaeus

that

the

pnostics

practice

false

exegesis,

yet

he

acknowledges that they defend themsclves with Paul's own injunction to “test

all things” (1 Thes 5:21). He accuses them of “taking his words in their own
way"’ when they cite such passages as 1 Cor 11:19 (‘there must be heresies

among you, so that those who are approved may be revealed among
you"’).** Tertullian himself, having debated such issues with self-professed
“Pauline’’ Christians, agrees with the author of 2 Peter that certain
“unlearned and unstable’ brethren have ‘‘distorted” the letters of “our
beloved brother Paul” (2 Pet 3:16-17).
Tertullian and Irenaeus both attest that these controversies over Pauline
exegesis extended to controversies over Pauline authorship. Both accuse the
Valentinians of arbitrarily sclecting certain texts and rejecting others. Noting
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that the heretics have dared to impugn the validity of the Pastoral Letters,
Tertullian insists that the ‘‘same Paul" who wrote Galatians also wrote
Titus.?’ Irenaeus, strikingly, opens his great treatise claiming “the apostle’s”
authority to oppose the gnostics—citing 1 Tim 1:4 and Tit 3:9 from the
Pastoral Letters!**

When we compare the heresivlogical accounts with the newly available
evidence, we can trace how two antithetical traditions of Pauline exegesis
have emerged from the late first century through the second. Each claims to
be authentic, Christian, and Pautine: but ~ne reads Paul antignostically, the
other gnostically. Correspondingly, we discover two conflicting images of
Paul: on the one hand, the antignostic

Paul familiar from church

tradition,

and. on the other, the gnostic Paul, teacher of wisdom to gnostic initiates!
The Pastoral Letters take up the former tradition, interpreting Paul as the
antagonist of “false teachers" who “set forth myths and endless genealogies”
seducing the gullible with the lure of ‘‘falsely so-called gnosis.” Irenaeus and
Tertullian continue this tradition, Assuming the authenticity of the Pastorals
(both in terms of authorship and of interpretation of Paul as antignostic
polemicist), they claim Paul as their ally against the gnostics. Valentinian
exegetes, adhering to tbe latter tradition, either bypass or reject the
Pastorals, and cite as Pauline only the following: Romans, 1-2 Corinthians,
and
I Thessalonians,
Colossians,
Philippians.
Ephesians.
Galatians,
Hebrews (a list that corresponds exactly to the carliest known Pauline
collection attested from Alexandria). ** These exegetes offer to teach the same
secret wisdom that Paul taught ‘‘to the initiates”: evidence of their exegesis
occurs in such texts as the Epistle to Rheginos, the Prayer of the Apostle
Paul, and The Interpretation of the Gnosis.
How can gnostic exegetes and theologians make this astonishing claim?
Theodotus explains that Paul, having become “the apostle of the
resurrection” through his experience of revelation, henceforth “taught in two
ways at once.” On the one hand he preached the savior “according to the
flesh” as one ‘who was born and suffered,” the kerygmatic gospel of Christ
crucified” (1 Cor 2:2) to those who were psychics, “because this they were
capable ot knowing, and in this way they feared him." But to the elect he
proclaimed Christ “according to the spirit, as one born from the spirit and a
virgin"’ (cf. Rom 1:3) for the apostle recognized that “each one knows the
Lord in his own way: and not all know him alike.’"*°
Paul communicated his pncumatic teaching to his disciple Theudas. and
Theudas, in turn, to Valentinus; and Valcntinus to his own initiated disciples
(cf. 1 Cor 2:6).°! In this way the Valentinians identify Paul himself as the
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source of their own esoteric tradition: only those who have received initiation
into this secret, oral tradition are capable of understanding the true meaning
of the scriptures—which include Paul's own letters.*? Irenaeus’ statement
that the Valentinians derive their insights “from unwritten sources’’ may
refer not to a generalized gnosis or gnostic myth but to an allegedly Pauline

doctrine of the ‘mystery of Sophia” (cf. 1 Cor 2:6) which may have included
the myth of Sophia’s fall and redemption.*?
The Valentinians claim that most Christians make the mistake of reading
the scriptures only literally. They themselves,

gnosis,

learn to read

through their initiation

into

his letters (as they read all the scriptures) on the

symbolic level, as they say Paul intended. Only this pneumatic reading yields

“the truth” instead of its mere outward “image.”
The Valentinians agree with other Christians,

for example,

that

Paul

intends in Romans
to contrast that salvation effected “by works,”
“according to the law,” with the redemption that the elect receive “by
grace.” But most Christians read the letter only in terms of the outward
image — in terms of the contrast between the revelation to the Jews and the
revelation extended through Christ to the Gentiles. They fail to see what Paul
himself clearly states in Rom 2:28f. that the terms (‘“‘Jew/Gentile’’) are not
to be taken literally:
He is not a Jew, who is one outwardly, nor is circumcision what is outward in
the flesh: (but) he is a Jew who is one inwardly. and circumcision is of the heart.

pneumatic, not literal.

The Valentinians take this passage as Paul's injunction to symbolic exegesis.
While on the literal level he discusses the relation of Jews to Gentiles,

simultaneously he intends his words to be read on a pneumatic (that is,
symbolic) level. According to such exegesis, Paul’s discussion of Jews and
Gentiles in Romans refers allegorically to different groups of Christians — to
psychic and preunratic Christians respectively.

Practice of such exegesis enables the Valentinians 1o interpret Paul's
letters in an entirely new way. They consider the “‘literal” question of the
relation between Jews and Gentiles to be already (c. 140-160) a dated issue,
limited to a specific historia! and cultural situation. What concerns them in
the present is a different issue: how they themselves, as pneumatic Christians
initiated into the secret mysteries of Christ, are related to the mass of
“simple-minded,” ‘foolish’ believers. They perceive that this problem (i.e..
the relation of the ‘‘tew” to the ‘‘many,” the “chosen” to the “called"') has
characterized Christian communities from the first—from the time when the
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savior chose to initiate only a few into the secret meaning of his parables,
and deliberately let them remain obscure “to those outside” (Mk 4:11). They
conclude that it is this perennial problem (i.e., the relation of the ‘‘chosen
few,"’ the elect. to the ‘many psychics" who are ‘‘called"’)** that Paul intends
to expound in his letter to the Romans.
Yet Paul, like the savior himself, chooses not to disclose his theme openly.

Instead he
writing his
situation —
the relation

follows Christ's example and hides his meaning in parables. In
letter to the Romans for example. he uses a simple, everyday
the relationship between Jews and Gentlies — us a parable tor
between the cal/ed and the e/ect, between psychic and pneumatic

Christians.
Valentinian exegetes attempt systematically to disclose to the initiate the
hidden “logos” of Paul’s teaching, separating it from the metaphors that
serve to conceal it from uninitiated readers. For as Paul indicates in Rom
2:28, those called ‘Jews inwardly,” ‘Jews in secret,’ the ‘‘true Israel” are
(Theodotus says)** the pneumatic elect. They alone worship the ‘‘one God”
(Rom 3:29), the Unengendered Father.** But because their affinity with
the Father is hidden, a secret trom those who are ‘Jews outwardly” (the

psychics) and trom the demiurgic god (“the god of the Jews,’ Rom 3:29),
Paul more often calls the elect in his parable the “uncircumcised,” the
“Gentiles,” or ‘‘the Greeks.”
The initiated reader could recognize Paul’s meaning when he proclaims
himself ‘apostle to the Gentiles" (Rom 1:5). The Valentinians note how Paul
contrasts his own mission to the pneumatic Gentiles with Peter’s mission to
the psychic Jews (Gal 2:7).‘’ Paul says that he, as apostle to the Gentiles,
longs to share with them his “pneumatic charisma” (Rom 1:11), but
acknowledges his obligation “both to the Greeks and to the barbarians,”
that is, as he says, both “to the wise (pneumatics) and to the foolish
(psychics) (Rom 1:14).
This sense of dual responsibility, the Valentinians infer, impels Paul to
write his letters, as he preaches, ‘in two ways at once.”** As he proclaims
the savior to psychics in terms they can grasp, so he addresses to them the
outward, obvious message of his letters. But to the initiates, who discern “the
truth” hidden there in “images,” he directs his deeper communication: they
alone interpret pneumatically what psychics read only literally.
What hermeneutical methods do Valentinian exegetes use to derive such
exegesis from Paul's letters? This question forms the basis ot the present
study, as it has for those of Henrici
different conclusions.

and

Barth;

yet here

it leads

to quite

8
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Methodologically.

this analysis has proceeded

as follows.

The

first step

required collecting evidence of Valentinian exegesis tor each passage of the
writings cited in second-century sources as ‘Pauline.’ Sources considered
include:

(1) the extant fragments of such teachers

as Valentinus,

Ptolemy,

Heracleon. and Theodotus; (2) passages of Valentinian exegesis cited in the
accounts of Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and Tertullian, trom the writings of
Clement of Alexandria (especially the Excerpta ex Theodoto), and from
Origen’s anti- Valentinian commentaries on the Pauline epistles; (3) citations

and allusions to “Pauline’’ texts available in the Nag Hammadi writings
generally considered Valentinian.
Much of the work of gathering and comparing such sources, especially of
certain of the Nag Hammadi texts, remains to be completed in future
studies. Further investigation of these as they become available will. I trust,
serve to check, modify, and extend the suggestions offered here. (Professor
Quispel kindly has communicated to me, for example, that the fourth

tractate of the Jung Codex contains many such Pauline references.
Consideration of this text, received after the manuscript was finished,
unfortunately could not be included in the present study.)
The second step has involved systematic collation of the evidence into
analysis of each ot the letters cited. The analysis is arranged according to the
letters

which

(according

to extant

evidence)

the

Valentinians

considered

Pauline: Romans, 1-2 Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians,
Colossians, and Hebrews. (The very few references to 1-2 Thessalonians are
discussed in other sections.)
Examination of the Greek and Coptic texts is. of course, essential for
scholarly evaluation
of the evidence cited, For the reader's convenience,
however, sections of the Greek texts of the epistles (selected according to
availability of corresponding Valentinian exegesis) have been included and
translated to indicate the textual basis of the gnostic reading (e.g., 1 Cor
2:14a: “the psychic does not discern pneumatic things’). Passages of
Valentinian exegesis are cited below the text under discussion. Where no
Valentinian citations are extant for a certain passage, the Pauline text is
omitted. In some cases where parallels occur to available exegetical passages,
a reconstruction of the Valentinian exegesis is suggested. (I have kept such
reconstructions, necessary as they are, to a minimum: further investigation
by other scholars will, | expect, contirm or correct the specific suggestions in
such cases).
Finally, a note of caution. The present study focuses specifically on Paul as
he ts being read in the second century.

The

subject

is, of course,

not Paul
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himself but “the gnostic Pau]’"—that is, the figure that emerges from
second-century gnostic sources. This investigation into the history of
hermeneutics makes no attempt to reconstruct a historical account of the
apostle himself, or of the issues he contronted in his own commiunities.
Instead the task is to investigate how two conflicting views of Paul emerge
and develop as early as the second century.

To question the assumptions ot NT and historical scholars concerning the
apostle Paul—as in the opening of this discussion—is essential for the
purpose of this study. Only by suspending the familiar image of the
“antignostic Paul’ can we recognize how the Valentinians (and other
gnostics), making an opposite assumption, could read and interpret the
Pauline epistles. One must take care, of course, not to jump to the opposite
conclusion—equally unjustified and premature in terms of historical
method—and accept as “historical” the gnostic claim that the apostle
himself was a gnostic initiate and teacher! Consideration of this issue will
require far more extensive investigation of the evidence than this study
permits.

Yet the evidence does indicate how the programmatic assumption of the
“antignostic Pau!” has directed the course ot Pauline exegesis. Much of what
passes tor “historical” interpretation of Paul and tor ‘objective’ analysis of
his letters can be traced on to the second-century heresiologists. For just as
Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Origen (apparently embarrassed by the ‘‘gnostic”
terminology Paul often uses) each set forth detailed—and explicitly
antignostic—exegesis of his letters, so certain contemporary scholars follow
their example. Bultmann, for example, describing Paul as the defender of
the ‘‘genuinely Christian element’’*? in the early communities, goes on to
make an exegetical case to establish Paul’s claim to this role. Using
form-critical methods, he attempts to show that whenever Paul uses gnostic
terminology (as in 1 Corinthians 15) he turns it againsr the gnostics to
construct “a great polemic against the gnosticizing party’’ in Corinth.*°
Similarly, U. Wilckens (Weisheit und Torheit,
1959), interpreting 1

Corinthians 2, characterizes Paul’s teaching on wisdom and gnosis as
antithetical to its gnostic counterpart.‘' Whether or not such exegesis is
accurate is a question that I gladly leave to other scholars. Certainly it lies
beyond the scope of this present study. Here the point is a simple one: that
alternative exegeses may have been ruled out a priori, and therefore not
considered as serious possibilities.
Those NT scholars who do investigate these gnostic traditions may find in
them new resources tor their own research. First, these traditions may
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suggest insights for exegeting specitic controversial passages; second, by
defining an alternative theological approach, they may increase awareness of
one’s own approach, or even challenge and extend it.
More critical for the study of gnosticism, however, is the tact that

conventional exegetical and historical analysis of early Christianity often fails
to account for the considerable body of evidence attesting gnostic exegesis of
Paul. If the apostle were so unequivocally antignostic, how could the gnostics
claim him as their great pneumatic teacher? How could they claim his
writings as the source for their anthropology.”’ their Christology,* and their
sacramental theology?** How could they say they are following his example
when they offer secret teaching of wisdom and gnosis *'to the initiates’’?**
How could they claim his resurrection theology as the source for their own,
citing his words as decisive evidence against the ecclesiastical doctrine of
bodily resurrection?**

The initial attempt to answer these questions directs us not toward Paul
himself.

nor

toward

his

own

second-century sources that
time—surround his writings.

historical

document

situation,

the

but

controversies

toward

the

that—by

that
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ROMANS

Rom I:1: Paul,
God. ...

slave of Jesus Christ. called

apostle.

separated

for the gospel

of

Paul opens his letter indicating his dual responsibility—indeed, his dual
identity—so Valentinian exegetes might claim. For the apostle first identifies
himself as “slave of Jesus Christ” (1:1), that is, as a psychic, standing ‘as a
slave” in relation to the pneumatic revelation.’ Paul identifies himself
psychically a second time when he says he is “called” (by contrast with the
pneumatics, who are “‘chosen"),?
Yet paradoxically he goes on to identity himself as one “separated for the
gospel of God" (1:1). Valentinian exegetes correlate this passage with his
praise for “the one who separated me from my mother’s womb” (Gal 1:15),
“seizing upon these passages.”’ Origen says, to prove that Paul is of the
pneumatic elect.’ The apostle. they explain. uses this symbolic language to
reveal that he has been born from Gad, the Father above, through the
Mother,

who is Wisdom

(sopiia) or Grace.‘

Why does Paul, the great pneumatic teacher, identify himself first as a
mere psychic slave? Fheodotus. citing Phil 2:7-9, recalls how the pneumatic
Christ “emptied himself’ to take on the psychic ‘form of a slave," Jesus, so
that “‘being found in human likeness’ he might beeome accessible to
psychics.* As “slave,”’ Paul imitates Christ; he, although “chosen.” identifies

himself voluntarily with the psychics who are “called.”
Rom 1[:3-4: . . . (the gospel of God) concerning his son, who came into existence of
the seed of David according to the flesh. the one designated son of God in power
according to the spirit.

. . .
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Paul now demonstrates how he preaches the “gospel of God" in two
different forms: first he proclaims the one who ‘‘came into existence of the
seed of David according to the flesh,’ and second, the one “designated son of
God . . . according to the spirit.” What does Paul mean? Does he refer
first to the savior’s human lineage, and second to his relation to Yahweh, the
creator? So the psychics understand Paul's message; but the Valentinians
reject such “‘literal’’ exegesis.
The initiated reader learns from secret tradition that here again Paul is
speaking symbolically. “David” signifies the demiurge himself—an
appropriate metaphor, first, in that he dominates his creatures like any petty
king;*

and

second,

in that,

as demiurge,

he

has

formed

and

“fathered”

mankind ‘‘according to the flesh."’? Paul characterizes in 1:3, then, the
psychic preaching of the savior “according to the flesh,” as son of the
demiurge (“David”); but in 1:4 the pneumatic proclamation of Christ
“according to the spirit” as ‘‘one designated son of God’’—of the Father.
The initiate, trained to read the deeper structure of the text, then, could
see from 1:1 how Paul identifies himself both as a psychic and as a member
of the pneumatic elect, and from 1:3-4 how he demonstrates two different
modes of his preaching. Theodotus explains that Paul ‘‘became the apostle of
the resurrection in the image of the Paraclete. Immediately after the passion
of the Lord he began to preach. Therefore he preached the savior in each of
two ways.*’ For the sake of the psychics (‘those on the left’’) he preached the
savior ‘‘according to the flesh” (cf. Rom 1:3) as one humanly born. humanly
suffering, ‘‘because this they can grasp, and in this way they fear him.’’ But
he also preached the savior “according to the spirit” (cf. 1:4) as one
generated from “the holy spirit and a virgin,” as those who are pneumatic
(“on the right") recognize him. For, Theodotus explains. the apostle knows
that ‘each one knows the Lord in his own way; all do not know him alike.""*
Rom

1:5-7:
. among
Jesus Christ,
Grace to you

. . . through whom we received grace (charis) and apostleship
all the nations for the sake of his name. in which you also are called of
to all those who are . . . beloved of God, (and) to those called holy.
and peace from God our Father and from the Lord (of) Jesus Christ.

Paul, having “received grace,’ sees his primary role as apostle to “all the
nations” (1:5), to the Gentiles, who signify the pneumatic elect. The
Valentinians note how Paul contrasts his own mission to the Gentiles (to
pneumatics) with Peter’s mission to the Jews (that is, to psychic Christians,
who regard Peter as the founder of their church).* As apostle to the
“Gentiles,” Paul says in 1:11 that he longs to share with them his
“pneumatic charisma." Yet he admits in 1:14 that he is obligated both ‘‘to
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the Greeks and to the barbarians,” that is, both ‘to the wise’’ pneumatics
and “‘to the foolish" psychics. The Valentinian might infer that for this
reason the apostle balances his phrases, blessing first the pneumatics (those
“beloved of God’’) with “grace” from ‘‘God our Father’ and then the
psychics (those “called holy") with “peace” from “the Lord.” (This passage
illustrates a basic principle of Valentinian exegesis: that Paul uses the term
“Lord” to designate Yahweh, as ‘‘God" designates the Father.)’°
Valentinian exegetes admire Paul's skill as he interweaves these phrases so
subtly that simple-minded readers never discern the deeper meaning. They
claim that when they ask such persons pointed questions, trying to direct
them to the deeper meaning, psychics reject it as ‘foolishness.”’'' The
Valentinians take such response as evidence that (as the apostle says) “the
psychic does not receive the things of the spirit of God; they are foolishness to
him; he cannot recognize them, because they are pneumatically discerned,
but the pneumatic discerns all things’’ (1 Cor 2:14-15)."”
Rom 1:9-14: God is my witness, whom | worship in my
that continually { make mention of you in my prayers .
may share with you a certain pneumatic charisma to
want you to remain ignorant. brothers. For many times
I have been prevented from doing so up to the present.
Greeks and to barbarians, to the wise and to the foolish.

spirit in the gospel of his son,
. . I long to see you, so that I
establish you. . . . I do not
I intended to come to you. burt
. . . Iam obligated both to

If Paul wants to share something with his correspondents, why doesn't he
write it in his letter? Why would he refrain trom writing it, and insist that he
must see them in person for this purpose? So the simple-minded reader
might ask; but the initiated claims to discern a deeper meaning hidden in
Paul's words. When Paul says “I thank my God" (1:8) tor their faith he
refers not to the demiurge as “his God,"’ but to the God “whom I worship in
my spirit’ (1:9) as pneumatics worship the Father. '?
What he wants to share is pneumatic charisma (1:11); of this, he says, “I
would not have you remain ignorant’ (1:13). As any initiate would know
from his own initiation into gnosis, such pneumatic truth cannot be
communicated by means of written documents but only through oral
communication. '* For this reason the apostle says “we speak wisdom among

the initiates” (teletoi, 1 Cor 2:6) and to them only ‘‘in secret,” since most
people remain incapable of receiving it.’* Paul is willing to share his
charisma with them. but reveals in 1:14 what restrains him: at present he is
obligated not only to Greeks (to pneumatics) but also to the barbarians

(psychics); not only to “the wise.”’ but also to ‘the foolish’' (1:14).
Who are those whom Paul calls ‘foolish? Heracleon and Ptolemy agree
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that those who persist in worshiping the demiurge, who himself is ‘‘foolish”
(ignorant of the Father) can only be called “‘tools’’ themselves. The story of
Moses veiling his tace, symbolically interpreted, teaches that the demiurge
“wears a veil” that prevents him from seeing the truth of God. Those who
worship him, the psychics, wear the veil of ignorance over their hearts, and so
remain blind to the truth of the Father.'®
How has this come to be so? How can men be blind to the very truth of all
things—to the Father of truth?
Rom 1:19-20:What is known of God is manifest in them, for God has revealed it to
them. For the invisible things of him, from the creation of the cosmos, are clearly
perceived in the things that have been made, namely, his eternal power and
divinity... .

The teacher Valentinus, alluding to this passage, explains that those who
see “in faith’’ perceive in the visible cosmos an image of the invisible God. He
gives an example: a painted portrait conveys less than the living presence of
the person who models for it; but the name makes up what the form lacks, so
that the person can be recognized from the portrait. So whoever knows the
divine name perceives that ‘‘the invisible things” of God (ct. 1:20) energize
the visible creation.'’
Theodotus says that Wisdom (sopéia) created the demiurge in the ‘‘image
of the Father’’ manifested in creation.'* The Marcosians explain how the
demiurge. in turn, created the visible cosmos ‘‘in the image of the invisible
things” above.'*
Ron

1:21-25: Although they knew God, they did not glorify him as God, or thank

him,

but became vain in their imagination,

and their foolish heart was darkened.

Claiming to be wise. they became fools, and exchanged the glory of the incorruptible
God for the image of the corruptible man (anthropos) . . . and exchanged the truth
of God for a lie, and they revered and worshiped the creation and not the one who
created, who is blessed among the aions.

Paul explains that some refused to worship ‘‘the one who is blessed among
the aions” (1:25); for in such passages, Ptolemy claims. the apostle tollows
his frequent practice of mentioning the divine aions above.’ Such persons
“became futile in their minds, and their foolish hearts were darkened.” until
finally they “became fools,”’ worshiping “the creation instead of the creator”
(1:21-22, 25).
What is the meaning of this mysterious passage? Taken literally. it warns
against pagan idolatry; but interpreted symbolically it warns against a far
subtler and more pervasive kind of idolatry: namely, worship of the

demiurge,

who

himself is only

‘the

creation’’

of the

higher

powers.?!
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Heracleon explains from
Christians—now worship
creator,"' who is “Christ
serve as an image and
mistaken as a substitute
This means
knowledge of his
materiality, the
error’ **—which
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1:21 that the majority of Christians—the psychic
this demiurge, the “creation instead of the true
the Logos” (cf. Jn 1:3).?* The demiurge, created to
instrument of divine revelation, now has been
for God, and is worshiped as a god himself!

that many have ‘exchanged the truth of God’’—the
primal being?*—for a “‘lie,”’ that is, for the false principle of
devil.7* The “‘many” psychics have fallen into ‘‘flesh and
results in the situation Paul describes in 1:26-27.

Rom 1:26-27: Therefore God gave them up into the sufferings (patke) of dishonor, for
their females exchanged natural relation for that contrary to nature, and likewise the
males, having abandoned the natura] relation with the females were consumed in
their lust toward one another, males with males, effecting what is inappropriate

(aschemosunen) and receiving in themselves the due penalty for their error (plane).

What can this passage mean? Read literally, the meaning is simple
enough: man's distorted relationship to God has resulted in ‘‘unnatural”’
human relationships, above alj, in homosexuality. The psychic reader,
grasping only this, may learn from it a useful moral warning.’® But the
pneumatic, knowing that in Christ ‘all things are permitted,”’ need not
concern himself with conventional morality.’?? How is he to understand this
passage?
By examining the technical terms of this passage?* and comparing these
with a Naassene exegesis, 7° we may suggest reconstructing a Valentinian
exegesis as follows: in this passage the apostle reveals that the Father has
yielded his creation into ‘‘sufferings” (pathe) which form the elements of
cosmic existence. In the process those who became psychic, having fallen
victim to “error’’ (plane) were separated from the pneumatics, who, being
divinely chosen, remained secretly related to the Father. Originally, these
two were part of the same being: they belong together; but now they have
been separated, their natural relationship disrupted, and both suffer from
this alienation. According to Theodotus, this is the mystery hidden in the
Story of Adam and Eve. Although originally they were one being (cf. Gen
1:26), Eve's separation from Adam typifies the psychics’ separation from the
pneumatic

elect (as “‘females’’ separated from

the ‘‘males’’).

Now

(as Paul

explains through the metaphor of homosexuality in 1:21-25) the ‘‘males”’ and

the “females” group themselves
other in loving relationship. *°

Reading Romans

separately,

instead

of uniting with

each

| as Paul's symbolic description of the present situation
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ot the Christian

community,

the Valentinians

could

account

for their own

relationship—as allegedly pneumatic Christians—to those they consider the
psychic majority. Irenaeus describes their dilemma: why, they ask, do
psychic Christians accuse us of malice, lies, arrogance, and heresy? Why do
they attempt to exclude us trom common worship, and their bishops urge
others to shun us as ‘offspring of Satan’“—when we ourselves confess the
same creed and hold the same doctrines that they do?”
Paul's letters—pneumatically interpreted—could offer them great insight
onto the situation. By means of allegorical exegesis, they read in Romans 1
how the psychics, misled by error (plane, 1:27), having rejected the
truth of God (1:25-26). have become blinded to the truth (1:20-25), and now
worship the demiurge instead of the Father (1:25). In the process they have
forced an unnatural separation between psychics and pneumatics (females/
males;

1:26-27) within the community.

The Valentinian, asking how he, as one of the pneumatics. should respond
to the situation, could see the apostle—himself pneumatic—offering himself
as an example to others. According
to Valentinian exegesis,
Paul
willingly identifies himself with psychics as well as with pneumatics,
acknowledging his responsibility to both Jews and to Greeks (1:14).
Accommodating himself to the different capacities of each group, he
preaches the gospel “in each of two ways.”’’? Paul also intends his own letter
to be read "‘in each of two ways."" He addresses the literal level to psychics,
who may read in Romans 1 only of his concern to visit Christians in Rome,
his responsibility to Jews and to Greeks, and his account of the origin of
idolatry and homosexuality. But he addresses the symbolic level to those
who, like himself, are pneumatic.’> They alone, having received initiation
into the technique of pneumatic exegesis could discover here his teaching,
veiled in symbols, of the relationship between themselves and the psychic
Christians.
The initiated reader could learn from such reading of Romans that
psychics, on the one hand, and pneumatics, on the other, hear the message
of Christ and experience redemption in qualitively different ways.
How, specifically. does their experience differ? The exegete could infer
that this is the question that Paul takes up in Romans 2: how the psychic
“Jews” differ from the pneumatic ‘*Gentiles.”
Rom 2:1-10: Therefore you are inexcusable. oh man, whoever you are who judge: for
in that you judge another, you condemn yourself. . . . We know that the judgment
of God is according to truth upon those who do such things. . . . Do you not know
that the kindness of God is meant to lead you into repentance? But by your hard and

ROMANS
unrepentant

revelation

heart you store up wrath

of God's

ordinances,

who
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for yourself on the day of wrath and of the

will

requite

one

each

according

to

his

. . . there shall be tribulation and distress upon every soul of man who does

works.

evil, to the Jew first . . . but there will be glory and honor and peace to everyone
who does good. to the Jew first, then to the Greek.

Paul speaks here ‘to the Jew first’’ (2:9-10), to those ‘‘under the law”
(2:12)—that is, to the psychic. He warns that “every soul” (pasan_ psychen,
2:9: that is, every psychic) will be requited ‘‘according to his works.”
Heracleon offers a parallel exegesis of Rom 13:1 where Paul warns “every
soul” that he is ‘‘subject to the higher powers,’’ above all to ‘him who bears
the sword” in judgment to punish evildoers and to reward those who do good
(13:3-5), Heracleon explains that “the one who judges and avenges” is
“Moses, that is, the lawgiver himself,” the demiurge: he is “the servant of
God who executes his wrath” (13:4).** By contrast, God (the Father) judges
“according to truth” (2:2), intending in his ‘‘kindness”’ to lead the psychics
“into repentance’’(2:4).
Rom 2-12-16: All who have sinned without the law also perish without the law: and all
who sin in the law shall be judged through the law. . . . When the Gentiles who do
not have the law do by nature (physez) the things of the law, they themselves, not
having the law, are law for themselves. They show that the effect of the law (to ergon
tou nomou) is written on their hearts, their conscience bearing witness . . . accusing
or defending them, on the day when God judges the secrets of men according to my
gospel through Jesus Christ.

While he warns the psychic “Jews’’ who remain ‘‘in the law” that they face
its judgment, Paul reveals that the pneumatic *'Gentiles"’ do not stand under

the demiurge’s law. Although they seem to be “‘perishing in materiality,"’** as
Heracleon admits, they actually are exempt from the demiurge’s law and
from his jurisdiction.** Basilides, offering a similar exegesis, explains that
the pneumatics

the

inner

‘delight in the law of God’’—of the Father—‘‘according to

anthropos”

(cf.

Rom

7:23).°’

Being

of

pneumatic

nature

(pneumatike physis), they ‘do by nature (physei) the things in the law”
(2:14). Yet their natural affinity with the Father is a secret, hidden from

psychics and from the demiurge;’* only “their own conscience’ testifies to it
(2:15). This secret shall be revealed only when ‘God (the Father) judges the

secrets of mankind.” Paul declares, however, that God shall not judge, as the
demiurge does, through the law (cf. 2:12) but “according to my gospel”

(2:16).

Rom 2:26-29: If then the uncircumcised keeps the precepts of the law. shall not his
uncircumcision be accounted as circumcision? And the one by nature uncircumcised
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who

keeps

the

law

shall

judge

you.

who

through

literalism

and

circumcision

transgress it. For he is not a real Jew who is one outwardly, nor is true circumcision
something external in the flesh: but he is truly a Jew who is one in secret; his
circumcision is of the heart, pneumatic, not literal; and his praise is not from men but
from God.

Paul explains here the deeper meaning of his symbolism. As the “Jews,”
the “circumcised,” signify the psychics, circumcised **in the flesh” (2:28), so
the “Gentiles” who are “by nature uncircumcised" (2:27) signify the

pneumatic elect. The pneumatics “keep the precepts of the law” far better
than psychics, who are bound to obey the demiurgic law. The inner. natural

law of the pneumatic nature, the ‘‘law of God,”’ is “written on their heart”:*?
this is the “circumcision of the heart. pneumatic, not literal’ (2:29) that
relates them to God the Father.*® In a deeper sense, then, the pneumatic is
the one who is “truly a Jew,”’ a ‘Jew in secret’’ (2:28-29), as Theodotus says:
“Israel is an allegory of the pneumatic who sees God.""*!
How can Paul, having censured the psychic “‘Jew’’ for judging the

“Gentiles” (2:17-25) go on to approve the pneumatic “‘Gentile™ (“‘the one by
nature uncircumcised who keeps the law’’ 2:26) who judges the psychic
“Jew

(2:27)?

The initiated

reader could

follow Paul's

argument.

For the

psychic to judge the pneumatic is impossible, since “the psychic does not
receive pneumatic things’ (1 Cor 2:14).“? But Paul teaches, on the other
hand, that ‘the pneumatic judges all things” (1 Cor 2:15), not only the
psychics themselves, but even angels who belong to the psychic creation,
According to a symbolic reading of the passage. then, Paul contradicts the
psychics’ whole self-understanding. Although they boast of their reliance on
the law, of their relation to their god (the demiurge), and of their superiority
to the Gentiles (2:17-20), now they are shown to be far inferior to the
despised ‘*Gentiles’’ — those secretly related to the God who transcends their
demiurgic god!
Rom 3.:1-2: What advantage, then, has the Jew? What is the value of circumcision?
Much in every way. First, that they were entrusted with the pronouncements of God
(1a logia tou theou).

What advantage, then, is there in ‘‘circumcision’’ — in the psychics’
relation to the demiurge through the law? The writer of the Gospel of
Thomas implies that there is none: he insists that it is the ‘true circumcision
in spirit’ that is beneticial “in every way.’**’ Yet certain Valentinian exegetes
note the advantage of the psychics’ relation to the demiurge that Paul cites in
3:2: through them the ‘‘words of God”’ (the Father) were transmitted to the
elect.** Although the psychics who received these “words” from the demiurge
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themselves understood them only literally, they conveyed them to the elect,
who could perceive their spiritual (that is, symbolic) meaning.
Rom 3:5-6; Is God unjust to bear wrath against mankind

it not be. How then could God judge the cosmos?

(Aoi anrhropod)?

| say: may

Pau! asks, then, whether God will “‘bear wrath against the anthropoi’—
that is, against the elect. Will he judge legalistically those who interpret the
law symbolically? Paul answers that this is impossible: if God were so unjust,
how could he judge “the cosmos’’ (3:6)? Origen’s Valentinian opponents
apparently punctuate this passage so as to conclude that only the psychic
cosmos shall be judged according to the law: the pneumatic anthropoi, the
“Gentiles,” are exempted from such judgement.**
Rom 3:9b-20: We have already accused both Jews and Greeks alike of being under
sin, as it is written: ‘‘he is not just. not one; he does not understand; he is not seeking
God; all have fallen, together they have fallen short: no one does kindness; there is
not one. . . .”’ For we know that whatever the law says, it addresses to those in the
law, so that every mouth may be silenced, and the whole cosmos may become liable
before God. Therefore. all flesh will not be justified before him trom works of the law.
For through the law comes awareness of sin.

Now Paul deals with an obvious objection. How can pneumatics be
exempted trom judgment if ‘*both Jews and Greeks,"” that is, psychics and
pneumatics alike. are ‘accused . . . of being under sin’’ (3:9)? Are not “all
alike” subject to sin—to the power of materiality,“* as 3:12-18 seems to
contirm? Valentinian exegetes insist, on the contrary, that this passage
applies only to psychics. It is the demiurge, they claim, who is ‘not one™
(3:10), as God the Father alone “is one.""*’ It is the demiurge—and the
psychic nature he generates—that “lacks understanding’ and “‘is not
seeking God.” Valentinian exegetes conclude that Paul is describing the
psychics in 3:12-18 as those who are ignorant of “the invisible depth
(Bythos),” having “fallen away” from God.** The apostle censures them for
their deceit. perversity, and violence, and above all for not “fearing God”
(3:18), since they alone are called to fear him*’ (and not, as are the elect, to
know and to love him). The gnostic might well ask how, indeed, this passage

could refer to the elect, whose nature is one and harmonious, who do have
understanding. and who, by their very nature, ‘seek God"'?**
So Paul explains in 3:19 that “‘whatever the law says, it says to those in the
law {to the psychic Jews’) so that the whole cosmos (the psychic cosmos)
may become liable before God.” Origen’s Valentinian opponents explain
from 3:20 that since the law evokes “awareness of sin" the ideas of sin,
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liability, and judgment, emerge dialectically with the idea of law.*' The
author of the Gospel of Philip expresses a similar conception in metaphor; he

describes the law as the ‘tree’ which ‘has power to give knowledge of good
and evil,”’ but cannot help man

to implement

this knowledge

(see n. 51).

Rom 3:21-24: But now the righteousness of God has been revealed apart from the
law, the law and the prophets witnessing to it, the righteousness of God. through faith
in Jesus Christ for all who believe. For there is no difference: all have sinned, and they

lack the glory of God, being justified as a gift by his grace through the redemption
(upolytrosts) is Christ Jesus.

Here Paul declares, conversely, that where there is no law. there can be no
idea of sin, fiabiliry or judgment. Therefore the pneumatics, who are not ‘‘in
the law’’ (cf. 3:19) are exempt from this whole paradigm. Valentinian
exegetes cite Rom 4:15 (‘‘where there is no law, there is no transgression’’)
and 5:13 (‘‘sin is not accounted where there is no law”’) to show that even if
the pneumatic is immersed in materiality, he is not ‘in sin,"’*? nor is he liable

to “judgment” on the basis of his works. On the contrary, to him “the
righteousness of God has been revealed,’ attested through pneumatic
interpretation of the law and the prophets. Those who “‘all sinned"’ (3:23) are
the psychics, who, standing “‘in the law,” are held ‘under sin” (3:9, 3:19).
But the pneumatics, although exempt from sin, have “‘lacked the glory” of
the Father (3:23), and now are “justified as a gift of his grace through the
redemption that is in Christ.”’ Valentinian exegetes apparently conclude that
Paul intends here to distinguish the pneumatic redemption (apo/prrosis) from
the salvation (soteria) that psychics must strive to attain through the law.*?
Rom 3:25-28: What God foreordained as a reconciliation through faith in his blood to
demonstrate righteousness (lit.: for a demonstration of his righteousness, eis endeixin
tes dikaiosunes autou) through his forgiveness of previous sins in the forbearance of
God, was done to demonstrate his righteousness in the present time (for he himself is
just, and justifies the one from faith in Jesus). Where then is boasting? It is excluded.
By what law? The law of works? No—but through the law of faith. For we reason that
a person (anthropos) is justified by faith apart from works of the law.

Paul reveals the basis for this distinction in 3:25. Many Christians—
psychic Christians, the Valentinians would say—assume that this passage
refers to the passion and crucifixion of Jesus. Gnostic Christians, however,
say that ‘‘what God foreordained as reconciliation through faith” is the
pneumatic elect, foreordained ‘to demonstrate his righteousness." What
psychics refer to the passion of Jesus, pneumatics refer to “what the passion
of Jesus signifies in the cosmos.’’** “They claim that the Lord came in the last
times of the cosmos for this purpose, for the passion, so that he might
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demonstrate the passion that had occurred to the fast of the aions.’"**
Sophia's passion and restoration, in turn, pretigure that of the ‘‘foreordained”’ clect.
These two interpretations of the passion (psychic and pneumatic) lead to

two different types of eucharistic theology. When the psychics celebrate the
eucharist, they “recall the Lord's death” and his passion, drinking the wine

as Jesus’ blood. But when the pneumatics celebrate the eucharist, they recall
the Mother's passion, and drink the eucharistic wine as a symbol of der
suffering. In their eucharistic invocation, the Marcosians pray that as the
wine symbolizes the “blood of charis,"’ so as they partake of the wine “grace

may flow into them."’** The gnostic reader could assume, then, that Paul
speaks of the pneumatic redemption effected through grace when he
concludes, ‘‘where is boasting?’ and answers that it is excluded—but
“through the law of faith’ that operates ‘through grace” (charis).
From such passages as these, Valentinian exegetes infer that Paul! intends
his allegory of “‘Jews’’ and “Greeks” to characterize two distinct processes.
The psychics, being “under sin” (3:19) are bound to the “law of works”
(3:27). To escape the penalty of death for sins, they do need faith, but theirs
is specifically faith “in Jesus” (3:26), in the psychic son of the demiurge.
Those who repent and believe in him receive forgiveness, and are required to
do “good works.” The process of their salvation depends upon their choice
and their own activity; it operates according to what Paul calls the ‘‘law of
works” (3:27).
The pneumatics, on the other hand, are of the elect: they receive
redemption according to the “law of faith’—faith not in the psychic Jesus
but in the pneumatic Christ. Unlike the works-salvation of the psychics, the
pneumatic redemption excludes all human effort (and hence all “boasting"’):
it depends entirely upon ‘‘what God foreordained” (3:25) in election. Paul
says of this in 3:28, ‘‘we reason that the anthropos (the pneumatic) is justified
by faith apart trom works of the law.”
Rom 3:29-31: 1s God only the God of the Jews? Is he not also the God of the Gentiles?
Yes, of the Gentiles. if, indeed, God is one, who will justify the circumcised from
faith, and the uncircumcised through faith. Do we then abolish the law through
faith? No--instead we establish the law.

Here Paul sets the essential question: is God only the “God of the
Jews"—that is, only the demiurge? Is he not also the “God of the
Gentiles"—the Uningendered Father, who alone can be called “one God”
(3:30)?5? Origen's Valentinian opponents explain from 3:29-30 that the “one
God''—the Father—justifies “the circumcised” (‘the Jews,” 3:29: i.e., the
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psychics) from faith (ek ptsteos) and the “uncircumcised” (the “Gentiles” of
3:29, the pneumatics) through faith (dia pisteos, 3:30). For the psychics’
faith, being limited, comes “from works” (4:2) as well as ‘‘from faith’; but
the pneumatic is redeemed entirely ‘through faith’’ (3:30b) as Paul says,
“apart from works of the law”’ (3:28).
Paul concludes in 3:31 that the pneumatics ‘abolish the law through
faith.” How then can he claim simultaneously to “establish the law''?
Valentinian exegetes explain that although the law is abolished in relation to
the elect, it is sustained and even affirmed in relation to the psychics.**
Through this discussion, they claim, Paul has answered the question he
asked rhetorically in 3:1: the ‘advantage of circumcision” is that it offers the
possibility of salvation to those psychics who are not included among the
elect.
Rom 4:1-3: What then shall we say of Abraham, our forefather according to the
flesh? If Abraham was justified from works. he has reason to boast, but not before
God. For what does the scripture say? Abraham

to him for righteousness.

believed God, and it was accounted

What concerns Paul here? Is he asking about Abraham, the progenitor of
the people of Israel? The initiated reader would recognize that here again
Paul speaks symbolically: he is asking about the demiurge. who, typified by
Abraham, *‘fathers’’ mankind ‘according to the flesh.”’** Is the demiurge
Justified by the ‘‘law of works” like the psychics, or through the “law of
faith” like the elect? Valentinian exegetes interpret 4:3 to mean that since
the demiurge

(‘‘Abraham’’)

‘“‘believed

God"”—the

Father—“his

faith

was

accounted for righteousness.’’ Yet, they add, those who worship the
demiurge himself as God, who do not believe ‘‘on the God in whom Abraham
believed’’—on the Father—are not justified, as he himself is, ‘through
faith.’’°°
Rom 4.4-8: For the one who works. the reward is not accounted according to grace
but according to obligation. And to the one who does not work. but believes on him
who justifies the

unholy,

his faith

is accounted

for righteousness.

So also

David

speaks of the blessedness of the one whom God accounts righteous apart from works:
“blessed are those whose transgressions are forgiven, whose sins are covered; blessed
is the man (aner) to whom the Lord does not impute sin.”

Paul draws the consequence of this in 4:5: ‘‘to the one who works”’ (that is,
to the psychic) “the reward is accounted not according to grace, but
according to obligation.” But “‘to the one who does not work" (to the
pneumatic) who “believes on him who justifies the unholy (on the Father) his
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faith is accounted for righteousness.'’ Paul cites the testimony of ‘‘David™
(that is, of che demiurge) in 4:7-8.
To whom do these phrases apply? Since Paul himself says in 4:15 that
“where there is no law, there is no transgression,” and in 5:13 that ‘‘sin is not
accounted where there is no law,"' Valentinian exegetes infer that those
described in 4:7 cannot be pneumatic “Gentiles.’’ It must refer to the
psychics, and specifically to those who have received forgiveness, whose “*sins
are covered."’ But the second phrase, describing the one ‘‘to whom the Lord
(the demiurge) does not impute sin,” can only refer to the pneumatic. So
Paul introduces this verse in 4:6 in praise of the “‘blessedness of the man
whom God accounts righteous apart from works.’’ The passage offers a third
textual clue that could serve to confirm this exegesis for the initiated reader:
while the first phrase is plura), denoting the plurality of psychics, the second
is singular, designating the “unique, unified, single-formed nature’’*'
of the elect. Pau concludes in 4:9-12 that the demiurge (‘Abraham’) having
received justification “through faith,”’ like the elect, becomes not only the
father of the “‘circumcised," the psychics, but also of the ‘‘uncireumcised,”
the pneumiatics.
Rom 4:13-15: For it was not through law that the promise came to Abraham or to his
seed—to be the heirs of the cosmos—but through the righteousness of faith. For if
those who are from the law are heirs, faith is empty. and the promise is void. For the
law effects wrath. But where there is no law. there is no transgression.

“Those

who

are

from

the

law’

are

excluded

from

the

pneumatic

inheritance.*? For the demiurge’s law, being correlated with sin and death,”
“effects wrath" (4:15). Only those who stand apart from law—the pneumatic
“Gentiles’’"—escape the demiurge's wrath, for ‘where there is no law there is
no transgression.""**
Rom 4:16-17: Therefore it is from faith, so that, according to grace, the promise may

be certain to the entire seed; not only to the seed from the law, but also to that from

Abraham's faith. He is the father of all of us . . . in the presence of the God in
whom he believed. who gives life to the dead. and calls into being those who are not
(Kalountos ta me onta hos onta).

The Valentinian exegete, noting that the promise is given “to the entire
seed" (4:16), sees in this phrase the contrast between two different elements
of the “seed”: the first (“that which is of the law’) is the seed sown into the

Psychic creation;”* the second (‘that which is of Abraham's faith’’) is that
sown into the pneumatic elect, who believe in the Father (‘the God in whom
Abraham believed"). Paul has shown that the elect seed receive the promise
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“through faith” since they come forth from God as “the living’; but how can

the psychics, who are “nonexistent” (1a me onta)"’ receive the promise given
only ‘through faith’? The Valentinians claim that Paul answers this
question through the allegory of Abraham

and Sarah

(4:18-22).

Rom 4:18-24: In hope he believed against hope. that he should become the father of
many nations . . . he did not weaken in faith when he considered his own body
already deadened. nearly one hundred years old, and the deadness of Sarah's
womb . . . he grew strong in faith, giving glory to God, fully convinced that what
God had promised he also was able to do. For this his faith was accounted for
righteousness. But is is not written of him alone . . . but also for our sake. to whom
it was to be accounted, to those believing in the one who raised Jesus our Lord from
the dead... .

Here again Paul indicates that he speaks allegorically (cf. 4:23): he reveals
how the demiurge (‘Abraham’) came to recognize his own “deadness”’ and
the ‘‘deadness of the womb of Sarah” (4:19), that is, of Sophia, the Mother
who brings forth "unformed, temale seed” as ‘‘abortions’’ generated “into
death."**’ Even realizing this, the demiurge held to his faith in the Father.
“in the God who makes the dead live, and calls into being those who are not”
(4:17).°%
Paul concludes this passage saying that this account of justification
“through faith’ was not written “for his sake only,” that is. not only for the
demiurge, but for all who believe in the Father, “in him who raised Jesus our
Lord trom the dead” (4:24). In this he directs the initiated reader not only to

discriminate clearly between the demiurge and the Futher. but also to believe
{as the demiurge does) in the transcendent God.
Rom 5:6-9: For while we were still weak, at the right time Christ died for the unholy.
One will hardly die for the sake of the just (diAuios), for the gaod (ugathos) perhaps
one might even dare to die, But God extends his own love toward us, in that while we
were still sinners, Christ died for us, Much more, then, being justified in his blood, we
shall be saved by him from wrath.

Paul explains here how the savior came to destroy the power that hostile
archons held over mankind.** For that “we were still weak"’ recalls that

mankind was generated in ‘flesh, that weakness that issued from the woman
aboye,”’ from the passion of Sophia.’® Subjected to the cosmic powers,
helpless to resist the evil powers “who attack the soul through the body,”

mankind is ‘‘weak,” easily prey to their influence and tyranny.'' The savior
responded with compassion to human helpiessness and *‘came down to draw
us from the passion,” to overcome the evil powers, and to ‘adopt us to
himselt.""? For, as Paul goes on to say, ‘‘one would hardly die for the sake of
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the just (dikafos; that is. the psychic).”’ but for the good (agathos, the
pneumatic) one might dare even to die” (5:7). Valentinian exegetes claim
that the elect alone recognize “‘what the passion of the savior symbolized in
the cosmos,’"”* that he came and suffered in order to reveal through his own
passion the passion of Sophia, and to reveal her restoration into the divine
being.”
But, one may ask, what about the psychics. who remain ignorant of the
mystery symbolically revealed in the savior’s passion? Does their ignorance
mean that they receive no benefit trom the savior? The Valentinians claim
that, on the contrary, since the savior came into the cosmos “‘to save the
psychic,"’’* he chose to reveal himself to psychics in terms they were able to
grasp.”’ Paul follows his example in 5:8-9 where he too speaks in terms the
psychics can understand, giving a second interpretation of the savior's
passion — this time a psychic interpretation: that while they were ‘'sinners,”
Christ died to save them “from wrath," that is, from the demiurge’s
judgment.”*
Rom 5:12-14: Therefore as through one man (anthropos) sin came into the world, and
through sin, death, so that death came upon all men, in that all sinned before the law,
sin was in the cosmos, but sin is not accounted where there is no law. But death

reigned from Adam to Moses, even upon those who had not sinned in the likeness of

the transgression of Adam,

who is the type of what is to come.

Here Paul reveals the secret of the cosmic creation: how sin brought death
into the cosmos along with the law, so that “death reigned from Adam to
Moses, even over those who had not sinned” (5:14).
How has death gained such power, and what is its power? To what — or to
whom — does this mysterious phrase refer? Basilides says that the demiurge
himselt is the power called “death” or “sin.” In his exegesis of this passage,
he quotes a variant reading: ‘sin reigned from Adam to Moses,’ as it has
been written, for the Great Archon reigned, having an empire that extends to
the heavens, and imagining himselt alone to be God.""*
The Valentinians agree that here Paul describes the demiurge’s reign, but
they apparently hesitate to identify the demiurge himself (as Basilides does)
as sin or as death. Instead Valentinus describes the demiurge as the cause of
death: he explains that “the origin of death is the work of the cosmic
demiurge.”’*" Yet the demiurge himself did not intend this; initially his reign,

instituted

by Christ

and

his

Wisdom

(sophia)®'

bore

“a

great

and

fair

promise."**?

How, then, was that promise broken, so that now in the present situation.
death has gained power to reign over mankind? Apparently the demiurge
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was helpless to avert the corruption that plagued his creation from its
beginning." so that sin and death became inevitable correlates of his reign.
His reign, became, in effect, the “reign of death.” which enslaved mankind
to the ‘‘service of death,""** and tyrannized even “those who had not sinned in
the likeness ot Adam's transgression” that is, even the elect.
Rom 5:15-2/: But the gift of grace (charisma) is not like the transgression. For if,
through the transgression of one. the many died, much more the grace of God and the
gift in the grace of the one man (anthropos) Jesus Christ abounds to the
many. .. . For the law came in to increase the transgression: but where sin
increased, grace abounded, so that as sin reigned in death. so also grace may reign
through righteousness in eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Paul explains that “the charisma is not like the transgression” (4:15). Here
he discloses the secret of the difference between those he calls ‘‘the many”
(the psychics)** and “the one’ (Christ and the elect).*° “Through the
transgression of one (not of Adam, but of Eve. or Sophia whom she typifies)*’
many died’’—that is. the ‘‘many’’ psychics have been generated “into
death,” into cosmic existence.** Yet “through the one anthropos, Jesus
Christ, the gift of grace (of charis, the divine aion) abounded to the many”
(S:15). Who is the “tone anrhropos” through whom “the many’’ receive the
gift of divine grace? Theodotus says it is Jesus, the “one’’ who willingly
allowed himself to be *‘divided”’ in order to restore ‘‘the many” into unity.*°
Do Valentinus and Heracleon contradict Theodotus when they interpret
the ‘one anthropos” not as Jesus but as synonymous with the pneumatic
elect? The Valentinians, perbaps, would see no contradiction here, since they
identity the savior and the elect as being essentially identical, as one being.”°
Valentinus explains that ‘together with Christ (the elect) battle against
death” for the sake of redeeming the demiurge’s lost, corrupted creation;
together they “attempt to save the psychic image which he was not able to
rescue from corruption.”**' The savior and the elect simultaneously constitute
the pneumatic nature (to pneumatikon) which has come into the cosmos “to
save the psychic."’’? Together they deliver it from death, and “‘will reign over
creation and over all destruction.”
Through this entire chapter, then, Paul discloses that the demiurge’s
creation, lost to sin and death, is to be released by Christ and the elect.
Although the demiurgic law came ‘‘to increase transgression,” even where
“death has reigned" through the demiurge (cf. 5:14) ‘the power of grace”
tinally will reign “into eternal lite” (5:21).
Rom

6:3-11;

were baptized

Do you not know that those of us who were baptized into Christ Jesus
into his death?

For we were buried

with

him

through

baptism

into
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death, so that as Christ was raised trom the dead through the glory of the Father, we
too might walk in newness of lite. For if we have become identified in the likeness of
his death, so shall we be identified in the likeness of his resurrection.

We know that

our old man (ho palaios hemon anthropos) has been crucified. that the body of sin (¢o

soma tes hamartias) may be destroyed, and we are no longer enslaved to sin

if we have died with Christ, we know that we also shall live with him

he died he died to sin

. . . but the life he lives he lives to God.

consider yourselves dead

. . . but

. . . the death

So also you must

to sin, but alive to God.

Previously Paul has described in universal scope the cosmic battle Christ
wages against the rulers and archons who have held creation captive. Now he

changes his focus to show how Christ's victory over these powers becomes
effective in the believer's inner experience. He explains that it is in baptism
that the believer dies, is buried, and is raised from the dead. What does this
mean?

Most Christians—psychic Christians, the Valentinians call them—
interpret this literally, believing that whoever is baptized in the church
receives hope that after his actual death, he will be restored—body and
soul—and raised back to life. Gnostic theologians reject this belief as
simple-minded, the “faith of fools."°* They claim that psychic believers fail
to see that Paul is not speaking here literally of a future bodily resurrection:
instead he is speaking symbolically of the process of receiving gnosis.
lrenaeus says that ‘they maintain that ‘the resurrection from the dead’ is
knowing the truth that they proclaim.’’** The teacher of Rheginos alludes to
such passages as Rom 6:3-11 and Col 3:4 as he explains the meaning of
resurrection:
The savior has swallowed up death. so you should not remain in ignorance [i.e.,
“death”] . .-. having swallowed up the visible through the invisible; and he has
offered us the way of our immortality. Therefore, as the apostle says. we suffered
with him, and we arose with him. and we went to heaven with him. **

For, he continues, the resurrection is “the revelation of that which is the
change of things, and transformation into newness”’ (cf. 6:4).°°
Paul indicates in 6:3-4 (as Tertullian’s account confirms) that this process
Occurs in the experience of baptism. Theodotus cites this passage as he
explains that “baptism is called ‘death,’ and an ‘end of the old life." when we
depart from the evil archons (sin. 6:7, and deuth, 6:9) but it is called ‘life
according to Christ’ which he alone rules.""*’ What is transformed in
baptism, he continues, is not the body but the soul. Although the initiate
Physically remains unchanged. spiritually he “dies to the cosmos. but ‘lives
to God’ (ef. 6:10),

that death

may be released by death, and corruption by
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resurrection.'’’* Whoever receives this pneumatic baptism receives gnosis of
“who we were, what we have become . . . whence we came, from what we
have been redeemed; what bitth is, and what rebirth.’ To receive this
enlightenment is to be ‘raised from the dead”: this is the resurrection!
'°°
In the process, as Paul says (6:6), the ‘old man" is “crucified with
Christ."" Since crucifixion signifies separation trom the passions,'"’ this
means that the ‘‘body of sin’ (6:6), the “mortal bodies’ in which “sin
reigns” (6:12) are separated trom the inner pneumatic “new man.”''”? Those
who “‘strip off the flesh" thereby are freed from “the power of sin,” the devil;
those who undergo ‘‘death’’ are released from the demiurge. Rheginos’
teacher enjoins his disciple to realize that “already you have the
resurrection . . . consider yourself as risen already.”'** These Valentinian
sources accord with Tertullian’s account: the heretics, ‘claiming that death
itself must be understood in a pneumatic way,"’ say that
death
6:10]

. . . is ignorance of God, by reason of which one is dead to God [ef. Rom.
. . . Therefore.

that

must

be

held

to

be

resurrection,

when

one

is

reanimated by access to the truth, and having dispersed the death of ignorance,
and being endowed with new life by God, has burst forth from the sepulchre of
the “old man” [cf. Rom. 6:6]. From this it follows that those who by faith have

attained to the resurrection are with the Lord once they have ‘‘put him on” in
baptism [cf. Rom 6:4-5].

Rom 6:12-19; Do not let sin reign in your mortal bodies so that you obey its desires, or

lend your members as weapons of injustice to sin, but establish yourselves ta God as if
alive from the dead and your members as weapons of righteousness to God. for sin
shall not reign over you: for you are not under law, but under grace. . . . Do you not
know that you are the slaves of the one vou obey, either sin, which leads to death, or

obedience. which leds to righteousness? But thanks be to God, that you who once
were slaves of sin have become obedient . . . to the type of the teaching (ton typon

tes didaches); having been freed from sin, you became slaves of righteousness. I speak
humanly, because of the weakness of your flesh.

If the pneumatic has already been released from sin and death and has
been resurrected, why does Pau! now warn against the power of sin and
death? The gnostic reader would recognize that Paul here no longer speaks of
the elect themselves; from 6:12 he speaks of the psychics. The elect

themselves have “died to sin,” in Separation from the ‘body of sin’’ (6:6); but
their “mortal bodies,” the psychics (see discussion on Rom 8:11), still
may be ruled by sin (the devil) and compelled to obey
according to the Gospel of Philip, “whoever has gnosis
man, but the free man does not sin, for ‘he who sins is
But “whoever has become a slave (to sin) against his

the passions.'’* So,
of the truth is a free
the slave of sin.’"*'%
will will be able to
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This suggests that the psychics,

although enslaved
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to sin,

have the possibility of attaining their freedom. For the psychics stand ‘‘in the
middle” between flesh and spirit; they must choose to identify with one or the

other — with the devil or with the spirit of God.'** Heracleon explains that
the psychics either must obey the will of the devil, fulfilling the desires of the
flesh. or they obey “‘righteousness,”’ the demiurge’s law.'°* In the latter case,
they become obedient to “the mpe of the teaching’ (6:17-18) which they

received (since psychics receive only ‘‘types and images" of the truth).''"
Nevertheless, although now they receive only “types and images," the writer
of the Gospel} of Philip says that when the “hidden things of the truth” are
revealed to them, “then the perfect light will pour out upon everyone; then
the slaves will be free, and the captives delivered.''''' For the present,
however, Paul says he must speak to them “‘in human terms, because of the

weakness of your flesh” (6:19).'!
Rom 7:4-14; So. my brethren, you have died to the law through the body of Christ.
that you may belong to another, the one who has raised him from the dead, that we
might bear fruit to God. While we were living in flesh. the passions of sin through the
law were energized in our members to bear fruit for death. Now. however, we have
been released trom the law. we have died in him by whom we were being held captive,
so that we might serve in newness of the spirit, not in the old written letter.
What shall we say? Is the law sin? No—but I would not have known sin except
through the law . . . sin, taking advantage of the commandment, energized in me
every desire. I once lived apart from the law. Apart from the law. sin is dead. But
when the commandment came. sin came to fife and I died . . . the commandment . . . proved to be death to me. Sin, finding opportunity in the commandment,
deceived me and. through it, killed me. So the law is holy, and the commandment is
holy and just and good. Did the good, then. bring death to me? By no means! It was
sin, effecting death in me . . . we know that the law is pneumatic. ... .

Valentinian theologians understand Paul's discussion of sin and law in
terms of mankind's subjection to the devil and the demiurgic “lawgiver.”
Those who have “died to sin” (to the devil) also have “died to the aw,” that
is, to the demiurge who imposed it; *‘to him who held us captive’ (7:6). Now
they “belong to another” (7:4), “to God’ the Father (7:4b). Theodotus
explains from 7:5 (‘while we were living in the flesh”) that even the elect

prior to redemption were oppressed by “the passions” (ta pathemata, 7:5),
that is, the elements of Sophia's passions, which were formed into the cosmic
elements. ''*
Is the law which energizes the passions itself ‘‘sin'’? Paul answers that it is
not, but adds that “I would not have known sin apart from the law” (7:7).
According to the Gospel of Philip, the law evoked the awareness that
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destroyed Adam's innocence: “the law was the tree: it has power to give
knowledge (gnosis) of good and evil.” But the law could not keep man from
evil or “place him in the good"; the knowledge it conveys to man only
destroys

him.''*

Effectively,

‘the

law of nature”

is only

‘‘death.""''®

The

pneumatic, then, so long as he lives ‘‘apart trom the law” (7:9) lives without
sin. Basilides takes this to mean that the pneumatic “‘lives"' spiritually prior
to his bodily incarnation.''* But when he is generated into bodily existence,
even the pneumatic experiences sin as an active power (7:9),
Yet, while Paul says in 7:11 that the commandment ‘‘deceives and kills”
mankind,
he acknowledges in 7:12 that “the law is holy, and the
commandment is just and good.’’ How can this contradiction be resolved?
Ptolemy explains that in these two phrases Paul refers to two different types
of law. The first is the law of the demiurge. which, although ‘just,’ deceives
and destroys mankind; but the second is the “good and holy’ law of the
Pneumatic nature, as Paul reveals in 7:14 (‘we Avow that the flaw is
Pneumatic”).'"’
Rom 7:146-25.. . . butlamsarkic . . . Ido not understand what I do. For what I
do not will. Ido; but Ido the very thing I hate. Now if [do what [do not will. [agree
that the law is good: so it is no longer I that do it. but sin which dwells in me. For I
know that there is nothing in me, that is, in my flesh, that is good. [ can will what is
good, but I cannot doit. . . . it 1 do what Ido not will, it is no longer I that do it,
but sin dwelling in me. . . . For I delight in the law of God according to the inner
man (ton eso anthropon) but I see another law in my members at war (Heteron nomon

en tois melesin mou) with the law of my mind (to nome tou noos) enslaving me to the

law of sin that dwells in my members. Wretched man that { am! Who shall deliver me

from this body of death? Thanks be to God through Jesus Christ our Lord!
myself serve the law of God in my mind, but in my flesh the law of sin.

For I

Valentinian theologians give great attention to this passage: each of the
major writers whose work remains has described the experience of the
contlict that makes Paul ery out in despair that “it is no longer I whe act, but
sin that dwells in me" (7:20). In their view Paul here expresses the conflict
inherent in the pneumatic’s experience. For the pneumatic perceives
intuitively the ‘‘pneumatic law’’ within himself, but finds himself bound in
materiality;

he finds

his actual

condition

hopelessly

“sarkic.”’

Walentinus

describes how evil spirits dwell in the heart, effecting evil actions: ‘‘each of
these (demons) effects its own acts, insulting the heart many times with
inappropriate desires."’ The tormented heart. having become the “‘dwellingplace of many demons” cannot cleanse itself; the Good Father must
intervene to cleanse and to illuminate it.''® The writer of the Gospel of Philip
refers to Rom 7:19 to describe how evil “masters us, and we are its slaves. It
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lakes us captive, so that we do whut we do not want, and what we want we do

not

do.

tas

overrun,

Heracleon

and

abused

shows

how

by sinful

the

desires

pneumatic
until

nature

the savior

is tormented,

comes

to

purify

it

throught the holy spirit." Theodotus expresses the same empathy with
human helplessness betore the powers of evil. He explains that the indwelling
evil, located in the Mesh (“in the members,"’ 7:23), contradicts what Paul
calls the “law of the mind.” The lower element of the psyche. susceptible to
passions, “wars” against “the law of the mind."""*’
For the pneumatic ‘delights in the law of God''—of the Father—
“according to the inner anthropos” (7:22), that is. innately in the pneumatic
nature. But he perceives “another law’’ opposing him, the “law of sin that
dwells in my members.” This is the law of the demiurge. which first arouses
physical passions (7:8-11) and then punishes the person who responds to
them with death.’?? The pneumatic, seeing himself powerless to liberate
himself by freely chosen

moral action,

cries out with Paul

to be delivered

trom “this body of death” (7:24) which involves him in such an irreconcilable
contradiction, So Rheginos learns from his gnostic teacher that the body,
irrevocably bound to the processes of aging. is “corruption.””'?’ Valentinus,
Heracleon. and Theodotus agree that only God the Father. through the
savior, can deliver the suppliant from the demiurge and trom the “law of sin

in the flesh” to follow the pneumatic “law of God.”
Ram &:1-4: There is therefore now no condemnatian for those who are in Christ Jesus.
For the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus has liberated me trom the law of sia and
death.

For what

the law

could

not

do,

in that it was

weak

through

the

flesh,

Gad

sending his son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and tor sin, condemned sin in the flesh,
so that the requirement of the law might be fulfilled in us. who walk nat acearding to
the flesh but according to the spirit.

In Romans 8 Paul celebrates the pneumatic redemption. To those who are
“in Christ Jesus” (8:1). in whom “the spirit of God" dwells,"?? he
proclaims thal “there is therefore now no condemnation” to fear from the
demiurge.'°* While psychics still fear condemnation.'’" since they remain

under “the law of sin and death,”
'' the pneumatic may rejoice with Paul
that “the law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus has delivered me!" (8:2).
What proved to be impossible for the law (and for the demiurge) **in that it
was weak

through

the flesh"’

now

has been

sending his own son, the Monogenes.
Valentinian,

claims

Rom.

accomplished

by the Father

in

The exegete Alexander. apparently a

8:3 as evidence that the Savior took

on only the

appearance of a human body, being sent “in the likeness of sinful flesh,” to
abolish this sinful flesh (he “condemned the sin in the flesh,’ 8:36).'2°
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Through the redemption he offers. then, ‘‘the just requirement of the law
might be fulfilled’’ by those who walk “according to the spirit.” fulfilling the
requirements of the law pneumatically.'*° So Rheginos’ teacher urges him,
“do not conduct yourself according to the flesh” but to apprehend the unity
of the spirit, in which “you already have the resurrection!"’*!
Rom
spirit
from
your

810-11: Vf Christ is in you, the body, indeed, is dead because of sin, but the
is alive because of the righteousness. If the spirit of him who raised Christ Jesus
the dead dwells in you, he who raised Christ Jesus trom the dead will give life to
mortal bodies also through his spirit which dwells in you.

Those who receive the ‘spirit of God" dwelling ‘tin them," according to
Valentinian exegesis, must be the elect, who share in the divine nature which

is spirit.'*? For them “the bady is dead because of sin” but the “spirit is
alive’ —through the Father, “him who raised Christ from the dead”
(8:11).""? The elect are promised even more: that “God will also raise your
mortal bodies.”
What does this mean? Does Paul anticipate bodily
resurrection, as ecclesiastica] writers insist?'** Ptolemy and Heracleon reject
such exegesis, claiming instead that the phrase “mortal bodies” must be
taken symbolically: it describes those who are ‘‘dead.” namely, the
psychics.'** Tertullian admits that the heretics question the literal
interpretation of the term "tbody" in such passages; some, he says, interpret

the “mortal body” of Rom
“spiritually dead.”"'’* When
that “your mortal bodies”
psychics, related to the elect
Vitel"

8:11 to mean the sou/ of the person who is
the elect interpret pneumatically the promise
shall be “raised,” they understand that the
as body to spirit, shall be ‘raised’ to pneumiatic

Rum 8:12-15- So. brothers . . . if you live according
by the spirit vou put to death the deeds af the body you
the spirit of God are children of God. For you did not
fall back into fear, but you have received the spirit
‘Abba, Father!”

to the flesh
will live. For
receive the
of adoption,

you will die, but if
all who are led by
spirit of slavery to
in which we cry:

A Valentinian reader could see here Paul's warning that whether each
psychic will share in this resurrection depends upon his own choice. For as
Heracleon explains, their situation differs entirely from that of the elect.
Those who are elected are what they are, so to speak, ‘‘by nature’: their
situation has nothing to do with their own will, but depends entirely upon the
will of the Father.'** The pneumatie cannot choose to love God; he remains
totally dependent on God's will in choosing and loving him as the natural
“child of God."' Similarly, in the opposite case, the reprobate are “‘ehildren
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of the devil" by nature, according to the Father's will: they too are incapable
of choice in the matter of their eternal destiny. The psychics alone apparently
are not elected: they stand “in the middle’’ between two alternative elections.
They alone have choice; they can will to serve either the devil or the Father.

According to their own choice they become children of God or of the
devil—whichever they choose—not “by nature” but, as Heracleon says, “by
adoption.""!?*
This passage (8:!2-15) may have served as the basis for Heracleon’s theory
of adoption. Heracleon could read in this passage how Paul shows psychics
the choice that confronts them. They must choose either to live “according to
the flesh’ and to die, or to live “according to the spirit’’ and to live,
becoming ‘‘the sons of God.” Contrasting this promise of adoptive sonship
with their previous servitude to the demiurge, their ‘‘father according to the
flesh" (cf. discussion of Rom 4:1) whom they served ‘‘in fear,"’ he says, “you
have not received the spirit of slavery again to fear, but you have received the
spirit of adoption, in which we (the pneumatic elect) cry, ‘Father!’’’ For if the
psychics’ relationship to God remains contingent upon their own choice “in
adoption,” the pneumatics’ relationship to God as ‘‘sons of God” is utterly
unconditional: the elect are ‘‘sons of God by nature.” Paul rejoices in that
certainty in 8:16: ‘the spirit itself witnesses together with our spirit that we
are children of God!”
Rom 8:18-23: | consider that the sufferings (ta pathemata) of the present time are not
worthy to be compared with the glory that shall be revealed in us. For the creation
waits with eager longing for the revelation of the sons of God: for the creation was
subjected to futility, not willingly, but through him who subjected him in hope;
therefore the creation shall be set free from slavery to corruption and gain the glorious
liberty of the children of God. We know that the whole creation has been groaning in
labor even to the present time: and not only the creation, but we ourselves, who have
the first fruits of the spirit, groan inwardly awaiting the adoption, the redemption of
our bodies.

During the present time, the pneumatics too share in the conditions of
creation (ta pathemata. 8:18) while they anticipate ‘‘the glory that shall be
revealed in us." Yet Valentinian exegetes note from this passage that the
pneumatics are not alone in their hope: “the expectation of the creation
awaits the revelation of the sons of God” (8:19). To what—or to whom—does
Paul refer? Valentinians interpret this term (creation, Atisis) as a hidden
reference to the demiurge. '*° So Theodotus interprets this passage:
Since he (the demiurge) did not know her (Sophia) who acted through him, and
thought he created by his own power

. . . therefore the apostle said, ‘he was
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subjected to the futility of the cosmos.

not willingly, but by reason of him

who

subjected him, in hope that he also shall be set free” (8:20} when the seeds of
God are gathered together.'*!

Having come to recognize Sophia as the one “who acted through him,” the
demiurge recognizes also the Father as “him who subjected him" (8:20)
against his own will.'* Now, having given up the illusion of his own
autonomy, the demiurge awaits “in hope’’ his own deliverance along with the
rest of “the cosmos,”’ the psychics who are to be saved.
Basilides similarly explains that the Great Archon (‘‘the creation,’ 8:20)
therefore ‘groans and labors until now” (8:22) as he awaits “the revelation of
the sons of God,” that is, the revelation of ‘us who are pneumatic.””'*’ He
says that this revelation has been delayed and the elect subjected to the
conditions of cosmic existence so that they may ‘correct, teach, and form”
the psychic cosmos. '**

Paul reveals in 8:23 that the elect (who, according to Valentinian exegesis,
are the “first fruits of the spirit’)'** share both in the suffering
(pathemata)*** and in the anticipation of the adoption of the psychics ‘‘as
sons."’ Their adoption means for the elect the ‘redemption of our bodies,”
for the psychics are related to the pneumatics as the body to the spirit.'*7
Theodotus teaches that the elect cannot enter into the pleroma until their
psychic counterparts are “raised” to join in union with them so that all may
receive access to God together. Until that time, he says, the elect themselves
are constrained to ‘‘wait™ for the sake of the psychics. '*®
Rom 8-28-39: We know that to those who love God all things work for good. to those
called according to his purpose. For those whom he foreknew. he also predestined to
be conformed to the image of his son, that he might be the first born among many
brethren. . . . if God is for us, who can be against us? . . . who shall make any
accusation against the eleet of God? God justifies—who condenins? ... I am
convinced that neither death, nor life, nor angels. nor principalities, nor things
present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor height, nor depth, nor any other
creature will be able to separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus.

Paul assures the elect that the spirit joins with chem in longing and in
prayer, effecting “all things together tor good” both for the psychics who are
those ‘‘called’ (8:28) and for the pneumatics, who are “foreknown,
preordained to be conformed to the image of God’s son”’ (8:29). The teacher
of Rheginos explains that **this is the reason that we are elected to salvation
and redemption — that we have been predestined from the beginning not to

fall into the foolishness of those who are ignorant, but that we should enter
into the wisdom of those who have known the truth."’'*"
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Finally Paul praises the election: “If God be for us, who can be against us?
Who can make accusations against the elect of God?” (8:33). Certainly, the
demiurge,'*’ “he who condemns," cannot accuse those for whom Christ
intercedes, and surpass his authority.'*! The apostle concludes that there is
no power, authority, or archon of the demiurge that has the power to
separate “his own’’ (apparently
the Father's own)'*? from “the love of God”
(8:39).
Rom 9:i-5: . . . my conscience bears witness in the holy spirit that I have great pain
and continual sorrow in my heart

. . . for the sake of my kinsmen according to the

flesh. They are Israelites: theirs is the adoption and the glory, the covenants. the
giving of the law. the worship. and the promises: theirs are the fathers, from whom is
Christ according to the flesh: God, who is over all things. be blessed among the aions.

Paul’s ecstatic praise of the pneumatic election (8:28-39) changes to
concern as he considers the situation of those not included among the elect.
He claims that his conscience (clearly pneumatic; cf. 8:16) ‘‘witnesses with
the holy spirit” to the “continual pain” he suffers for their sake. From the
opening of his letter he has identified himself with them: here again he calls
them “my brothers, my kinsmen according to the flesh” (9:3). The
Valentinian could read in this Paul's acknowledgment that he himself,
although pneumatic, has been generated. like the psychics. trom the
demiurge. For these are, as he says, “Israelites. to whom belongs the
adoption as sons”; from among them came “Christ according to the flesh.”
Ptolemy and Heracleon apparently have in mind such passages when they
recount how the psychic Christ was generated “from the Jews,”’ that is, trom
among the psychics.'** and ‘from Judea.” that is, from the psychic region. '**
Rom 9-6-8: But it is not as
not all who are from Israel
his children, but ‘*in Isaac
the flesh that are children
seed,

though the word of God (/ogos tou theou) had failed. For
are themselves Israel. Not all who are seed of Abraham are
shall your seed be named.” That is, it is not the children of
of God. but the children of the promise are counted as

Paul goes on to say (according
Present situation does not mean
soteriological mission. He shows
(‘from Israel’’) not all actually
generated

from

the

demiurge

to Valentinian exegesis) that the psychics’
that the “logos of God" has tailed in his
in 9:7 that of those who seem to be psychic
are psychic (“Israel”); nor are all who are
(‘seed

of

Abraham")'*?

actually

“‘his

children.” The Valentinian exegete could argue that although the psychic
“children of the flesh” (of Abraham," the demiurge) are not really children
of God

(the Father) the converse is zor true. The ‘children of the promise”
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(pneumatics) are accounted as ‘‘seed of Abraham" (ihe demiurge), just as
the savior himself, although pneumatic, appeared as a psychic. To account
for the difference between the two types of offspring ‘““Abraham" has
generated, Paul offers the allegory of the twins, Jacob and Esau.
Rom 9:10-18: . . . so when Rebecca had conceived children by one . . . though
they were not yet born. and had not done anything, good or bad, so that God's
purpose in election might remain. not from works, but from him who calls. she was
told “the elder shall serve the younger.” As it is written, “Jacob I loved, but Esau I
hated.” . . . therefore it does not depend upon human will or effort, but upon God
who shows mercy. . . . he has mercy on whom he wills, and he hardens the heart of
whomever

he wills.

Origen indicates that this passage had become a locus classicus of
controversy between ‘“‘herterodox’”’ and “orthodox” exegetes. He considers
the basic issue to be the question of free will. Origen says that his Valentinian
opponents ‘claim that if it depends ‘on God who shows mercy’ (9:16) that a
person is saved, our salvation is not in our power . . . but rests solely on the
will of Him who, if he wills, ‘shows mercy’ and confers salvation.”’'** He
continues, ‘‘it is on these passages primarily that the heretics rely for their
claim that salvation is not in our own power. . . . therefore they claim that
Pharaoh, who was of choic nature, had been ‘hardened’ by God who ‘has
mercy’ on those who are of pneumatic nature.’’'*’ Yet while he represents the
Valentinian theologians as determinists, Origen’s account indicates that they

use the terms “*choic’’ and “*pneumatic’’ nature to designate the alternative of
reprobation and election.'** This, they claim, is what Paul teaches here
through the example of Jacob and Esau: Jacob exemplities the pneumatic
whom God chooses ‘apart trom works” to be among the elect; Esau the
choic, excluded trom election.
Rom 9:19-26: You will say to me then, “why does he find fault? Who can resist his
will?"’ But who are you, a man. to answer back to God? Shall what is molded (ro
plasma) say to the one who formed it, ‘why did you make me this way?” Has not the
potter the authority to make from the same lump one vessel for honor, another for
dishonor? If God . . . has endured with much patience the vessels of wrath made
for destruction, to make known the wealth of his glory for the vessels of mercy, which
he prepared in advance for glory . . . those of us whom he called . . . will be
called “sons of the living God.”

The Valentinians might well reply to Origen that the apostle himself has
anticipated such objections to the doctrine of election: is God unjust (9:14)?
Why does God reject some? Who can resist his will (9:19)? They themselves
accept the doctrine of election as a primary theme of their theology.'** The
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writer of the Gospel of Truth uses the metaphor of this passage to illustrate
the election: certain “vessels” are ‘filled, supplied, and purified"; others are
“emptied, overturned. and broken.""'*® Those whom the Father “prepares in
advance for glory” (9:23) are the elect. who belong to the “living God,” the
Father. The same verse is paraphrased in the Gospel of Thomas: ‘we are his
sons, the elect of the living Father.”"'"'
Rom 9:27-32; And Isaiah cries out concerning Israel. “though the number of the sons
of Israel be as the sands of the sea, only a remnant of them will be saved; for the Lord

will execute his sentence upon the earth with severity and speed.’ . . . What then
shall we say? That the Gentiles who did not pursue righteousness found
righteousness. the righteousness of faith, But Israel, pursuing the law of
righteousness. did not fulfill the law. Why? Because it was not from faith but from
works.

The initiated reader could take this to mean that while the pneumatic elect
receives righteousness ‘‘of faith” through election, most of the psychic “sons
of Israel."" numerous as they are, fail to attain righteousness because they
attempt to achieve it through the demiurge’s law. Those who fail to fulfill it
fall before his (“the Lord's’’) sentence of condemnation.
'**
Rom 10:1-73: Brethren, my heart's desire and prayer to God for them is for salvation.
For | witness of them that they have zeal for God. but not with understanding (Aar"
epignosin). . . . Moses writes that the one who practices the righteousness of the
law will live in it. But the righteousness of faith says

. . . ‘‘the word is near you, in

your mouth and in your heart.’' This is the statement of faith which we preach: that if
you confess with your mouth Jesus as Lord. and believe in your heart that God raised
him from the dead, you shall be saved. For with the heart one believes and is justified,
and with the mouth one confesses and is saved. . . . For there is no distinction
between the Jew and the Greek: the same one is Lord of all, and bestows his wealth
upon all who call upon him. For every one who calls on the name of the Lord will be
saved,

The psychic ‘‘Israelites,"" however ‘‘zealous,"’ lack understanding and
remain ignorant (10:2).'®* How can they be saved? According to Valentinian
exegesis, Paul discloses that their salvation depends, on the one hand, upon
their obedience to *‘Moses,"* the demiurge. in “practicing the righteousness
of the law’ (10:5) and, on the other hand, on their belief in ‘the statement

(rhema) of faith which we preach” (10:8).

The Valentinians apparently inter from 10:10 that Paul intends to
discriminate between the psychic and the pneumatic faith. To the psychic he
Says that “if you contess with your mouth Jesus as Lord.” this verbal
confession will suffice ‘for salvation.” To the pneumatic he adds that those
who “believe in (their) hearts that God (the Father) has raised him from the
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dead”’ will receive “justification” (10:10). The Valentinians themselves,
apparently heeding Paul's plea in 1 Cor 1:10 (‘that you all confess the same
thing’’),'** did make a practice of participating in the public. verbal
contession in common with other Christians. Irenaeus testifies repeatedly
that ‘they do, indeed, “confess with the mouth one Jesus Christ,’”” but, he
complains, they are only ‘saying one thing and thinking another.”'**
Apparently they believe they are following Paul's counsel outwardly to
“confess with the mouth" what psychics also contess, yet inwardly to ‘‘believe
in the heart’ on the Father, who “raised him from the dead” in the
pneumatic faith that justifies the elect (cf. 10:10). For as Paul says, even
those (psychics) who only ‘‘call upon the name of the Lord”’ shall finally “be
saved” (10:13).
Rom 10:14-18; But how are they to call upon him in whom they have not believed?
How shall they believe in him of whom they have not heard? And how shall they hear
without a preacher? . . . but Lask. have they not heard? Indeed. ‘their sound has
gone out to all the earth. and their works to the ends of the world.”

The initiated reader could grasp the meaning of Paul's question: how are
the psychics to call upon the Father, “upon him in whom they have not
believed,” or to believe in him “of whom they have not heard’’? Heracleon is
among the Valentinian theologians who cite Rom 10:15-20 to show that the
Father has communicated with the psychic Israel not only through the
prophets. but also through the savior.'** Nevertheless, the majority of
Israelites failed to acknowledge the One from whom the revelation came.'*’
Rom 11:1-10; Lask, then, has God rejected his people? By no means! I myself am an
Israelite. of the seed of Abraham. . . . God has not rejected his people whom he
foreknew. . . . So even at the present time there is a remnant according to the
election of grace. But if it is by grace. it is no longer trom works . . . what then?
Israel failed to obtain what it sought: the elect obtained it. The rest were hardened, as
it is written: ‘God gave them a spirit of deep sleep: eyes that should not see, and ears
that should not hear, even to the present time.” . . . “let their eyes be darkened so
that they cannot see.

. . .”

Paul asks, then, has God rejected the psychics? He answers—with careful
discernment—that God has not rejected them, offering himself as an
example: ‘‘He did not reject his people whom he foreknew"' (11:2); that is, he
did not reject a “remnant” elected by grace trom among the psychics. a
remnant that includes Paul himself (11:1). But what of the rest—the psychics
not included among the elect? The apostle answers that God gave to
them ‘‘a spirit of deep sleep,” the demiurge, who, himself ‘blind’
higher powers, kept the psychics in the darkness of oblivion.'**

to the
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Rom (1-11-16: Sa, L ask. have they stumbled so as to fall? By no means! Through
their transgression salvation has come to the Gentiles . . . now if their transgression
means riches for the cosmos. and if their deficiency means wealth to the Gentiles. how
much more will their pleroma mean! . . . If their rejection means the reconciliation
of the cosmos, what will their inclusion mean but life from the dead? If the dough
offered as first fruit is holy, so is the lump; if the root is holy. so are the branches.

Heracleon cites 11:11 to show that salvation has come “trom among the
Jews, since-(the savior) was born in Judea (the psychic topos) but was not in
them . . . and from thence salvation and the word came to the Gentiles
throughout the whole cosmos.’’'*? Paul here directs his words specifically to
the pneumatic

elect (‘‘to you Gentiles,”

11:13); but even to the initiate his

words might seem absurd, a contradiction in terms. How can the psychics,
whose very nature is characterized as deficiency (usterema, or hettema,
11:12),'”?

ever

attain

to

fulfillment

(pleroma)?

Paul

admits

that

he

is

speaking of a paradox — of nothing less than “life from the dead” (11:15)!
To indicate his meaning, he offers the parallel metaphors of 11:16.
Theodotus and Ptolemy both offer exegesis of the secret meaning of Rom
11:16, which serves as a key passage in Valentinian teaching. Ptolemy says
that "the term ‘first fruit’ (ke aparche) denotes that which is pneumatic, but
‘the lump’ (to phurama)-signities the psychic ecclesia."’ In this passage, he
continues, the apostle shows how the savior “took up” the psychic ecclesia
(‘the lump") and “blended it” with himself (and with the ‘‘first fruit’) as
with “‘leaven," in order to “‘raise” it.'’' Theodotus similarly explains the
connection

between

the resurrection

(“life from the dead’’

11:15)

and

the

double metaphor of 11:16:
After the kingdom of death . . . Jesus Christ . . . received to himself by the
power the ecclesia, the elect (ek/oge) and the called (k/esis), the pneumatic from
her who bore it (Sophia) and the psychic from the economy (the demiurge), and
he raised and saved what he received . . . for “if the first fruits be holy. so is
the lump: and if the root be holy, so also the branches."’}7?

Theodotus indicates that the second metaphor bears the same symbolic
meaning as the first. The “root” signities what is pneumatic, above all the
divine pleroma;'’’ the “branches” what is psychic. The writer of
Interpretation of the Gnosis calls the elect themselves “the roots,” for all are
connected with the divine “root,” the pleroma.'”*
Rom {1:17-26:
the branches .
you . . . even
has the power

But if some of the branches were broken
. . remember that it is not you that bear
the others. unless they persist in unbelief,
to graft them in again. . . . I want you

off . . . do not boast over
the root, but the root bears
will be grafted in, for God
to understand this mystery,
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brethren: a hardening has come upon part of Israel. until the pleroma of the Gentiles
comes in; and so all Israel will be saved... .

The writer of the Gospel of Truth states that whoever “‘has no
root . . . also has not fruit."''’*’ Theodotus is even more explicit: referring
to Rom 11:17-24, he identifies the psychics as the ‘‘branches broken off"
(11:17) so that the elect could be engrafted.'"° Yet the gnostic reader would
note Paul's warning that the elect are not to boast of this over the psychics:
they do not bear the root (the p/eroma), but that divine source that bears them

(11:18), Theodotus interprets 11:24 to mean that the psychics (‘unless they
persist in unbelief”) will be “‘engrafted onto the olive tree’ into faith and
incorruption, and ‘share the fatness of the olive tree,’ so that ‘when the
Gentiles come in’ then ‘so shall all Israef'’ (11:25).'’? This. indeed, is
nothing less than a “mystery” (11:25); it is “life from the dead” (11:15), the
“mystery of the resurrection”

(1 Cor 15:51): that the psychics (“the dead")

shall be “raised” and reunited with the elect, that all may “enter in" to the
pleroma together! '”* Paul concludes this disclosure marveling at ‘the depth”’

(Aythos, 11:33), the wisdom (sophia) and the gnosis of God, and praising his
“glory among the aions”’ (11:36).'”°

Rom 12:1-2: | appeal to you. brethren, because of the
bodies as a living sacrifice. holy. acceptable to God,
latreian). And do nat be conformed to this aion, but
of your minds. that you may prove what is the will of
perfect.

mercies of God. to present your
your spiritual worship Vogiken
be transformed in the renewing
God. good and acceptable and

Heracleon cites this passage as he expounds Jn 4:24 (‘God is spirit, and
those who worship him must worship in spirit and in truth"). He says that as
the Father's ‘divine nature is incorruptible, pure and invisible . . . those
who worship ‘in spirit and in truth,” . . . pneumatically .. . are themselves spirit. of the same nature as the Father. They worship in truth and not
in error, as the apostle teaches, saying that such piety is their ‘rational
service’ (Rom 12:1).'*°
Yet how can Paul say that “spiritual worship" involves the offering of
“your bodies” as a “living sacrifice”? The extant text from Heracleon does
not answer this question. Elsewhere, however, he states that “the will of the
Father” (cf. 12:12) is for men to know the Father and be saved.'*' The
homilist of A Valentinian Exposition also explains that “the will of the
Father” is for the psychics to be saved.'*? If Heracleon, like other
Valentinian teachers, interprets ‘‘your bodies’ as signifying the psychic
believers,'** he could read in 12:1-2 Paul's appeal to the elect to present the
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psychics “holy and acceptable”’ before God. This, one might suggest, is their
“rational service’ (12:1): in doing this they fulfill the Father's will.
Rom

12:3-6:

| say, through

the grace given to me,

to every one among

you,

not to

think of himself more highly than he ought to think, but to think wisely. as God has

measured to each the measure of faith. For as in one body we have many members,
and not all the members have the same function, so we, being many, are one body in
Christ, and each of us members of each other, having different gifts of grace
(charismata) according to the grace given tous... .

The initiated reader might see in 12:3 Paul’s instruction to every believer,
whether psychic or pneumatic, to evaluate himself and others according to
“the measure of grace” given to him, the psychic ‘'not thinking of lofty
things, but led by humble things” (12:16) and the pneumatic putting aside
any spiritual pride in the recognition that God has given to him ‘the measure
of faith’ he possesses. The author of Interpretation of the Gnosis uses Paul’s
metaphor of the church as the “one body” (cf. Romans 12, 1 Corinthians 12)
to remind all “‘members of the body” that they all mutually participate in it
through the “grace and gift” of Christ. He urges each “‘member”’ to share his
gift (charisma) freely with the others,'*’ accepting the diversity of gifts (cf.
12:6) with gratitude, in harmony with all the members. '**
Rom 13:1-7: Let every soul be subject to the higher powers. For there is no power
except from God. and the powers that exist have been instituted by God. Therefore
whoever resists any power resists what God has appointed. Those who resist will incur
judgment for themselves. For the archons are not a terror to the one who does good,
but to the evildoer. Would you not fear the one who has authority? Then do good, and

you will gain praise from him. For he is the servant of God for your good. But if you
do evil, fear: for he does not bear the sword in vain: he is the servant of God

his wrath upon the evildoer.
who exacts tribute.
honor.

to execute

. . . Pay to all of them what is due, tribute to the one

. . . fear to the one who exacts fear, honor to the one who exacts

What does Paul mean? Is he concerned with the believer’s duties toward
“actual human authorities’’ (as Irenaeus insists against Valentinian
exegesis)?'** Heracleon interprets this passage symbolically: “every souf’
(13:1) that is, every psychic, is to remain subject to “the powers,” to the
cosmic “rulers and authorities,” as those “instituted by God”; for, as Paul
says, “‘the archons are not a terror to the one who does good.” But evildoers
have reason to fear the “‘servant of God" who ‘‘bears the sword” (13:4): for
he is “Moses, the lawgiver himself,” the demiurge. Heracleon points out the
irony of the psychic’s situation: ‘‘Moses,” the one in whom the psychics
“placed (their) hope” is the one who “executes wrath.”!*’ Now, ‘through
necessity’ (12:5), they are subjected not only to him, but also to the other
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cosmic powers, and are to pay to each “what is required." whether fribute,
fear, or honor (13:6-7).
Rom 13-48-10: Owe nothing to anyone. except to love one another. The one who loves
has fulfilled the other law (ten Aeteron nomon). For the law that says, ‘do not commit
adultery, do not murder, do not steal. do not covet,” and any other commandment. is
summed up in this very word: ‘you shall love your neighbor as yourself." . . . love is
the fulfillment (p/éroma) of the law.

Having just commanded believers to ‘pay what is owed” (13:7), Paul now
says to “owe nothing to anyone” (13:8)! How could he not be contradicting
himself? The initiated reader could resolve this contradiction if he assumes
that previously Paul spoke to psychics, but now he speaks to the elect. For
they, being subject neither to the ‘‘other commandment” (hetera entole) nor
to the demiurge

nor to his archons.

fulfill

“the

other

law”

(ton

heteron

nomon)—the pneumatic law of love: as Paul says, ‘love is the pleroma of the
Jaw"’ (13:10b).
Rom 13-11-13: Knowing the time, that the hour is coming for you to awaken from
sleep: for now salvation is nearer than when we first believed. The night is far spent;
the day is at hand. Let us cast off the works of darkness, and put on the armor of
light. Let us walk as in daylight... .

Paul closes the passage with an eschatological warning. The psychic long
has remained oblivious of God ("Adam's sleep was the oblivion of the soul”)
but the savior has come to awaken the soul, whose ‘‘awakening”’ is his
salvation.'°* “The day is drawing near’; if the ‘‘first day'’ is past, the hylic
day. and the second is present, the psychic day, the day that “draws near"
must be “the third, the pneumatic day, the day of resurrection of the
ecclesia."*'** On that “day’’ the psychics shall be roused from sleep, that is,
“raised from the dead." The elect already walk ‘in the day’’ (13:13), having
emerged from the “night” of cosmic existence, “drawn upward by him like
the beams by the sun . . . this is the pneumatic resurrection.”'°°
Rom 14:1-15:1: As for the one weak in faith. welcome him, but not into disputes over

opinions. For one believes that he can eat anything. but the weak eats only vegetables.
Let the one who eats not despise the one who abstains, and the one who abstains not
judge the one who eats. for God has welcomed him. Who are you to judge one who
belongs to another? One stands ot falls before his own Lord. . . . One man observes
certain days; another considers every day the same. Let each be fully persuaded in his
own mind,

Whoever observes the day observes it to the Lord. And whoever eats, eats

to the Lord, but gives thanks to God. . . . Eknow . . . that nothing is unclean in
itself: but if anyone considers it unclean, for him it is unclean. . . . The faith that
you have. keep between yourself and God. Blessed is the one who does not condemn
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himself for what he approves. But the one who doubts is condemned if he eats,
because it is not from faith. Whatever is not from faith is sin. We who are strong
should bear with the weaknesses of the weak.

. . .

As Paul considers debates over certain observances—dietary laws, holy
days—he discriminates between the “weak in faith’’ (14:1; 15:1) and those
who, like himself, are ‘strong’ (15:1). Interpreting this as the contrast
between the psychics and the pneumatic elect, the gnostic would note that
“the weak,” the psychic, observes dietary restrictions and holy days, as
Heracleon observes of the psychic ‘Jews.""'° The “‘strong’’ are to welcome
the weak, to avoid arguing with them (14:1) but to maintain their own liberty
of conscience as those who '‘know,”’ as Paul does, that nothing is, in itself,
unclean (14:14).
Gnostie Christians, identifying themselves with Paul among the “strong.”
apparently attempted to follow Paul's advice, and cited him as their
authority. Irenaeus says that the Valentinians ‘‘do not hesitate to eat meat
oftered to idols, considering that they cannot in that way be defiled": they
freely attend pagan meals. festivals, and (if Irenaeus is to be believed) engage
freely in diverse sexual practices and magical arts: in all these matters they
claim the liberty of those who are pneumatic. '*? Simon of Samaria similarly
quotes Paul in defense of his own freedom, saying that ‘men are saved by

grace, and not on account of their own righteous works.”’'*’ The followers of
Carpocrates, declaring that they are saved ‘‘by faith and love,”’ consider all
other

things

indifferent.

‘not

good

or

evil

in

themselves,

but

only

by

convention.""!*!

Paul warns, however, that those who are “'strong,"’ are not to despise the
rest for their weakness (14:3). nor are they to allow their own liberty to offend
the psychics (14:13-21). He commands the psychics not to presume to judge
the pneumatic—"'for God has welcomed him": ‘who are you,” he asks the
psychic, ‘to judge one who belongs to another'’—to the Father? All are to
do what they do “in honor of the Lord,"’ and ‘giving thanks to God": for
finally ‘teach of us shall give his own account to God" (14:12).

In closing he advises the “strong” to keep their faith a secret ‘between
yourselves and God" (14:22), not offending the psychics, so that “together
you may glorify the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Chrise’ (15:6). For he

acknowledges to the “Gentiles” whom he praises and blesses (15:13-17) that
“you yourselves are full of goodness, having been filled with all gnosis, and
are fully capable of admonishing others’’ (15:14). He praises the “grace”
through which he has come to preach ‘the gospel of God” (15:16), the
pneumatic gospel, adding that ‘I know that when

ft come to you I shall come
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in the fullness (o/eroma) of Christ’s blessing (15:29)."’ Finally, he commends
them “to the One Wise God, through Jesus Christ, among the aions”
(16:27).
NOTES:
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demiurgic message addressed to ‘'the Jews,”’ that is, to the psychic church,
typified as “‘Israel’’ (AH 4.30.3). Peter ‘was imperfect” (or: uninitiated:
imperfectus,
arednc ) and ‘did not possess perfect gnosis’ (3.12.6-7). This
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tradition: for

they claim that the truth was not transmitted by means of written documents, but in
living speech (zon enim per literas traditam illam, sed per vivam vocem)
therefore Paul said, *’we speak wisdom among the perfect (or: initiates:
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AH 3.3.1: As “the apostles knew ‘hidden mysteries” which they used to impart
to ‘the perfect’ apart from the rest, in secret’; so the Valentinians themselves
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the ineffable mystery of their pleroma’’ (AH 3.15.2).
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1 CORINTHIANS

! Cor t:1-3: Paul. called to be an apostle of Jesus Christ through the will of
God . . . to the church of God which is (t@ ouse) in Corinth. to those sanctified in
Christ Jesus, to those called to be holy, with all who call upon the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ in every place, yours and ours. Grace to you and peace from God our
Father and from the Lord Jesus Christ.

Paul's greeting discloses to the Valentinian initiate how he discriminates
between the psychic and pneumatic aspects of himself, his audience, and his
message. As in his greeting to the Romans, he acknowledges first himself in
psychic terms, as one ‘called,’ and secondly designates himself as a
pneumatic apostle ‘through the will of God” (1:1).'
Next he speaks to ‘the ecclesia of God which is (being) in Corinth.” Is
Paul thinking literally—merely specifying geographical location? Valentinian
exegetes suggest that the mature reader will recognize the metaphysical
meaning of the phrase: those who are ‘of God,”’ who alone truly ‘‘is,”
themselves participate in true being.? Paul distinguishes these as pneumatics

from those who are only “called to be holy” (1:2).*
Although Paul discriminates again in 1:2 between the “called” and those

who “‘call upon the name otf our Lord Jesus Christ” (the name, Theodotuss
says, refers to the invisible divine being), he blesses all according to their
capacity: “‘grace"’ as the gift from ‘‘God our Father” to the pneumatics, * and
“peace’’ which the “Lord"’ (1:3) conveys to psychics.°
! Cor 1:4-9: I thank God always because of you, for the grace of God given to you in
Jesus Christ. that you were enriched in every way in him, in every logos and every
gnosis . . . so that you Jack no charismatic gift . . . who also will secure you to the
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end, blameless in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ. God is faithful, by whom you were
called into the communion of his son Jesus Christ our Lord.

Paul speaks first to those who already have been “enriched in every logos
and every gnosis” and ‘‘lack no charismatic gift."" But the Valentinian could

infer from

1:8-9 that he speaks to others—apparently

psychics—in

very

different terms. Since they have not yet received gnosis nor have they attained
perfection, he prays that God will sustain them until the end, even in the
judgment (1:8), assuring them that it is God the Father who has called them
into communion with ‘“‘the Lord Jesus Christ’ (1:9).
1 Cor 1:10-12: | entreat you, brothers, through the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,
that you all confess the same thing, and there be no schisms among you; that you all
be joined in the same mind and the same intention. For it has been shown to
me...

that there are rivalries among you. I mean that each of you says, “I am of

Paul,”’ or “I am of Apollos,” or ‘lam of Peter.” or “I am of Christ.”

Now Paul takes up the concern that motivates his letter — the schisms that
divide the Christian community. In the pneumatic “name” of the psychic
“Lord” he pleads that “you all make a common confession, and there be no
schisms among you"’ (1:10). What are these schisms?
He explains in 1:12 that some claim allegiance to himself or to Apollos,
others to Peter. The Valentinian initiate could recognize these immediately
as schisms between pneumatic Christians who follow the secret teaching of
Paul, which Paul's disciple Theudas transmitted to Valentinus himself,’ and
the psychic Christians who follow Peter, founder of the psychic church.* For
although Paul himself discriminates in 2:4 between his /ogos (his pneumatic
teaching) and his kerygma (the psychic preaching),’ he insists that all
“confess the same thing” in order to end futile and destructive schisms
within the community. Valentinian Christians attempt to follow his advice,
as Irenaeus admits: ‘‘they appear to be like us in public, repeating the same
words (of contession) we do.’’'° But, he adds, ‘although they certainly do
‘confess Jesus Christ with the mouth’ they make fools of themselves, saying
one thing and thinking another . . . they keep asking us, how it is that when
they confess

heretics!""!'

the

same

things

and

hofd

the

same

doctrine,

we

call

them

1 Cor 1:14-17: 1am thankful that I baptized no one . . . for Christ did not send me
to baptize but to evangelize, not in wisdom (sophia) of logos (/ogos), lest the cross of
Christ be emptied.

Here Paul contrasts his own mission with that of the other apostles. For the
psychic apostles, notably Peter, preach and baptize ‘‘with water,”’ offering to
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psychics forgiveness of sins,'? but Paul says that he has been sent “‘not to

baptize but to evangelize.’’ But he admits that when he preaches publicly he
refrains from teaching ‘*in'wisdom of logos,” that is, concerning Sophia!

1 Cor £:18-20: For the discourse (/ogos) of the cross is foolishness to those who are
perishing, although to those of us who are saved, it is the power of God, for it is
written, ‘‘I will destroy the wisdom of the wise, and set aside the understanding of
those who understand.” Where is the wise? Where is the scribe? Where is the
investigator of this age? Has not God made foolish the wisdom of this age (tow aionos

toutou)?

Why does Paul withhold the ‘wisdom of logos’’ (1:17) from his public
preaching? The Valentinians explain (1:18) that the “logos of the cross”—
the seeret doctrine that reveals how the cross symbolizes Sophia’s (wisdom’s)
fall and restoration’’—seems only “foolishness to those who are perishing,”

that is, to psychics. Psychics believe only what they see with their own eyes:
they need to witness ‘‘works of power.’’ The savior, recognizing this. says to

them, “unless you see signs and wonders, you will not believe” Jn 4:48),
showing (as Heracleon explains) they “must be persuaded to believe through
sense-perception, and not through Jogos. "''*
Yet the psychics who regard the divine logos as “‘foolishness’’ only show
how foolish they are themselves. Paul has explained in Rom 1:25 that the
psychics have “become fools,"* dominated by the foolish demiurge,'* who has
vowed to ‘‘destroy the wisdom of the wise, and set aside the understanding of
those who understand”’ (1:19). The “‘wise,”’ the pneumatics, have no place in
the present age: for them the ‘‘wisdom of this age,”’ of the demiurge, is itself
mere foolishness (1:20).
! Cor 1;:21-24:

For since,

in the wisdom

(sophia) of God,

the cosmos

did

not know

God through wisdom (sophia), God was pleased through the foolishness of the
kerygma to save those who believe. Since the Jews ask for signs, and the Greeks seek
wisdom (sophia), we preach Christ crucified, to the Jews a scandal, to the Gentiles
foolishness. but to those who are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ, the power of
God and the wisdom of God.

Is the conflict between the foolish wisdom “‘of this age’’ (1:20) and the
apparent ‘‘foolishness” of God’s wisdom irreconcilable? Paul answers no:
since the psychic “‘cosmos'’ proved incapable of knowing God through his
wisdom (sophia), God has accommodated his revelation to the psychics’ own

limited and foolish capacity — he “twas pleased through the foolishness of the
kerygma to save those who believed” (1:21). Because the psychics (‘Jews’)

Seek signs, and the pneumatics (‘‘Greeks”) seek wisdom (sophia). Paul
Preaches the message in the form accessible to the greatest number: ‘we
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preach Christ crucified” (1:23). Although psychics (“the Jews”) find his
message a scandal, and the pneumatics (‘‘the Greeks”) consider it foolish,
Paul insists that this kerygmatic message speaks to each of them in different
ways. The psychics receive it psychically as the ‘power of God,” and the
pneumatic “Gentiles” receive it spiritually as the “wisdom of God” (1:24).
1 Cor 1:26-28- Consider your calling, brothers, that (it includes) not many who are
wise, according to the flesh not many who are powerful, not many who are wellborn;
but God chose what is foolish in the cosmos to shame the wise, and what is weak in

the cosmos to shame the strong. God chose what is nothing in the cosmos, and what
was despised, even those that are not, to bring to nothing those who are. . . .

Among the “‘many” psychics who are ‘‘called,” only ‘‘a few” are ‘‘wise,
powerful, and wellborn” in human terms (that is, ‘according to the flesh’’).'®
But Valentinian exegetes note Paul’s ironic inversion of values in 1:27-28:
God has elected those that seem ‘‘foolish” to shame “the wise,"’ that is, to
shame ‘‘those who considered themselves wise . . . but were not truly
wise."’?” He chose the “hidden ones” who seem “weak” and ‘‘despised’’ in
the cosmos, but who, according to the Gospel of Philip. are “those revealed
in the truth”; in reality they are ‘strong and honored.’’'!® God has chosen
those “‘unbegotten of the cosmos,” those who in cosmic terms are “nothing,”
even those who “do not exist” to shame “those who are."’ For whoever
preceives

not

‘according’ to

the

flesh"’

but

‘‘according

to

the

spirit”

recognizes that in reality it is the elect who are “wise, powerful, wellborn’”’;
that from the pneumatic viewpoint, it is the psychics who are ‘‘foolish, weak,
those who are not, are nothing."''’ So, as the author of the Epistle to
Rheginos declares: to his fellow pneumatics, “we are elected...
predestined from the beginning not to fall into the foolishness of those who
ate without gnosis .. . but we shall enter into the wisdom of those who
have known the truth."”?°
! Cor 1:29-31: . . . so that no one may boast before God. For you are from him in
Christ Jesus, who was begotten as wisdom (sophia) for us from God, righteousness
and sanctification and redemption (apolytrosis). As it is written. “‘whoever boasts, let
him boast in the Lord!”

Why has God chosen in this way to humiliate the pneumatic elect? Paul
answers this in 1:29: so that none of them may boast before God the Father.
They are to recognize that they are elected only “trom him” who alone effects
true, pneumatic righteousness, sanctification, and redemption. The gnostic
reader might note how the apostle adds with some irony that whoever boasts
must

boast

“in the Lord”

since only psychics,

who

achieve

salvation from

8?
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their own works done in setvice to the demiurgic Lord may boast of their own
achievement (see discussion of Romans 4). The pneumatic redemption
excludes all human boasting “beforé God" (1:29).
1 Cor 2:1-3: And

when

I came to you, brothers,

I did not come

proclaiming the

mystery of God among you in the superiority of discourse (Joges) or wisdom (sophia).
For | decided to know nothing among you except Jesus Christ. even the one who was
crucified. And I came to be among you in weakness and in fear and in much
trembling. and my discourse (fogos) and my preaching (kerygma) were not in
persuasive words of wisdom (sopAia), but in demonstrations of the spirit and of
power, so that your faith might not be in wisdom (sopAia) of men but in the power of
God.

Paul offers himself as an example of the pneumatic who voluntarily
humbles himself by preaching to psychics on their own level: ‘*] did not come
to you proclaiming the mystery of God to you in the superiority of logos or
wisdom” (2:1}. On the contrary, he says he deliberately suppressed what he
knew of divine wisdom, having “decided not to know anything among you
but Jesus Christ crucified” (2:2); accommodating his preaching to the
limited capacity of those still enslaved to the demiurge.?’ Besides preaching
this psychic message, Paul expressed the corresponding psychic emotional
attitudes: *'l came to be with you in weakness, in fear and trembling” (2:3).
Although the apostle discriminates between his pneumatic message (/ogos)
and the psychic preaching (Aerygma), as Origen’s Valentinian opponents
note, he says he refrained from speaking “in persuasive words (/ogoi) of
wisdom (sophia),”* confining his expression instead to “demonstrations of the
spirit and of power" (2:4) so that their faith “‘might not be in the wisdom of
the anthropoi but in the power of God" (2:5).
! Cor 2:6-8: We do speak wisdom (sophta} among the initiates (the mature. fe/etot),
but not the wisdom of this age or of the archons of this age, who are passing away. But
we speak the hidden wisdom (sophia) of God in a mystery, which God ordained before
the aions for our glory. None of the archons of this age knew this: had they known it,
they would not have crucified the Lord of glory.

Valentinian exegetes claim that in these words Paul acknowledges and
authorizes the secret wisdom tradition which they themselves have received.
For although he decided to preach only “Christ crucified’’ among the
psychics

he addresses

in 2:2, the apostle himself reveals

initiates we do speak wisdom’

that

(2:6). For the apostle knows

‘‘among

the

that “truth

cannot be communicated by means of written documents’; it must be
spoken—orally communicated—to those who are ready to receive it. The
Valentinians cite this passage to explain that for this reason no one who only
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reads the written scriptures (i.e., the letters of Paul) without having received
this oral tradition can understand the deeper meaning.”
Yet the wisdom that initiates receive through oral teaching is ‘‘not a
wisdom of this age or of its archons, who are passing away’’; for this,
unknown to the demiurge (2:8), is ‘‘a secret and hidden wisdom of God” —
of the Father: it is the secret mystery of Sophia.’* The Father ordained this
wisdom before the aions (2:7). Basilides explains Paul’s statement that ‘‘none
of the archons of this age knew this’ (2:8a) by saying that when the Great
Archon (the demiurge) heard the mystery of the divine Mother Sophia, who
had brought forth and sustained his power while he ignorantly believed he
was

the sole

‘god

of the

universe,”

he

‘was

filled

with

terror,

and

was

silent."’?* Had the archons known this mystery ‘‘they would not have crucified
the Lord of Glory” (2:8b) for that crucifixion revealed symbolically the fall
and restoration of Sophia.’’
As Paul himself revealed such ‘‘wisdom”’ in secret to such
mature”
Christians as Theudas, who in turn initiated Valentinus, so the Valentinians
claim they also reveal these mysteries in secret meetings with those who are
“initiates.’’?°
! Cor 2:9: But as it is written, ‘‘eye has not seen, nor has ear heard. nor has it entered
into the heart of man, what God has prepared for those who love him.”

The initiated reader would recognize the words of 2:9a, in all probability,
as the formula pronounced at his own initiation into gnosis. Hippolytus
records the oath of secrecy required of candidates for initiation in Justinus’
group:
If you wish to know ‘what eye has not seen and ear has not heard, and what has
not entered into the heart,” that is, if you wish to know Him who is good
(agathos) above all, Him who is more highly exalted. swear that you will keep the
secrets of the discipline as those that are to be kept in silence. 7”

This passage also occurs in the Gospel of Thomas, where Jesus offers the
pneumatic initiation: *‘] will give you ‘what eye has not seen, and what ear
has not heard,’ what has not been touched, and what ‘has not arisen in the
heart of man.’ "8
1 Cor 2:10-13: God has revealed this to us through the spirit. For the spirit searches
all things, even the deep things (ta bathe) of God. For who knows the things of man,
but the spirit of mankind that is in him? So also, no one knows the things of God but

the spirit of God. Now we have not received the spirit of the cosmos. but the spirit
which is from God. that we may perceive the gifts of grace (charisthenta) given to us
by God. And we speak these things not in words taught by human wisdom. but taught
by the spirit, interpreting pneumatic things to those who are pneumatic.
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These secret mysteries are revealed ‘‘through the spirit’ which ‘searches
all things. even the
Valentinian exegesis,
“soul,” being psychic,
can know them. Paul

deep things of God" (2:10), which, according to
suggests the mysteries of the divine pleroma.’® The
cannot comprehend these mysteries; only ‘‘the spirit”
continues, ‘We have not received the spirit of the

cosmos (i.e., the demiurge) but the spirit of God (the Father)’ who alone
reveals

the

‘‘deep

things

of God."

as

the

Naassenes,

Basilides,

and

the

Valentinians agree.*°
! Cor 2:14-16: For the psychic (ho psychichos) does not receive the things of the spirit
of God:

and

they are foolishness to him,

he cannot

know

them,

because

they

are

pneumatically discerned. The pneumatic (ho pneumatikos) on the other hand
discerns all things, but himself is discerned by no one. For “who has known the mind
of the Lord. and who may instruct him?’ But we have the mind of Christ!

This passage commands great attention from gnostic theologians. Here,
they claim, Paul clearly distinguishes the psychic from the pneumatic
nature. He declares that the demiurge,
being psychic,
‘does not
comprehend the things of the spirit.” since he. “being psychic, knew neither
his Mother, who was pneumatic. nor her seeds, nor the aions of the
pleroma™;*? he was “foolish, and Jacked understanding, imagining that he
himself made the cosmos. But he was ignorant that Sophia, the Mother, the
Ogdoad, was really the cause of his activity.*? Those who, like the demiurge,
are psychic have received only the “spirit of the cosmos” (2:12) and
consequently lack understanding of pneumatic realities.
Who, then, has “known the mind of the Lord, and who may instruct
him?”
Who,
indeed, but the spirit who instructed the demiurgic
“Lord’’—and those who have received the same ‘‘initiation into gnosis” that
“the Lord"’ himself received?’ Paul's answer in 2:16 suggests that the e/ecr
Know the “mind of the Lord” because, as he says, “we have the mind of
Christ.”
! Cor 3:1-3: And 1. brothers. was not able to speak to you as to pneumatics. but as to

sarkics, as to those immature in Christ. I fed you milk. not meat, for you were not yet

able (to take it). Nor are you now—you

envy among you, are you not sarkic

are still sarkic. For where there is strife and

. . . ?

Paul turns abruptly trom praising the pneumatics’ spiritual potential to
criticizing their actual situation. Although gifted with the spirit. they are still
“sarkic, immature in Christ’: they are not ready to receive the secret, oral
teaching he could offer them.
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! Cor 3:4-9: For when one says, ‘lam of Paul,” and another, ‘lam of Apollos,” are
you not merely human? What. then, is Apollos, and what is Paul? Servants through
whom you believed, each one as the Lord gave. I planted. Apollos watered, but God
increased the growth. The one who plants and the one who waters are one, and each

will receive his own reward for his own Jabor. For we are co-workers with God: you are
God's field.

As long as the pneumatics argue about which of the apostles has
“generated them in Christ’ they demonstrate their spiritual immaturity—
failing to realize that they have been generated ‘trom above.”"* As
Heracleon says, the pneumatic seed is not sown by the apostles but by the
Logos himself.** This seed, generated in a state of immaturity, must be
clothed with the sarkic garment of materiality,*° in order to grow in wisdom
and strength to maturity.*’
What Paul says in 3:6-8 can be read pneumatically in terms of this
metaphor. The task of planting and watering the seed (cf. 3:5) is entrusted to
the demiurge (“the Lord’’) and to his servants,** so that the savior will find it
“ripe and ready for harvest” when he comes to reap.*® The Valentinian could
see in 3:6 Paul’s allusion to this threefold process of planting, watering, and
growth. In this process, Sophia, the savior, and the Father all participate (‘I
planted. Apollos watered. but God gave the increase’). Yet God the Father
alone enacts the entire process, and rewards all who share in the ‘‘labor”
(3:8).*° Paul recognizes that he, as an apostle, shares in the process, for those
whom he cultivates are “God's field” (3:9). The author of A Valentinian
Exposition explains that the Father's will is that “every field’ be cultivated
and bear fruit;*' Ptolemy, writing to Flora, expresses hope that the “seed”
sown in her as in “good ground”’ will grow and bear fruit for God.*?
f Cor3.9b-11:. . . you are God's temple. According to the grace of God given to me
as a wise architect, | set down a foundation: another builds upon it. Let each one
consider how he builds. No one can lay any other foundation than the one that has

been set down, which is Christ Jesus.

How is this second metaphor—the construction of the temple—to be
interpreted pneumatically? Basilides perceives in this a warning to the
demiurge. “for he was ignorant that there is another wiser and more
powerful and greater than himself. Recognizing himselfas Lord and master
and ‘wise architect,” he turns to the creation of everything in the cosmos.”’*?
Yet “another” is actually “building” through him—and this is Sophia, who
“built a house for herself’** having already “laid the foundation” (3:11).
Through the demiurge’s creation, Sophia is constructing the “temple’’—that
is. the ecc/esza,

the totality of those who are to be restored

to God.**
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f Cor 3:12-15: Ifanyone builds on the foundation with gold, silver, precious stones, or
with wood. hay. and stubble, the work of each shall be revealed, for the day will
disclose it. Ifthe work that anyone builds on the foundation survives, he shall receive

a reward. If anyone's work is burned up, he shall suffer loss, but himself be saved, as
if through fire.

What does Paul mean? Most Christians, taking this literally, anticipate a
catastrophic event that will consume the world in flames. Yet according to
the Valentinians, only the initiated reader discerns its true, symbolic
meaning. Fire symbolizes ignorance of God—the source of destruction and
death that lies concealed in the elements of the cosmos. At the
consummation, this “fire that lies hidden in the cosmos will blaze up and
burn.” destroying ‘all materiality."*° Those wholly involved in materiality
(the hylics) will be consumed; the psychics, although they ‘feel the fire” (cf.
2:13-15),*” may escape destruction if they pass through the ‘‘fiery place”
which is the cosmos, stripping off from themselves all ‘‘flammable
materials” —not only the material body, but also the psychic soul.** Paul
warns in 3:12-14 that the psychics will be judged on that day for their
works—whether

they have built with

hylic and

psychic materials

(‘‘wood,

hay. stubble) or with the pneumatic substances (‘‘gold, silver, precious
stones’’) that can survive the fire, so that they may progress from the cosmos
into the pleroma.*
I Cor 3:16-17: Do you not know that you are the temple of God, and the spirit of
God dwells in you? Hf anyone destroys God's temple, God will destroy him. For God’s

temple is holy—you are that temple.

To whom is Pau! speaking? The initiate would note that now he is
speaking to those “in whom God's spirit dwells” (3:16). that is, to the elect.
Heracleon offers a detailed interpretation of the temple symbolism. He says
that the outer court signifies the cosmos, where psychics worship the
demiurge; the inner sanctuary—the holy of holies—signities the pleroma,
where the pneumatics worship the Father ‘in spirit and in truth.’’*°
1 Cor 3:18-23: Let no one deceive himself. If anyone among you seems to be wise ih
this age, let him become a fool, that he may become wise. For the wisdom of this
cosmos is foolishness before God. . . . Let no one boast humanly. For all things are
yours, and you are of Christ, and Christ is of God.

Paul concludes by warning the psychics that anyone who considers himself
“wise in this age’ is ‘‘a fool before God’’ the Father: even the demiurge
knows this (3:20; ‘the Lord knows that the reasonings of the wise are
futile’). The apostle admonishes the pneumatics not to boast in any way of
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their spiritual superiority: what need have they to boast when ‘‘all things"’ are
theirs, even the psychic cosmos and its archons? ‘You are of Christ, and
Christ is of God” (3:23).*'
1 Cor 4:1-5: This is how we should be considered. as servants of Christ. and as
administrators of the mysteries of God. Moreover, it is required of administrators
that they be found faithful. . . . it is the Lord who judges me. So do not judge
anyone before the time when the Lord comes, who will also enlighten the hidden
things of darkness

and

manifest the intentions of the hearts.

shall receive his praise from God.

And

then every man

Here Paul explains apparently, how the elect are to be regarded in the
community: both as “servants (douloi) of Christ,” that is, as psychics, and as
“administrators of the mysteries of God,’’ as pneumatic teachers. Those
entrusted with these secret mysteries, however, are to be ‘‘found faithful,” as
if they were psychics. Yet they, unlike the psychics, need not fear the
judgment of the demiurge (‘‘the Lord’’); when the ‘hidden things’ are
manifest,** they shall receive praise from God (4:5).
! Cor 4:6: | have spoken metaphorically of myself and Apollos (mereschematisa eis
emauton kai Apollon) for your sake. brothers, that you may learn from us not to go
beyond what is written (mathete to me hyper ha gegraptal) so that no one may

be

puffed up, one against another.

Previously Paul has insisted that the pneumatics make a public confession
in common with psychics (1:10); now he tells them that they are ‘not to go
beyond what is written."’ What is Paul saying? Having admitted already that
he himself communicates secret oral teaching to initiates (2:6). he cannot
intend to prohibit such teaching in private. He must mean that the
pneumatics are not to speak openly of it among psychics, or to allow any
difference between themselves and the psychics to become publicly visible
(4:7) “‘so that no one may become arrogant in regard to another” (4:6). The
Valentinians read his meaning in this way, at any rate; and Irenaeus testifies
that they conduct

themselves accordingly.

He says that “such persons seem

to outward appearance to be sheep; for they appear to be like us, from what
they say in public,”’* but “in private they describe the ineffable mysteries of
their pleroma."*** They themselves could defend such practice as obedience
to Paul’s counsel of humility.
1 Cor 4:7-8; For who discerns you? What do you have that you did not receive? If you
received it, why do you boast as if you had not received it? Already you have been

filled; already you have become rich; apart from us you reign.

Since it is the Father who ‘‘discerns you”

. . .

(4:7), and who

bestows

every
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pneumatics

receive,

Paul

reminds

them

that

they—unlike
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the

psychics—have no grounds at all for “boasting.” The gnostic initiate could

read 4:7-8 not as Paul’s irony, but as his presentation of the criteria by which
the pneumatics recognize their election. For, as Heracleon says, the elect
have become * ‘rich” in the “wealth poured down from above";**"S88 they have
become “‘filled,”’ having received their ‘fulfillment’ (zedetosts};°° already they

“reign’’ over the demiurge and the archons.*’ If (according to their exegesis)
Paul acknowledges that they have received these pneumatic blessings, why
does he urge them to keep these blessings secret? The apostle explains that
he is using himself.

Apollos,

and Christ as examples to show that in the
is not to enjoy his wealth, but instead is to

present age, the pneumatic
become poor;** not to be “‘filled,”’ but to ‘‘empty”’ himself;*’ not to reign, but
to serve.°°

1! Cor 4:9-13: | think that God has exhibited us apostles last of all, as those sentenced
to death, because we have become a spectacle to the cosmos and to angels and to
men .. . We are weak. but you are strong. We are despised, but you are honored.
Even to the present time we hunger and thirst and are naked and buffeted and
homeless, and we labor, working with our own hands. . . . we have become like the
refuse of the cosmos, the offscouring of all things.

Paul himself exemplifies the paradox of the pneumatic’s situation: God
the Father has exhibited the apostles as men subject “to death” (4:9), that is,
to the demiurge’s power:°' “we have become a spectacle to the cosmos, and
to angels and to men,”’ that is, to the whole psychic order. While his fellow
pneumatics are “wise, strong, and glorious” in Christ, Paul and his
companions have become “fools, weak, dishonored.” The apostles
themselves “work” (4:12) and suffer as psychics, having become “‘like the
tefuse of the cosmos.” that is, of the psychic order—and even “the
offscouring of all things” (that is, apparently, the abortion excluded from the
pleroma, ta panta),°?
1 Cor 4:14-21:
children.

| do not write to shame you. but to admonish

. . . I urge you, then, to imitate me. Therefore

you, as my beloved

I sent you Timothy,

my

beloved and faithful child in the Lord, to remind you of my ways in Christ. as I teach
them everywhere in every church. Some are puffed up. as though I were not coming to
you, but J will come to you soon,

if the Lord wills, and find out not the discourse

(logos) of those who are puffed up, but their power (dynamis).
you with a rod. or with love. in the spirit of gentleness?

. . . Shall 1 come to

Why does Paul do this? He explains in 1 Corinthians 9 that he does it for
the sake of the psychics; and he urges the elect to imitate him in his labor of
love (4:15). Apparently unwilling to commit such a secret teaching to writing,
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he says he is sending Timothy

to show

them

what

he means

(4:17).

For

although Timothy is a Gentile and his *‘beloved child” (therefore pneumatic
like themselves, his “beloved children.” 4:14) he, like Paul, conducts himself
publicly as a psychic (‘faithful in the Lord,” 4:17). Timothy will be able to
teach them Paul's methods of reaching the psychics. Paul promises to come
to them in person as soon as possible, presumably to see how well they have
learned this method,

since he says that in this case he wants to know

what

they understand pneumatically (not their /ogos; 4:19) but how effectively they
communicate

it in psychic terms (their dynamis; 4:19).

Paul

reminds

them

that he can come either as one sent from the demiurge “with a rod’’® or as a
pneumatic to his brethren, “in the spirit of love’ (4:21).
f Cor 5:1-2: It is actually reported that there is fornication among you, such
fornication that is not found among the Gentiles: someone has his father's wife. And
you are arrogant! Should not you grieve instead, so that the one who has done this
may be removed

from your midst?

Paul next takes up a case of “fornication."" What does he mean?
Heracleon suggests from a different context that the term bears a pneumatic
meaning. Interpreting the account of the Samaritan woman in John 4 as an
allegory of the pneumatic elect, he explains that her “fornication” signifies
her “ignorance of God, of true worship, and of the needs of her own life.”’**
Having involved herself with the “six men’’ who symbolize her involvement
with “all material evil,’’** she participates in an illegitimate, inauthentic
relationship that substitutes for her true, pneumatic relationship to her “own
husband,” her spiritual identity.**
Yet in the passage above, Paul declares that this case of “fornication”
differs entirely from that found ‘‘among the Gentiles,” that is, among those
who are pneumatic (like the Samaritan woman). The term could not be taken
literally in regard to pneumatics, since they need not observe actual sexual
prohibitions.”’ ‘‘Among the Gentiles,"’ then, the term may signify the
immature involvement with materiality that precedes mature spiritual

self-realization. But here Paul condemns those he addresses for tolerating
libertine behavior, even for being proud of it (5:2), as if attempting to prove
that they too are free from the law, as are the elect. Since they are psychics,
they ought to “grieve instead,” for they, being ‘of the world,”’ must practice
continence and good works to attain salvation.** Paul therefore prescribes
strong discipline.
1 Cor 5:3-5: For 1, absent in (relation to) the body, but present in the spirit, already
have judged the one who has done this in the name of the Lord Jesus. When you are
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gathered together, and my spirit is with you. with the power of our Lord Jesus, you are
to deliver this man to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit may be
saved in the day of the Lord.

Paul, being pneumatic, lives apart from the body and its concerns,
“present in the spirit’' alone.’ He decides that the community is to join with

his ‘‘spirit” and with the demiurgic judge (“the power of our Lord Jesus’’) to
deliver the guilty one to Satan, the power of materiality. Since they claim that
the evil plaguing the psychic resides in the ‘“‘flesh,”’’® the Valentinians take
this to mean that both the flesh and the psychic body (the lower element of
the soul)’ must be destroyed so that the ‘‘spirit’’ hidden within can be

released at the judgment.”?
1 Cor S:6-8: Your boasting is not good. Do you not know that a little leaven raises the
whole Jump? Cleanse out the old leaven, that you may be a new lump, as you are
unleavened. For our passover was sacrificed—Christ. So let us feast not in the old

leayen, the leaven of evil and wickedness, but in unleavened bread of simplicity and
truth.

How can the “‘spirit’’ be saved? Paul tells the psychics not to boast for (as
the Valentinians read in the metaphor of Rom 11:16) it is Christ and the elecr
who are the ‘‘leaven’’ that raises the “whole lump" of psychics.”? Yet the
psychics must be purified before they can partake of the new ‘divine
Passover,’’’* the eschatological ‘‘great feast’ that shall celebrate their
passage trom the slavery of cosmic existence into the freedom of pleromic

lite.*
! Cor 5:9-13: | wrote to you in my letter not to mingle with fornicators, but 1 did not
mean the fornicators of the cosmos . . . since you would have had to go out of the

cosmos. . . .. What is it to me to judge those outside? Do you not judge those inside?
Those outside God judges. . . .

Paul now explains to the pneumatics that although he wrote to them not to
mingle with ‘‘fornicators.”” he did not mean that they should avoid the
“fornicators of this cosmos,”’ the psychics guilty of immorality.* In that case
they would have to leave the cosmos! But they are to judge “those within” the
church, and to ‘‘cleanse out the evil” they find among the psychics, as he
himself has done. Yet Paul, as one of the elect, has nothing to do with
judging those who already have passed

beyond the cosmos—the

elect: these

are left to the providence of God the Father (5:13).
1 Cor 6:1-5: Does any one of you, having something against another. dare to be
judged before the unholy, and not before the holy ones? Or do you not know that the
holy shall judge the cosmos? And if the cosmos is to be judged by you, are you
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unworthy to judge the most trivial matters? Do you not know that we shall judge
angels? Shall one not, then, judge matters that concern this life? If you judge matters
of this life, do you seat as judges those who are nothing in the church? I speak to
shame you. Is there not even one wise man among you. who will be able to judge
between his brothers?

What concerns Paul when he discusses judgment? Is he merely giving
advice on settling everyday legal disputes? Valentinian exegetes reject such
literal interpretation, and claim that here Paul again shows that “the
pneumatic judges all things, but himself is judged by no one” (1 Cor 2:15).
He insists that “the holy,”’ the pneumatics. are to judge ‘the cosmos;”’ all
who are psychic, not only human beings, but even the angels of the
demiurge! He argues in 6:4 (according to Valentinian exegesis) that “you
would not seat as judges those who are nothing in the church’'—that is, the
psychics—but only “the one who is wise. 3997
! Cor 6:7-9; Now it is a deficiency among you that have litigations with each other.
Why not rather allow yourself
to be treated unjustly: why not rather allow yourselves
to be deprived? . . . Do you not know that the unjust will not inherit the kingdom of

God?

Although he has stated that judgment properly belongs to the pneumatics,
Paul now argues that they are not to insist on their prerogatives. He advises

them instead to give up their rights and defer to the psychics, even if they risk
being treated unjustly or deprived of what belongs to them. He offers them
consolation for such temporary deprivations in 6:9: those who mistreat the
elect “shall not inherit the kingdom of God.” since to attain it, psychics must
become just and righteous.”* He reminds the elect in 6:11 that even they
themselves had done such things before they were ‘‘redeemed, sanctified,

and justified

. . . in the spirit of our God.”

! Cor 6:12: All things are authorized for me, but not all things ae beneficial. All
things are authorized for me. but I will not be subjected to the authority of any(one).

While the psychics are bound to the law, and must avoid especially sexual
sins, idolatry, greed, thievery, and drunkenness (6:9), Paul declares that for
him—as for all the elect—"'all things are authorized"” precisely because the
pneumatic “will not be subjected to authority by anyone” (kypo tinos, 6:12).
From what authority does Paul pronounce his own liberty? Specifically, from
the authority of the demiurge who stands as ruler, lawgiver, and judge!’® The
Valentinians claim that those who receive the sacrament of “redemption”
(cf. 6:11) thereby come to “stand at a height above any power; therefore they
are free to do anything, having no fear of anyone in any way,” for ‘‘through
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the redemption they have transcended the authority of the (demiurgic)
judge.*'*° The Marcosians say that through the sacrament of redemption the
initiate simultaneously realizes his own pneumatic freedom and becomes
independent of the demiurge’s authority.*’ Simon Magus also connects the
gnostic’s freedom from the demiurgic powers with his freedom from the
restrictions of the law: those who know the Father above are freed from
subjection to ‘‘the angels who made the cosmos” and are now ‘‘free to live as
they please,”’ being saved through (the Father’s) grace. and not through good
works.'’*? Basilides too claims that the pneumatics, no longer subject to the
cosmic powers, therefore are free from the sexual, ethical, and dietary
practices the law prescribes.*’ Carpocrates declares that the gnostic initiates
themselves ‘already have authority to rule over the archons and makers of
the cosmos” (cf. 1 Cor 6:2-3), and therefore are released from any legal
constraints on sexual and magical practices.** Each of these gnostic teachers
emphasizes the connection that they claim Pau! makes in 1 Cor 6:12: that
“all things are authorized" for those who are released from the demiurge’s
authority.
? Cor 6.13: Meats are for the stomach, and the stomach for meats; but God will
destroy both (the stomach and meats). The body is not for fornication, but for the
Lord,

and

the Lord

for the body.

Since pneumatics
have authority over the devil, the region
he
rules—materiality**—no longer has any power to enslave them. The followers

of Valentinus, Basilides, Simon, and Carpocrates claim, therefore, that they
are free to regard bodily things with indifference. The gnostic might read
6:13b as saying that the body (which includes the psychic body as well as the
material one)*® belongs to the demiurgic ‘‘Lord"’ as he himself belongs to it.
Those who belong to God, however, belong to One who has power over ‘“‘the
Lord" and over ‘‘all bodies’’ (6:14) that he made.*’
! Cor 6: 14-20: But God has raised the Lord and ourselves through his power. Do you

not know that your bodies are members of Christ? Shall I take the members of Christ

and make them members of a prostitute? Whoever is joined to the Lord becomes one
spirit

with

him.

. . . Avoid

fornication

. . . whoever

commits

fornication

sins

against his own body. Do you not know that your body is the temple of the holy spirit.
which is in you, which is of God. and you are not your own? . . . therefore glorify
Gad in your Body and your spirit, which are of God.

What can Paul mean? Most Christians assume the literal meaning—that
the actual body forms an essential element of the relation to Christ.** The
gnostic reader, tinding this interpretation absurd, could argue that the whole
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passage is absurd if taken literally. Valentinian exegetes offer instead a
symbolic interpretation: the pneumatics’ ‘‘bodies”’ signify those “members of
Christ’ who are, as yet, only psychic.*° In the same way, when Paul speaks of
actual sexual union, they explain, he is using this symbolically to describe
spiritual relationships.°°
What Paul reveals in 6:15 is that the psychics (‘your bodies"’) are also
“members of Christ.”"°' The psychic “body” that joins itself to “a
prostitute’-—to materiality—becomes ‘‘one flesh’’ with matter and is
destroyed along with it; but the psychic who joins with the pneumatic
becomes with it ‘one spirit.”*? The Valentinian might infer from 6:17-20,
then, that the pneumatic who remains involved with materiality (“fornication”; see 5:1-2 above) neglects his relationship with the psychic who is his
“own body” (6:17). The elect are to recognize that they are not their own;
they have been redeemed (6:20) not for their own sake but for the sake of
redeeming the psychics. The elect is to bring his “body’’—the psychic—as
well as his “‘spirit’’ to ‘‘glorify God" (6:20).
f Cor 7:1-2: Concerning the matter of which you wrote: it is good for a man not to
touch a woman. Yet. to avoid fornication, let every man have his own wife, and every
woman her own husband.

Paul’s advice, read literally by psychics, would encourage them in their
efforts to observe a strict code of sexual ethics.? But how are the pneumatics
to understand Paul's discussion of sexual ethics and of marriage in 1
Corinthians 7? Heracleon offers a clue in his exegesis of John 4: he explains
that the woman fallen into fornication symbolizes the pneumatic elect,
immersed in materiality, ignorant of God. To be freed from ‘‘fornication,”
the woman (the pneumatic elect) must be joined to “her own husband” (cf. 1
Cor 7:2), her spiritual identity. The savior reveals her husband to her and
marries the two “in power and unity and conjunction.”” Human marriage (as
Paul describes it here) becomes a symbol of the process through which the
pneumatic comes into relation to the divine syzygos, to Christ, and to the
Father.** Heracleon interprets the story of the marriage at Cana, where the
savior transforms water into wine. as a symbol of that ‘divine marriage”
which transforms what is merely human into the divine. °°
More than one form of the secret Valentinian sacrament of redemption
enacts this divine marriage. The writer of the Gospel of Philip regards the
bridechamber as the “true mystery,’’ the sacrament revealed through Jesus.**
Fragments of such a liturgy may survive in the final section of A Valentinian
Exposition from Nag Hammadi.*? Among the Marcosians, the celebrant,
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speaking as the
bridegroom:

savior,

joins

the

initiate

as

a

bride

with

her

divine

Prepare yourself as a bride expecting her husband, that you may be what | am,
and I what you are: place the seed of light in your marriage chamber; receive
from me a husband, and be received by him.**

Those who receive the sacrament say that ‘therefore in every way they must
continually concern themselves with the mystery of conjunction.”” Whoever is
“in the cosmos” but not ‘‘of it’—whoever is pneumatic—must “love a
woman so that he is joined with her."’°* What does this mean? Irenaeus seizes
upon this as a gnostic attempt to justify sexual licentiousness. Yet the context
and parallels suggest that the statement is a symbolic one: it refers to the
pneumatics, who are to join themselves with the psychics as husbands to their
wives. The author of Philip contrasts the ‘marriage of uncleanness” (which
involves sarkic desire) with the “true mystery” of marriage, which involves
the pure will. '°
Since the sexual terms, taken allegorically, may denote modes of
relationship. the Valentinians, like Philo, can describe the same person as
either male or female in the context of different relationships. In relation to

the divine, the pneumatic is receptive, and therefore female; the bride, the
woman receiving her divine husband “trom above."’ Yet in relation to the
psychic, apparently, the pneumatic takes the active role: in terms of this
relationship, the pneumatic is male (the man, the husband) and the receptive
psychic, in turn, is female.'®? Theodotus describes how the pneumatic
“males” and the psychic “females,” originally part of the same being, have
become separated from one another, as Eve separated from Adam.'* So,
according to the Gospel of Philip,
If the woman had not separated from the man, she would not die with the man.
His separation became the beginning of death. Because of this Christ came, in
order that he might remove the separation, and again unite the two. . . . But
the soman is united to her husband in the bridal chamber. Those who have been

united in the bridal chamber will no longer be separated!”’

The marriage symbolism of 1 Cor 7:2-3, then, could be interpreted
pneumatically on two different levels. First, the elect are delivered from
spiritual “fornication” by joining with their divine syzygies; second, the
psychics, in turn, are delivered from actual fornication by joining with the
elect. The Valentinians teach that the pneumatic, therefore, must join with
his psychic partner in order to protect and to strengthen the psychic against
bodily temptations (7:4-5). Paul adds in 7:7 that he wishes that all were ‘‘as
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he is” (that is, pneumatic) yet concedes that ‘‘each one has his own gift from
God, one in this way, another in that way.”
1 Cor 7: 10-14: Let not the woman leave her husband, but if she leaves. let her remain
unmarried. or be reconciled with her husband. Let not the husband divorce his

wife.

. . . otherwise. your children would be unholy, but now they are holy.

Like his advice on marriage, Paul’s counsel on divorce could be interpreted
symbolically in either of two ways. Taken in reference to the pneumatic’s
“marriage” with the divine syzygos, Paul counsels her not to abandon her
newly discovered relationship with God which was consummated in the
apolytrosis sacrament. Alternatively, in reference to the psychics's union with
her pneumatic ‘‘husband,"' he instructs her not to leave her divinely given
syzygos. For each of these forms of ‘‘marriage’’ bears the potential for
producing a new being ‘tas human intercourse in marriage produces a
child.’’'°* In the relationship between believers, the ‘‘unbelieving one,” the
psychic, can be saved through the association with the pneumatic (cf.
7:14-16),
! Cor 7-17-31: Only let each walk as the Lord has assigned to him. as God has
called. . . . For neither circumcision nor uncircumcision matters, but to keep the
commandments of God. Let each one remain in the calling in which he was
called. . . . for the schema of this cosmos is passing away.

Paul advises each person to accept his own situation, whether assigned to
the psychic place by “the Lord’ (7:17a) or called to election by “God”
(7:17b). He reminds all Christians that “‘the schema of the cosmos is passing
away''—and with it all such distinctions. For the differences between the
psychic and the pneumatic—characterized

as male and female, slavery and

freedom, circumcision and uncircumcision—belong only to ‘the schema of
this cosmos” and will pass away with the cosmos. Finally the psychics who
are now slaves shall be transformed into pneumatic freedom (7:21-22):'%*
those circumcised in the flesh shall receive pneumatic “circumcision of the
heart'';

the females

shall

be transformed,

united,

and

identified

with

the

males.’"’ As Theodotus describes the eschaton, all shall be equal and
identical when “God shall be all in all."’ This shall take place when “the
schema of the cosmos” (7:31) has passed away. The author of the Gospel of
Truth explains that ‘the schema ts the cosmos” which is annihilated when its
deficiency is filled.'°’
1 Cor & 1-8 Concerning what is offered to idols. we know that we all have gnosis.
Gnosis puffs up. but love builds up. . . . If anyone loves God. he himself is known
of Gad. Concerning the eating of things offered to idols, we know that the idal in the
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cosmos is nothing. and that there is no God but the One God. And if there are many

called gods in the heavens or on earth, as there are many gods and many lords, yet to

us there is One God, the Father. of whom
gnosis is not in all. Some in the usual way
idol, and their conscience. being weak. is
God; if we eat we are not better for it, nor.

are all things. and we in him . . . but this
even now eat it as something offered to an
defiled. But meat does not commend us to
if we do not, are we the worse for it.

Paul speaks to the elect as those who “all have gnosis,”” reminding them
that those who “know God”’ are also known by him (8:3). The author of the
Gospel of Truth, citing this passage, says ‘‘the little children who had gnosis
of the Father . . . knew and were known; they were glorified, and they
glorified.""'°* Heracleon says that only ‘“‘his own” know the ‘'one God” (8:4)
as their Father (8:6). They know that from him “‘are all things,"’ that is. the

divine pleroma,'”* ‘and we in him,” as the elect recagnize themselves. ''°
Yet Paul goes on to remind the elect that “this gnosis is not in all” (8.7).
Those who lack gnosis, he says, “have accustomed themselves to the idol in
the cosmos,” to “those called gods in the heavens or on earth,” that is, to the
demiurge and the archons, whom they ignorantly worship. ''' Heracleon calls
them idolators, who “‘worship in flesh and error the one who is not the
Father.”’''? Because they remain “‘in the weakness of the flesh.""!'? Paul says
that ‘‘their conscience. being weak, is defiled’ (8:7). The Valentinians cite
this passage to show that those who do have gnosis need not hesitate to eat
meat sacrificed to idols, “since they cannot incur defilement.’’'**
1 Cor 8:9-13: But beware that your authority may not become a stumbling block to
the weak. For if anyone sees you—you who have gnosis—seated in the pagan
temple . . . shall not the weaker brother. for whom Christ died. be destroyed
beeause of your gnosis? . . . Therefore, if meat makes my brother to offend, I shall
not eat meat in this age. lest 1 cause my brother to offend.

Now Paul warns the gnostics not to allow their gnosis and their authority to
become an obstacle to “the weak,"’ to psychics.''* Instead they are to help the
psychics whom

Christ

came

to save,''*

even

if this

means

giving

up the

freedom their gnosis affords them. Paul himself, the pneumatic apostle,
chooses to give up his liberty in this age (8:13) rather than to harm his
“weaker brother” by asserting it.
! Cor 9:1-23: Am I not free? Am I not an apostle? . . . have we not authority to eat
and drink? Have we not authority to take a sister as wife? . . . If others share in this
authority of yours, do not we share in it? Yet we have not used this authority,

instead endure all things, lest we should hinder the gospel of Christ

but

. . . . What,

then, is my reward? That when I preach I set forth the gospel free, so that I do not
misuse my power in the gospel. For though I am free from all. I have made

myself a

slave to all, that I might gain the many; and I became as a Jew to the Jews, that I
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might gain the Jews; to those under law I became as one under law: to those without
jaw I became as one without law—not being without the law of God, but within the
law of Christ—that I might gain those without the law. To the weak I became weak so
that I might gain the weak. I have become all things to all. so that by all means 1
might save some. I do all things for the sake of the gospel, that 1 might become a
partaker in it.

Here Paul sums up his whole message to the elect. Proclaiming himself
free in dietary and sexual matters (9:4-5), he is ‘‘free from all’ (9:19), free
from the demiurge's psychic law. Yet he stands in the pneumatic law, that of
God the Father and of Christ (9:21), which is the law of love. For this reason,

he refuses to assert his own freedom and authority, so that he may not offend
the psychics to whom he preaches the gospel (9:18). What is his reward for
this?

His reward,

as Heracleon

says

of the

savior,

is “the

salvation

and

restoration to rest TLLT of those to whom he ministers.
Paul describes how he. like the savior, although pneumatic, has taken
upon himselfa psychic role. Being ‘‘free’’ he has made himself a “‘slave”’ to
work among the psychic slaves; he has become ‘‘a Jew to the Jews,’ ‘‘as one
under the law to those under the law,”’ even “‘weak"’ to those who are the
weak. In every way he accommodates himself in order to “become all things
to all, so that by all means I might save some” (9:22). For it is through the
ministry of the pneumatics (as Heracleon says) that psychics hear the gospel
and are saved.''®
1 Cor 10:1-6. I do not want you to be ignorant. brothers, that all our fathers were
under the cloud, and ail passed through the sea, and all were baptized unto Moses in

the cloud and in the sea, and all ate the same pneumatic food, and all drank the same
pneumatic drink. For they drank from the pneumatic rock; and the rock was Christ.
But God was not pleased with the majority of them, for they were overthrown in the
wilderness. These things were types forus . . . .

So that the elect may not lack gnosis (10:1), Paul discloses to them his own
pneumatic exegesis, revealing the symbolic meaning hidden in Israel’s
history. Those baptized ‘‘unto Moses” typify those who are baptized unto the
demiurge.''? Having come from Egypt, which symbolizes the region of
materiality, they passed through the sea, the “immersion in materiality.”)?°
Yet the Israelites
the “obscurity in
the same food and
drink, Christ) God
(10:5). Heracleon
because they, like

remained ‘tunder a cloud,” as the psychics remain under
which the psychic was hidden.””'*! Although all shared of
drink (as all Christians partake of the pneumatic food and
is not pleased with ‘the many,”’ that is, with the psychics
sees in 10:5 evidence that God has rejected tne psychics,
the Jews, “worship the demiurge in flesh and error.”!??
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That the Israelites perished in the desert signities that the psychics are
perishing “in the desert’’ which symbolizes “the material region."*!?*
! Cor [0-11-15

These things happened to them typologically, and were written to

admonish us, on whom the last of the aions (ta telé ton
come. . . . Therefore, beloved ones, flee from idolatry. | speak
understand (hos phronimois)....
Paul demonstrates

exemplary

and

aionon) have
to those who

here (according to Ptolemy) that “the law, which

pneumatic,

was

transformed

by

the

savior

from

was

the

perceptible and phenomenal level to the pneumatic and invisible one.” !?* He
speaks specifically to those who are pneumatic, “on whom the fast of the
aions have come,”’'”* his “*beloved ones,”’ those “who understand.” For the
account from Israel’s history warns them against the psychics’ error,
idolatrous worship of the demiurge instead of the true God.
! Cor 10: 16-19: The cup of blessing which we bless—is it not communion in the blood
of Christ? The bread we break—is it not communion in the body of Christ? For we,
being many. are one bread. and one body, for we all partake of the same bread.
Beware of Israel according to the flesh: are not those who eat the sacrifice
participants of the altar? What shall I say? That what is offered in sacrifice to idols is
anything, or that the idol is anything?

What does Paul mean when he warns against ‘‘Israel according to the
flesh,” and connects this with a warning against idolatry in the Christian
communion meal? Valentinian teachers offer various interpretations of the
meal and of its elements. One interprets the bread as a symbol of “his body,”
the ecclesia'** (cf. 6:17: “we, being many, are one bread, and one body’’). In
the Marcosian sacrament, the wine symbolizes grace,’?” as the mingling of
water and wine suggests the transformation of the human into the divine.
The writer of the Gospel of Philip offers another interpretation: “his flesh is
his logos, and his blood the holy spirit.’’'?*
Valentinian teachers agree, however, that those who refer the bread and
wine to Jesus’ sacrificial passion and death interpret the elements only
psychically. The writer of the Gospel of Philip suggests ironically that “their
God is a man-eater. Because of this they kill the man for him. Before they
killed the man they were killing the animals. Those for whom they killed
them are no gods.”’'?° Would not participation in such a psychic ‘‘sacrifice of
the altar’ (10:18) involve the pneumatic in eating ‘'food offered to idols”
(10:19), that is, to the demiurge and the cosmic archons?
? Cor 10;23-29: All things are permissible to me, but not all are advantageous.

All

things are lawful. but not all build up. Let no one seek his own good, but what is good
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for his neighbor. . . . If any of the unbelievers invites you to eat and you want to go,
eat whatever is set before you. asking no question for the sake of conscience. But if
anyone says to you, “This has been offered in sacrifice to idols.” then do not eat, for
the sake of the one who said it. and for the sake of conscience—I mean his conscience,
not yours... .

Paul reminds the elect that for them ‘ali things are permissible,” even
though not all are advantageous. He advises them not to consider themselves
or their own welfare in this matter, but the welfare of their psychic brothers.
Those invited to share in the psychic communion should go, if they want to,
and eat with the psychics. Yet if one of them cautions the pneumatic that the

feast has been offered ‘‘to idols’’ (recognizing the demiurge as an idol) he is
to abstain for the sake of the psychic who warned him against “idolatry.” So
the initiate might read this passage.
f Cor 10:29b6-33: Why is my freedom judged by another man's
pactake of grace (chariti metecho). why should I be denounced
eucharize? Whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do all to
Do not offend either the Jews or the Greeks or the ecclesia of God,
men in all things. not seeking my own advantage, but that of the
that they may be saved.

conscience? If I
tor that which L
the glory of God,
just as I please all
many (ron pollon)

Paul anticipates that the gnostic will resist his advice: why should he be
judged by another man’s conscience—especially when the other is only
psychic, and has no right to judge him at all? Why should he refuse to offend
the psychics, who’ presume to judge his own pneumatic celebration of the
eucharist, which symbolizes the participation in grace (10:29b; in charis}?'°
Paul replies as he has before (6:20) that the pneumatic must do all ‘*for the
glory of God,”’ since both the psychic ‘Jews’ and the pneumatic “Greeks”
are members of “the ecclesia of God"’ (10:32), The Valentinians apparently
attempt to put Paul's advice (as they understand it) into practice. [renaeus
indicates that while they participate willingly in the communion celebration
with the “psychic church” they reserve the pneumatic eucharistic celebration
for private meetings among initiates.'"'
1 Cor [1:1-12: Become imitators of me, as | myself imitate Christ. I praise you that

you remember me in all things. and so you observe the traditions I passed on to you. I
want you to know

that the head of every man

is Christ;

the head of the woman

is the

man; and the head of Christ is God. Every man who prays or prophesies having
something over his head shames his head. Every woman who prays or prophesies with
her head unveiled shames her head.

. . . For the man should not have anything over

his head, since he is tbe image and glory of God. The woman is the glory of the man.

For the man is not from the woman but the woman from the man. And the man was
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created

woman

for

the

woman,

but

the

woman

for

the

man.

Therefore
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should have authority over her head, on account of the angels. Yet there is

neither woman without man, nor man without woman

is from the man, se also man is through the woman:

in the Lord. For as the woman

. . . and all things are from

God.

Paul urges the elect to imitate him: they are to “remember” what he
taught them (11:1-2; apparently the secret, oral teaching) and on that basis
to observe “the traditions” transmitted to them. Why, then, does he abruptly
break off his discussion in 11:3 and turn to consider such trivial matters as
the social relationship between men and women, and the question of proper
dress? The initiated reader could perceive that Paul has not changed the
subject, but now he chooses to continue it in symbolic language, so that the
elect alone are able to follow his hidden meaning.
When the apostle speaks of the relationship between man and woman, the
Valentinians explain, he is speaking symbolically first of the relationship
between Christ and the ecclesia, and secondly of the relationship between the
elect and the called.'"? As God

is the head of Christ, so Christ is the head of

the man (that is, of the puewmaric elect) and the man the head of the woman
(the psychic ecclesia). Through

this metaphor

Paul

reveals the hierachy

of

divine relationship: God, Christ. the elect, the called (cf. 11:3).
In this passage the Valentinians apparently see reference to the two
pre-cosmic stages of creation: 11:12 refers to Sophia's creation of Adam, and
11:9 to the prior creation of Sophia herself. Although Sophia brought forth
as her ‘‘finest emanation” both the male and female in the image of God (cf.
Gen 1:26) only the male, pneumatic element—Adam—retained it, *‘bearing
the image and glory of God” (11:7). The female, Eve, separating from the
male, became the merely derivative, psychic element.'**
Why

does Paul insist that the man

should

have “nothing

over his head”

(11:4, 7)? The veil symbolizes authority. as Paul reveals in 11:10. He intends
to show that the elect is nor to acknowledge any authority “‘over his head’;
“any man™ (that is. any pneumatic) who does acknowledge the demiurge’s
authority over him “‘shames his head,’ which is Christ..°* But every
woman—every psychic—who fails to acknowledge the demiurge’s authority
“shames her head.” that is, her “‘man” (the pneumatic), So Paul explains in
11:7 that the pneumatic ‘‘man™ bears “the image and glory of God”; but the
psychic ‘‘woman”’ bears only, his reflected glory. Through this symbolic
language. the Valentinians might claim. Paul shows that the pneumatic is
not derived from the psychic, but the psychic from the pneumatic (11:8).
What can Paul mean when he says in 11:9 that ‘‘the man

was not created
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for the woman, but the woman for the man,” and goes on to declare in 11:12
that “the woman is from the man, as the man is through the woman’?
Valentinian exegetes could suggest that these two passages refer to different
stages of the process of creation. The first (11:9) describes the creation of
Sophia herself: “the man’’—Christ and the elect—did not originate “for the
woman,” that is, for Sophia, ‘‘the woman above"; instead, Sophia (‘‘the
woman’’) was created “for the man,” that is, for the savior, who is the "‘first
universal creator."’!?5 The second passage (11:12). then, describes the second
stage of creation. As ‘‘the woman” (Sophia) is ‘‘from the man” (the savior) so
also ‘the man” (Christ and the elect) is generated into the cosmos ‘‘through
the woman” (through Sophia).'*° Similarly, Ptolemy explains that 11:10
applies first to Sophia and secondly to the ecclesia. For when Sophia,
separated from the light, rejoiced to see the savior coming toward her, she
veiled her head in shame ‘‘on account of the (male) angels.’’'*’ So also the
demiurge (‘Moses"’) veiled himself, acknowledging the authority over hint;
this veil signifying the demiurgic authority that rules over psychics, and
“remains over the heart of the psychic even now.’”'**
1 Cor (£11-15: Yet there is neither the woman without the man nor the man without
the woman in the Lord. . . . Judge for yourselves. Is it appropriate for a woman to

pray to God unveiled? Does not the very nature (ke physis aute) teach you that if a
man has long hair it is a disgrace to him, but ifa woman has long hair, it is her glory?
For her hair is given to her as a covering.

Paul teaches here that for the present—"'in the Lord’’—-psychics and
pneumatics belong together: only in conjunction with one another can either
gain access into the pleroma.'** But, he asks, is it appropriate for a psychic
(i.e., a “woman") to pray “to God" the Father apart from the authority of
the demiurge (unveiled, 11:13)? Does not ‘the very nature” (physis) of each
teach that for the pneumatic to submit to demiurgic authority is for him ‘ta
disgrace,’ but the psychics subjection is ‘‘her glory’ (11:14-15)? For this
reason, the apostle explains, ‘‘the women"’—the psychics—"'should remain
silent in the assemblies

of the holy

ones”

(the

elect;

4:33-34):

‘it is not

appropriate for them to speak, but to be subjected, as the law (of the
demiurge) says.”” Through this symbolic language he directs to the elect, the
Valentinian could read Paul's explanation of how proper church order
depends on insight concerning the divine hierarchy: God, Christ, the elect,
the called.
f Cor 11:17-21; In this Ido not praise you: that you gather together not for the better
but for the worse,

For first. indeed. when

you gather together in the ecclesia. I hear
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that there are schisms among you: and in part I believe it. For there must be sects
(Aatresets) among you, so that those who are revered may be revealed to you. When
you gather together in the same place, therefore, it is not to eat the Lord’s supper.- For
each one partakes of his own supper in eating; one is hungry, and another is drunk.

Paul admits that “there must be sects among you, so that those who are
revered (that is, the elect) may be revealed to you."’'*° Even when they meet
with psychics ‘in the same place™ the elect do not come ‘“‘to eat the Lord’s
supper” (11:20). For how can those released from his authority celebrate the
feast of the demiurgic “‘Lord'’? The diversity among Christians means that

“each one (whether psychic or pneumatic) eats his own supper.” just as
“each one knows the Lord in his own way, and not all know him alike:” one
“hungers”™ spiritually; another ‘is drunk,”’ oblivious to spiritual needs. ‘**
! Cor {1:23-32: For what I received from the Lord | also passed on to you, that the
Lord Jesus, on the night he was betraved, took bread. and giving thanks. he broke it,
and said, “This is my body, which is for you; do this tor the recalling of
me"
. . . For as often as you eat this bread and drink this cup you proclaim the
death of the Lord, until he comes. Therefore whoever eats and drinks unworthily. eats
and drinks condemnation to himself . . . . when we are judged, we are chastened
by the Lord, so that we should not be condemned

along with the cosmos.

Paul reminds them of the tradition he received “from the Lord” and
passed on to the whole community in common. The meal of bread and wine,
recalling the “body and blood” of the Lord, “demonstrates his death” and
anticipates his return. The initiated reader, recognizing this interpretation of
the eucharist as psychic teaching, would perceive that Paul directs his
warning to the psychics (11:27-34): they are to fear “unworthy”
participation. realizing that they face “the Lord's’ judgment. and risk
condemnation along with “the cosmos."*'**
? Cor 12:1-7-Now concerning pneumatic gifts, brothers. I do not want you to be
ignorant. You know that no one, speaking in the spirit of God, says, “Cursed be
Jesus," and no one can say, “Jesus is Lord’ except by the holy spirit. There are
different charismata, but the same spirit; differences of service, but the same Lord.
There are different modes of activity, but the same God energizes all in all. To each
one is given the revelation of the spirit as it is beneficial.

Having spoken before in psychic terms to the majority, Paul now speaks to
the elect: they are not to lack gnosis of pneumatic gifts. They must realize
first that no pneumatic. speaking through the holy spirit, can despise the
psychic Jesus: and secondly. that no psychic can recognize the psychic Jesus
“as Lord” except through the holy spirit (12:3). Although pneumatics receive

“different charismata™ the “same spirit bestows them all; and although the
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receive ‘different services,” the ‘‘same Lord’ appoints them all.
these pneumatic charismata and psychic services are ‘different
activity,’’ Paul insists that ‘‘it tis the same God,"’ the Father, who
all of them, giving ‘‘to each one,’’ whether psychic or pneumatic,

“that manifestation

of the spirit’ that benefits each

1 Cor 12:8-11: For (men; on the one
of wisdom (sophia); to another the
another faith in the same spirit; to
ide, on the other hand) to another
tongues, interpretation of tongues;
distributing to each one as he wills.

(12:7).

hand) to one is given through the spirit the logos
logos of gnosis according to the same spirit; to
another charismata of healing in the one spirit;
is given prophecy, discerning of spirits. different
but one and the same spirit energizes all of these.

Valentinian exegetes would note that in the first clause, where Paul
describes the “higher gifts’—(logos of wisdom, logos of gnosis, faith,
charismata)—he says specifically in each case that the charismatic gifts
(12:4) come from “the one spirit” (12: 8-9). But in the second clause (12:10).
where he enumerates

the ‘‘services’’ (12:5), he declines to attribute these to

“the same spirit.”” The Valentinians infer from this that these ‘services’ are
appointed by “the Lord’ (12:5), the demiurge (an exegesis Origen
contests).
'*? Yet the apostle insists that “‘one and the same spirit" works in
all, whether directly or through the demiurge, “distributing to each one as he
wills’’ (12:11).
! Cor 12:12-27: For as the body is one, and has many members. and all members of
the body, being many, are one body, so also is Christ. For in one spirit we have all
been baptized into one body. whether Jews or Greeks, slaves or free, and we have all
been made to drink from one spirit. For the body is not one member but many. If the
foot shall say, ‘Because I am not the hand, I am not part of the body.” is it not part of
the body? . . . Now God has set the members. each one of them, into the body as he
willed. . . . The eye cannot say to the hand, ‘I do not need you,” nor the head to
the feet,

“I do not need you."”.

. . Our

more

harmonious

members

have no need;

but God has mingled the body together, giving greater honor to the more deficient
part, so that there might be no schism in the body. but the members should care for
one another in the same way. Now you are the body of Christ, and members in
different parts.

Theodotus offers a unique exegesis of this metaphor: he suggests that the
elect constitute “one spirit’ headed by Christ while the psychics constitute
“the body” of Jesus. '** The Valentinian homilist of The Interpretation of the
Gnosis exegetes this passage in terms more consistent with Paul's text: he
cites it to encourage his pneumatic brothers to love the psychics, since all
together, ‘‘Jews” as well as ‘‘Gentiles,”’ ‘‘slaves”” as well as “free,’’ constitute
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the one '‘body of Christ.’ Correlating this passage with Rom 12:4-5, he urges
that the lesser, psychic members—the foot in relation to the hand, the ear in
relation to the eye (12:15-16)—not complain at their inferiority to the
greater, pneumatic members.
'** Conversely, the greater members must not
despise the lesser ones as if they were unnecessary to the whole (12:21-22).'*°
On the contrary, the psychic members are necessary: the “body of Christ”
was constituted for their sake (12:24). Without them the elect cannot become
complete,'*’ for God has ‘‘mingled the body" so that the psychics, “the
many, having become one, might be mingled in the one that was divided for
our sake.’''** Therefore, as the Valentinian homilist concludes, all are to live
together in love as members of one body headed by Christ, mutually
sustaining each other, praising God who has willed the participation of each
member. '*
1 Cor 12:28-31: And God set some in the ecclesia first. as apostles: second, prophets;
third, teachers; then powers, then gifts of healing. then ministers, administrators,

different tongues,
superior way.

. . . earnestly seek the greater charismata: yet I will show you a

The initiate recognizes here that Paul discriminates between the different
levels of function in ‘‘the body,” encouraging them to seek the “greater
charismata.”
1 Cor 13:1-2: Though | speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and have not
love, | am become as a sounding gong. or a clanging cymbal. And though I have
prophecy, and understand all mysteries, and all gnosis, and have all faith . . . and
have not fove, I am nothing.

What is that “‘superior way’’? It is the way superior to the demiurge, who
confesses that although he speaks “with the tongues of men and of angels”
he lacks divine love: therefore all his utterance is merely ‘‘sound.”'’° He
admits that even if he understood ‘“‘all mysteries and all gnosis” (which,
according to Heracleon, he does not),'*' he would be “‘nothing’’ apart from
the Father's divine love.
1 Cor 13:7-10: Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes
things. Love never fails. If there are prophecies, they shall cease;
they shall cease; if there is gnosis, it will disappear. For now we
prophecy in part. But when the perfect comes, what is partial

all things. suffers all
if there are tongues,
know in part and we
shall disappear.

Since they claim that only pneumatics truly haye love, the Valentinians
read this passage as the psychics’ admission that their prophecies, their
tongues. their gnosis, are only limited: what is psychic, and therefore only
partial, must give way to what is pneumatic and perfect.'*’
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f Cor 13:11-13: When I was an intant, I spoke as an infant. I understood as an infant,
I thought as an infant; but when I became a man, | put away infantile things. Even

now we see through a mirror. in an enigma; then face to face. Now I know in part;
then I shall know as I am known. Now faith, hope. and love remain, these three: but
the greatest of these is love.

Is the pneumatics’ gnosis also limited? Paul reveals here that the
pneumatic’s gnosis may be limited temporarily by his own immaturity. The
pneumatic seed, sown “‘in a state of infancy” (cf. 13:11a), must grow into the
mature, rational understanding of ‘‘a man” (13:11b).'%? At first the
Pneumatic sees only ‘‘in a mirror, in an enigma’’; but gradually he grows into
insight (gnosis) and maturity (tedeiosis). Finally, Paul mentions faith and
hope—qualities that psychics may share with the elect—but praises love as
the ‘‘greatest of these,’’ the pneumatic ‘‘superior way” known to the elect
alone.'** The writer of the Gospel of Philip contrasts faith, through which
one receives divine gifts, with dove, through which one also gives them.'**
Apparently commenting on the three qualities Paul mentions (13:13), he
says, “the husbandry of God is . . . through four: faith, hope, love, and
gnosis, Our earth is faith, in which we take root. The water is hope, through
which we are nourished. The wind is love, through which we grow. But the
light is gnosts. through which we ripen to maturity.’’'**
! Cor {$:1-7: | remind you. brothers, of the gospel I preached to you, which you
received, in which you stand. by which you are saved, if you hold to it, unless you
believed in vain. For I transmitted to you at first what I too received, that Christ died
for our sins according to the scriptures. that he was buried. and that he was raised on
the thitd day according to the scriptures, and appeared to Peter. then to the
twelve. . . . he appeared to James, then to all the apostles.

Now that Paul is ready to ‘‘speak a mystery” (15:51) he begins by showing
how his own pneumatic message differs trom the psychic preaching he shares
with the other apostles (15:1-11). First he reminds his psychic hearers of ‘“‘the
gospel which I preached, in which you stand, through which you are saved”’
(15:1).'°? “At first.” he says, he transmitted what he himself received—
namely, the Aerygma—that “Christ died for our sins according to the
scriptures, that he was buried, and that he was raised on the third day”
(15:3-4), and then appeared to Peter, to the twelve, and to many others,
including James and “‘all the apostles"’ (15:5-7). He promises that their faith
will not be ‘in vain" if they receive it “‘in the logos’’ through which he spoke

(15:2).
! Cor 15:8-10: Last of all he appeared to me. as to an abortion. For I am the least of

the apostles, not worthy to be called an apostle. because I persecuted the church of
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God. But by the grace of God | am what | am, and his grace in me was not empty, but
I labored more than any of them, not 1, but the grace of God with me.

But now Paul describes his own unique experience: ‘‘Last of all he
appeared to me, as a kind of abortion” (15:8). Here he alludes symbolically
to the pneumatic election to show how the savior appeared to Achamoth
“when she was outside the pleroma, ‘as a kind of abortion.’’’'** Basilides
explains that the whole elect has undergone the same experience, having
remained “in formlessness, ‘like an abortion.’’’'** Theodotus says that ‘‘as
long as we were children only of the female Sophia), as of a shameful syzygy,
we were incomplete, infants, mindless, weak, unformed, brought forth like
abortions.”"'°°
From this amorphous state, Paul—symbolizing the elect—is redeemed by
grace: ‘his grace in me was not empty’’ (since grace, charis, is an aion of the
“fullness,” the pleroma).'*’ Taking 15:10 as Paul’s account of how he was
“spiritually born,” delivered through the “‘labor"’ of “the grace (charis) of
God,"'*? the Valentinians explain that Paul alone received “‘the mystery of
God” through the pleromic aion charis, while the other apostles received only
what was transmitted through the psychic demiurge.'*? From this they
conclude that Paul alone received the pneumatic gospel, while the preaching
of the rest remained only psychic.
'*
! Cor 15:12: lf Christ is preached as having been raised from the dead, how can some
of you say there is no resurrection of the dead?

What does Paul mean when he speaks of “the resurrection of the dead"'?
The other apostles clearly proclaim this as the future, bodily resurrection of
those who have died.'** But the gnostic initiate rejects this preaching as crude
literalism, as error typical of psychic preaching, the ‘‘faith of fools”’!'** For
who are “the dead"’? The initiate knows that these are the psychics, who have

been “deadened in this existence.""'*? What, then, concerns Paul in 1 Cor
15:12? He says that “some” are saying “there is no resurrection of the dead,”
that. is, that the psychics cannot be raised from the “deadness of this
existence” to spiritual life!'*® For according to Valentinian exegesis, the
“resurrection of the dead” is ‘the recognition of the truth" spoken by those

who have gnosis.'*°

1 Cor 15:13-19; If there is no resurrection of the dead. then Christ is not raised; if
Christ is not raised, then our kerygma is empty, and your faith is empty. We are
found even to be false witnesses of God, for we testified of God that he raised Christ
from the dead, whom

he did not raise, if the dead are not raised. For if the dead are

not raised, then Christ has not been raised.

If Christ is not raised, your faith is in
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vain, and you are still in your sins. Then those who have fallen asleep in Christ have
perished. If in this life we alone have hoped in Christ then we are the most miserable
of all mankind.

Paul argues that ‘‘if there is no resurrection of the dead’’ (15:13), then
Christ, who came in psychic form to save the psychic element,'’° has not been
raised to pneumatic life. In that case, he declares, ‘‘our kerygma is empty,
and your taith is empty.’’ For “if there is no resurrection of the dead,” that
is, if psychics can never attain ‘recognition of the truth,’’ Paul sees that his
whole activity in preaching the kerygma to psychics'’'—and their faith in
believing it—would all be futile. In that case, if the psychics, who are
“dead,”'”? cannot be “raised,” those who have ‘fallen asleep” (15:18) heid

under the power of the “spirit of deep sleep” (cf. Rom

11:8) have perished.

Paul even says that “‘if in this life we (the elect) alone have hoped

in Christ,

then we are the most miserable of all mankind,” for the elect alone would see
the hopelessness of the psychics” situation.
! Cor 15:20-23: But now Christ is risen from the dead, the first fruits of those who
have fallen asleep. For since by man came death. so also through man came the
resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam all die. even so in Christ shall all be made

alive, each in his own order. the first fruit, Christ. then those of Christ in his presence.
Yet Paul proclaims in 15:20 that ‘now Christ is raised from the dead,

the

first fruits of those who have tallen asleep.’’ For Christ and the elect are the
“first fruits” through whom the psychics (‘those who have fallen asleep”’)
shall be ‘raised and saved.’’'”*
While psychics mistake Christ’s resurrection as a literal, past event,
-pneumatic Christians understand it symbolically: Christ's resurrection
signifies the ‘resurrection of the ecclesia."’'”* That he rose “on the third day”
(15:4) means that the psychic church shall be raised only when the first two
days—the Aylic and psychic days, are over,'’* and the demiurge’s creation,

the ‘‘kingdom of death” has ended. On the “third day, that is, the pneumatic
day,”’'”® Christ shall “raise’’ the psychics and lead them from the cosmos into

the pleroma.'’”
Those generated ‘tin Adam all die” (15:22), being born ‘‘into death and
into the cosmos,”’ but “the whom Christ regenerates is transferred to life in
the Ogdoad.”’'”* Each receives life ‘tin his own order”: “Christ, the first
fruits’ (that is, the elect);'"* and second, “those who belong to Christ at his
coming,"’ the psychics who receive him through his cosmic appearance.
? Cor 15:24-28:

Then

comes

the end,

when

he delivers the kingdom

to God

the

Father. when every rule and every authority and power is destroyed. For he must reign
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until he puts all his enemies under his feet. The last enemy to be destroyed is
death. . . . when all things are subjected to him, then even the son himself will be
subjected to him who subjected all things, that God may be all in all.

At the consummation of this age, Christ delivers “the kingdom” of the
demiurge ‘to God the Father"' (15:24). after destroying “every archon, every
authority, and every power,"’ even the ‘‘last enemy, death"’ (15:26).'*° The
demiurge’s ‘'kingdom of death’’'® finally shall be destroyed entirely. ‘‘He

must reign until he has put all his enemies under his feet’ (15:25): the
Valentinians explain from this that Christ reigns ‘‘at the right hand” of the
demiurge for the duration of the present

age ‘‘until the final consumma-

tion.”'*? Then Christ will subject all things
himself—that ‘God may be all in all’ (15:28).

to

the

Father—even

I Cor 15:29: Otherwise why are some baptized in behalf of the dead? If, indeed, the
dead are not raised, why are some baptized for their sake?

Paul now argues his case for the resurrection from the practice of baptism
for the dead. The meaning of this passage, which has puzzled so many
exegetes. must have seemed obvious to the Valentinians. According to their
own sacramental practice, the pneumatic elect receive baptism for ‘‘the
dead" that is, for the psychics. The purpose of this proxy baptism is to ensure
that the psychics will receive the power to transcend the region of the
demiurge. and to enter into the pleroma.'* Since psychics cannot receive this
sacrament themselves (as long as they remain ‘“‘dead”’ in ignorance of the

truth), the elect take on the responsibility of performing this baptism for
them. The elect receive the “laying on of hands” for the “angelic
redemption” in the name of the psychics, so that the psychics may receive the
redemption effected through the divine name, Paul is asking what purpose
there could be in performing such baptism for “the dead” unless the psychics
indeed can be “raised from the dead.”
1 Cor 15:30-34: Why are we in danger every hour? I die every day. . . . What
advantage is it to me. humanly speaking, if I have fought with wild beasts in
Ephesus? . . . Do not be deceived. . . . Become sober, and do not sin. For some
are ignorant of God. I say this to shame you.

Paul continues: if the psychics cannot be raised, why is he taking risks to
evangelize them (15:30)? Why is he “dying,” participating in psychic
existence, for their sake (15:31)? Why does he enter into their conflicts,
fighting the ‘‘wild beasts’ of the passions as they do (15:32)?'** Paul warns
the psychics to “become sober,” overcoming the drunkenness of their
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oblivion. They must be righteous and not sin (15:34); since they are yet
ignorant of God (15:34), their salvation depends on their own works. '**
1 Cor 15:35-40; But some one will say, ‘How are the dead raised? With what body do
they come?” You fool—what you sow does not come to life until it dies, and what you
sow is not the body which it is to become.

. . . God

body as he willed, and to each of the seeds its own

flesh.

. . . There are heavenly

bodies

and

earthly

has given to each of the seeds a

body.

Not all flesh is the same

bodies.

And

the glory of the

heavenly is one (kind of glory), and of the earthly, another.

Here Paul castigates as ‘‘fools’’ those who ask “how the dead are
“with what body they come.’’ Such literal-minded questions betray
belief in bodily resurrection which the Valentinians call the ‘faith
(that is, of psychics).'** He offers instead a pneumatic (that is,

raised” or
the naive
of fools”
symbolic)

interpretation of the resurrection. He begins with his metaphor of the seeds:
“what you sow is not the body which it is to become. . . . But God gives to
each . . . a body as he willed, and to each of the seeds its own body”

(15:38).
What is “‘sown,”’ and what are the “seeds’’? The Valentinians explain that
these are the two different types of seed produced by Sophia—the pneumatic
seed of the elect’®’ and the psychic seed of the called!'** Although God has
willed that the two types of seed—psychic and pneumatic (15:43-47)—ditfer
in “body’’ (15:38), in ‘flesh,’ (15:39), and in “glory” (15:41), he will raise
“each in its own order” (15:23).
! Cor 15:42-49:

So is the resurrection of the dead.

What is sown in corruption

is

raised in incorruption; what is sown in dishonor is raised in glory. What is sown in
weakness is raised in power. Sown a psychic body, it is raised a pneumatic body. For
so it is written: ‘the first man Adam became a living soul’; the last Adam, a
life-giving spirit. But the pneumatic is not the first, but the psychic, and then the
pneumatic.

The first man

is from earth,

choic; the second

man

from

heaven.

Those

who are choic are like the choic, and those who are heavenly, like the heavenly. And
as we have borne the earthly image. so also we shall bear the heavenly image.

Now Paul reveals the great “mystery” (15:51). Although the psychic has
been sown into ‘‘corruption, dishonor, and weakness’ (15:42-43), into
“death and the cosmos,”''*® as Theodotus says, it shall be raised in
“incorruption, glory, and power” (15:42-43). ''Sown a psychic body, it shall
be raised a pneumatic body; for if there is a psychic body, there is also a
pneumatic body” (15:44).'°° Theodotus explains that elements of the
Pneumatic seed were sown even into the psychics.'*’ The Valentinians
explain from 15:45 that the ‘‘first Adam,”’ the demiurge’s creation, was
made a “‘living soul.’’'*? Yet secretly “Sophia put forth pneumatic seed into
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Adam,” concealing it within the psychic creation as living marrow is
concealed within the structure of bone.'*’ Therefore the ‘‘last Adam"—the
transformed psychic—shall be a “life-giving spirit.”
Paul goes on to say that “the pneumatic is not first, but the
psychic. . . . the first anthropos was from earth, choic, but the second
from heaven” (15:46-48). The author of the Gospel of Philip, interpreting
this passage, says of
the ‘“‘man from heaven,” many more are his sons than of the “man of earth.” If
the sons of Adam are many, but nonetheless die, how much more are the sons of

the Perfect Man, those who do not die, but continually are begotten. '**

Because of this act of ‘ineffable providence’’-—Sophia’s sowing the divine
seed into the psychic creation'**—the psychic, although he bears the choic
image, shall also bear the pneumatic image! So Theodotus interprets this
passage:
Whomever the Mother generates is led into death
whom Christ regenerates is transferred to life in the
cosmos, but live to God, death having been released
resurrection . . . “having borne the image of the
image of the heavenly.”

and into the cosmos; but he
Ogdoad . . . they die to the
by death, and corruption by
choic,” they then bear ‘the

1 Cor 15:50-52: This | declare, brothers: that flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of God, nor can corruption inherit incorruption. Behold, I tell you a
mystery: we shall not all sleep. but we shall all be changed, in a moment, in the
twinkling of an eye. at the last trumpet. The trumpet shall sound, and the dead shall
be raised incorruptible. and we shall be changed.

Who, then, receives the resurrection? Is it the
demiurge’s creation, mortal in soul and body.'*’ who

‘‘first Adam,”
is resurrected?

Valentinians claim that Paul shows that the “‘first Adam"’

the
The

must put off the

material bodies which bear the “choic image,” and be transformed. They
insist that Paul statés this clearly in 15:50 when he declares that ‘‘flesh and
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, nor can corruption inherit
incorruption.’’ They consider this decisive evidence against the church’s

claim

of bodily

resurrection—resurrection

‘in this flesh,”

as Tertullian

says.'** Irenaeus says that ‘‘all the heretics always introduce this passage’
into debates on this issue.'*? Tertullian complains that they perversely insist

on their own exegesis of it.2°° The gnostics claim that it was the psychic
apostles—whose understanding was (and remained) merely ‘‘literalistic’”—
who

proclaimed

Christ’s bodily resurrection.?°'

Paul alone,

they claim,

as

“apostle of the resurrection,” taught the pneumatic doctrine of resurrection:
that ‘flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God. nor can corruption
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inherit incorruption.’’ Nothing that is psychic, nothing that comes from the
demiurge, can enter into the kingdom of God the Father.
?* Instead, ‘‘what is
corruptible must put on incorruption” and ‘“‘what is mortal must put on
immortality” (15:53). Heracleon cites this verse to show that the psychic,
“corruptible”’ in body and ‘‘mortal” in soul (cf. Mt 10:28), can only receive
salvation after he has “put off’’ the psychic ‘‘garments’’ of body and soul.’
1 Cor 15:54-56: For this corruptible must put on incorruption; and this mortal must
put on immortality. When this corruptible puts on incorruption, and this mortal puts
on immortality, then shall come to pass the saying that is written: ‘‘death is swallowed
up in victory. O death, where is your victory? O grave, where is your sting?” The sting
of death is sin, and the strength of sin is the law.

How can the psychic be transformed into the pneumatic? The author of
Philip cites 15:54 to refute the error of ‘‘those who wish to arise in the flesh’’:
he says they are afraid that they will be “naked” without the body, but they
fail to realize that, while ‘‘clothed” in the body, they are ‘‘naked” of the
spiritual garments.*“* Heracleon and Theodotus explain that the psychic
shall ‘‘put off’ the garments of body and soul when the demiurge’s ‘‘reign of
death” is ended and ‘‘swallowed up in victory.”’ As the savior was ‘‘divested
of perishable rags."’ and was “‘dressed with incorruption,’’?°* so for others
matter shall be “swallowed up,” plurality in unity, “‘obscurity by light, death
by life.""*> Then, ‘‘the psychic elements are raised and saved.” and, taking
off their former garments, share in the ‘‘nakedness’’ of those who enter the
pleromic bride chamber.?”
? Cor 15-57-58: But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus
Christ. Therefore, my beloved brothers, be strong, immovable, always abounding in
the work of the Lord, knowing that your labor in the Lord is not in vain.

Finally Paul praises God the Father who gives the victory through ‘‘our
Lord Jesus Christ,”” whom Theodotus calls the “great champion, who
received to himself the church, the elect and the called, the one (pneumatic)
from the mother, the other (psychic) from the dispensation, and he saved and
raised what he had received.”’?*
Having revealed this great mystery, the resurrection of the dead, that those
who are “‘dead”’ (the psychics) are to be ‘‘raised,”’ Paul assures the elect that
their present labor—their work of preaching and ministering to psychics ‘in
the Lord’’—is not in vain (15:58).
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cf, Scherer, 210; on Rom 1:7:
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om. G 1908 mg Orig.
JTS 9.232: A suggestion that Origen
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10. AH 3.16.8.
11. AH 3.16.1; 16.6; 3.15.2; 4.33.3; N. Brox, Offenbarung, 22-35.
12. Cf. CJ 6.20; AH 1.21.1-2: on pneumatic baptism, E. Segelberg, “Evangelium
Veritatis: A Confirmation Homily and Its Relation to the Odes of Solomon,”
Orientalia Suecana VII (1959): 3-42; E. Pagels, ‘‘A Valentinian Interpretation
of Baptism and Eucharist." HTR 65 (1972): 154-162.
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Cf. AH 1.8.3; CJ 10.33.
14, CI 13.60.
15. Ref 6.35. see discussion of Rom 1:25.
16. CJ 13,51; cf. Mt 22:9.
17. EV 19.22-27.
18. EP 132.14-20:
Now we have the manifest things of the creation. We say they are the strong which are

honored. But the hidden are the weak which are despised. So it is with the revealed in

the truth: they are weak and despised. but the hidden are the strong and are honored.
See note,

Wilson,

minster,

1969),

188.

19. These occur as technical terms for psychics and pneumatics respectively: see
EV 27.30-28.16; Scherer, 210.
20. ER 46.25.32: here, according to M. L. Peel, The Epistle to Rheginos, A
Valentinian Letrer on the Resurrection, (London: SCM/Philadelphia: West-
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21, Cf. AH 3.14.1-2; cf. AH 1.24.4,
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22, AH 3.2.1:
When they refuted from the scriptures, they . . . claim that the scriptures are
ambiguous (convertuntur ipsarum Scripturarum, quia varie sini dictae) and that the
truch cannot be derived from them by those who are ignorant of tradition (et quia non
possit ex his inveniri veritas ab his qui nesctant traditionem). For they allege that the
truth was not delivered by means of written documents. but in living speech, wherefore

Paul also declared, “But we speak wisdom among those that are perfect. but not the

wisdom of this cosmos," (1 Cor 2:6—Non enim per literas traditam illam, sed per
vivam vocem: ob quam causam et Paulum dixisse: ‘“Sapientiam autem loguimur inter
Perfectos: sapientiam autem non mundi hujus.”” Et hane sapientiam unusquisque

eorum esse dicit . . . ut digne secundum eos sit veritas . . .).

Cf. also 1.8.4; 3.3.1; 3.14.1-2; AV L.
23. AH 1.8.4; 3.3.1; 3.15.2; Ref 7.26.
24, Ref 7.26; cf. AH 1.24.4.
25, AH 1.3.5; 1.8.3. J. Ménard (L ‘Evangile de Vérité, 88) notes that in
EV 18.21.24, “L‘Erreur . . . serait &assimiler aux Archontes de I Cor 2.8 qui
ont crucifié le Christ.”
26. AH 3.3.1-2; 3.15.2; AVI.
27. Ref 5.24:
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This formula (apparently the oath of secrecy required of those being initiated
into ‘‘the gnosis of the Father’’) may have been repeated both at the beginning
of the ritual and again at its conclusion; cf. Ref 5.26-27. The account indicates
that the initiate undergoes the same pfocess of initiation that the demiurge
himself has undergone.
28. ET 17. Strikingly, both citations of 1 Cor 2:9 omit the final phrase. Exc 86.3
may suggest the reason: the final phrase may have been taken to refer to the
divine “marriage of syzygies,”’ the vision of God (cf. Exc 64) which is revealed
only eschatologically. The extant Excerpta ex Theodoto conclude with this

phrase, apparently

“auvewAGor

in anticipation of the final entrance into the p/eroma, when

ets Ta Hromaouéva

ayabd,

cic & émuuotow

"Ayyedou mapaxuwar.”

Exc 86.3; cf. 1 Cor 2:9a.

29.

Ta @dOn rod Geos: AH

1.2.2;

praef, 2; EV 24.10-12; Ref 5.6:

Mera 5¢ rabra tvexdAeoar Eavrods ywworikovs, pdaKovres povar Ta BaOn ywworew=

For references, cf. Sagnard. Gnose, 634.

. JTS 9,239. The Naassenes apply 1 Cor 2:12 specifically to initiation into the
“secret mysteries” of the Anthropos (cf. 1 Cor 2:11), which remain
incomprehensible to the uninitiated; Ref 5.8. Basilides also interprets the
“wisdom” of 2:7 as secret, oral initiation that answers such questions as:
Tis tarw 6 odk wy, rig h vlerns
mod Tauta anoxaragradraerat-

rept tis...

yeagn Aéye:”
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31. AH 1.8.3.
32. Ref 6.34. For Naassene exegesis of 2:14, Ref 5.8.
33. Ref 6.24-27.
34. AH 1.8.3; 2.19.2-7.
35. CJ 2.21; alternatively, they can be said to be generated
beyond

the topos."* CJ 13.48-49.

KaTGoKeun,
eyouevon.

[tf Cor 2:13].

by “the son of man
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36. AH 1.6.4; 2.19.4.
37. CJ £3.49-S1; AH 1.5.3-6; 2.19.4.
38. CI 13.51.
39. CJ 13.46.
. CI 13.44; for discussion, see Sagnard.,
Gospel, 98-113.
41. CG 11,2:36.28-36.
42. EF 7.10; EV 127.18-30; AH 1.13.2.
43. Ref 7.23:
nyvéct

yao

obp duds

44.

re

card

duro

copwrépa

Gnose.

Kai

489-494;

buvarwrépa

Kai

Pagels.
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Logia
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Exe 47.1:

Upwros wer ob» Anuwupyos 0 Lwrnp yiverat
oucadopei olkav eaut® Kal unripetcer orbdouc ENTA.

KabodrrKos:

7 be

45. CJ 10.33: on temple as ecclesia, see discussion of Hebrews 9.
. AH 1.7.1; Exe 48.4.
47. Exe 37.
48. Exe 38.1-4.
49, JTS 9.244-245: Origen, protesting this exegesis. offers a polemical one instead:
those who build with gold, silver, and precious stones are the “orthodox,”
while ‘those of the heresies who blaspheme are ‘wood.’ and the others are ‘hay
and stubble.’ "’
50. CJ 10.33.
Sl. On “boasting.” see discussion of Romans 4.
52. Cf. EV 18.15-18.
53. AH 3.16.8; 4.33.3.
M. AH 3.15.2:so, they claim, Paul accommodated his teaching, whether exoteric or
esoteric. to his audience, AH

1.14.1-2.

55. CJ 13.10; AH 1.6.4.
56. AH 1.6.4; 3.15.2; CJ 13.16-17.
57. AH 1.13.6: so Carpocrates teaches that the gnostic, being liberated from the
cosmic archons, becomes superior to them (AH 1.25.2).
58. See discussion of 2 Cor 8:9.
59. See discussion of Phil 2:7-9.
60. See discussion of 1 Corinthians 9.
61. Exe 58.1.
62. On ta pantu as epithet of the pleroma, see AH 1.3.4; on the abortion
expelled from it. AH 1.8.3.
63. Ref 5.7.
64. C3 13.15:
..étendpvevoen, bte 6 dyvoray Geod xa TAS KaTa
K@l mavpwv tw Kard Tov flov abth avaykaiwy,
TuyxXavovoar.

65. CJ 13.11: Heracleon takes the term of
symbolizes materiality, as he explains
66. CI 13.11; JTS 9.242,
67, AH 1.6.3-4; of. 1.25.1-4: 1.23.3.
68. AH 1.6.2-4.
69. Exe 67.1.
70. JTS 9,363-364. Tertullian (DR 45-47)
Hlesh with the body. in which they say

TOY Deov AaTpeias aneAnoacav
cai GAAWS Gee THY Ev Ted Biw

Jn 4:18 as six instead of five, since six

(CJ 10.38).

explains that the heretics identify the
that sin resides.
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71 - Exe 51.1-2.
72. ITS 9.364, |
73. AH 1.8.3: Exc 58.2; 1,3: see discussion of Rom 11:16.
74, CJ 10.19; EF 5.8, 15.
75. CJ 10.19; Exc 57-58; 63.1-2.
76.

77,
78.
79,
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89,
90.
91.
92.
93.
94,
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cosmos
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1.23.3; Haer Fab

as

technical

term

for psychics,

see

Pagels,

Johannine

Gospel,

93-94.
JTS 9.360; Origen protests. this exegesis. For technical terms, cf. EV
27,35-28.24.
AH 1.6.2; ef CJ 13.60.
CI 20.38: note Heracleon’s exegesis of Rom 13:1: “every soul” (psychic) remains
subject to “the powers.”
AH 1.13.6.
AH 1.21.5.
1.1.

AH 1.24.4-5.
AH 1.25,4-5.
Cf. CJ 13.16.
Exe 52.1-2.
JTS 9.371.
So Origen; cf. JTS 9.370-372; and Irenaeus, cf. AH 5.1-8.1.
Ret 6.34;

AH

Ref 6.34;

Irenaeus contests this exegesis.

AH

1.8.4.

5.7.1; see Tertullian,

DR

18-19;

35.

AH

5.7.1.

AH 1.6.1.
CI 13.1.
AH 1.8.4 (n. 81 above); CJ 13.11-15; AH 1.13.1-6; Exe 36.1; EP 112.29-114.4;
115.9-30; 118.9-119.15; 129.34-130.26; CG 11,2:39.10-38.
9S. CI Frag 39.
9%. For discussion, see: R. M. Grant. ‘'The Mystery of Marriage in the Gospel of
Philip” Vig Chr 7 (1961): 129-140; E. Segelberg, ‘‘The Coptic Gnostic Gospel
According to Philip and Its Sacramental System," Numen 7 (1960): 189-200;
E. Pagels, ‘‘Valentinian Interpretation of Baptism and Eucharist,” HTR 65:2
(April, 1972): 153-169.
97. CG 11,2:39.10-38; 43.1-44.37.
98. AH 1.13.3:
Evrpemoov ceavtny, Ws vinyn EKbexouevn Tov Dumpion EauTAG Wa Eon 6 éyw, KaL
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AH 1.6.4.
EP 130.2-8:
For marriage in the cosmos is a mystery for those who have taken a wife. But if the

marriage of uncleanness be hid, how much

more is the marriage undefiled a pure

mystery. It is not sarkic but pure. and does not belong to desire but to the will.

101.
102.
103.

Cf. CG 11,2:36.29-31: “For this is the will of the Father: not to allow anything
to happen in the p/eroma without a syzygy.”
Cf. R. A. Baer, IJr., Philo’s Use of the Categories Male and Female

Brill, £970).
Exc 21.1-2; 22.4; 36.1.
EP

118.9-22.

(Leiden:
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104.
105.
106.

Exe 17.2.

107.

EV 19.28-34; 24.20- 24; compare ER 45.16-17: '‘He put aside the cosmos which
is perishing. .

Exe 57.1.

Exe 21.1-22.4; 63.1-3; CG11,2:39.28-39; for discussion, see Pagels, ‘‘Conflicting
Versions

of Valentinian

Eschatology,"’

HTR

67.1

(1974):

35-53.

108. EV 19.28-34.
109. AH 1.3.4; EV 18.33-35; see Sagnard, Grose, 650, for references to the pleroma
7a mapra.

as

110. CJ 13.25.
111. CJ 13.17:
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112. CJ 13.19; EP 110.35-111.4.
113. Exc 67.1-4.
114. AH 1.6.3.
115. EV 33.22; Menard, L° Evangile de Vérité,
116. AH 1.6.1.
117. Cl 13.46.
118. CI 13.30; 10.33.
119. C] 20.38; compare ER 45.14-1S.
120. Ref 5.21; CJ 13.60.
121. Ref 6.34,
122. CI 13.19:
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132.
133,
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139.
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13.16;
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Exc 85.1.

EF 5.9.
Ref 5.3.
Exe 42.3.
AH 1.13.1-3.
EP 105.6-7; cf. AH 4.18.4-5.
EP 110.35-111.4; CJ 10.19.
AH 1.13.1-3; CG 11,2:43.21-44.36.
AH 4.18.4-5; ef. 3.15.2.
AH 1.8.4; Exe 21.1-4.
EP 116.22-26; 118.17-22.
Exc 33.2; 42.2; On Christ (or the Logos) as “‘Head,” cf. CG 11,1:13.33-36;
16.28-31; 17.28-31; 18.28-38; 21.33-34.
Exe 47.1; AH 1.4.5; CG 11,2:35.10-32.
Ref 6.34-36; AH 1.7.2; Scherer, 173.
AH 1.8.2; Exc 44.1-2.
AH 1.8.2; Ref 6.34.
Exc 35.3-4. The same principle is expressed in CG 11,2:36.28-30: ‘‘This is the
will of the Father: not to allow anything to happen in the pleroma without a

syzygy.”’

140. Tertullian deplores Valentinian exegesis of this passage; DP 4-5.
141, Exc 2.3-4; on drunkenness as metaphor for oblivion, see H. Jonas The Gnostic
Religion, 68-73; G. MacRae, “Sleep and Awakening in Gnostic Texts,’ in Le
Origini dello Gnosticismo,

ed. U. Bianchi (Leiden: Brill, 1967).
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So the Simonians interpret this verse; Ref 6.14.
JTS 10.31.
Exc 42.1.

CG 11,1:20.30-40.
Ibid, 1929-30.
Exe 35.4-36.1.
Exe 36.2,

CG
CI
CI
AH
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AH
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11.1:18.40; 19.36-40.
6.20.
6.39.
2.26.1; 2.28.4-9.

2.19.1-6.
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2.26.1; JTS 10.34-35.
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127.18-30.
43.33-44, 15; see Peel, Epistle, 53 n.
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Cf. discussion of1 Cor 15.8; 11.10.
Ref 7.26.

159.
160, Exc 68,
161. AH 1.13.2-3,
162. JTS 10.44: Origen challenges this exegesis of 1 Cor 15:10.
163, AH 3.13.1: Against “those who say that Paul alone knew the truth, to whom the
mystery was revealed through revelation" (Eos autem qui dicunt, solum Paulum
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AH 3.12.7: Here Irenaeus outlines the Valentinian view: Peter, who still lacked
perfect gnosis. preached to the circumcised (i.e., to psychics) the “God of the
Jews” (the demiurge). Paul, on the other hand, having received gnosis,
proclaimed to the Gentiles (to pneumatics) the One God, the Father
(AH 3,13,2-5).
165. Irenaeus, AH 5.2-7: Tertullian, DR (passim); Origen, JTS 10.44-46. In Origen's
discussion a Valentinian reader could hardly fail to note the following: while
Paul invariably refers (in 1 Corinthians

insists on discussing

(in his exegesis of 1 Corinthians

Jesus.
166. JTS 10.45-46.
167, Exe 22.2:
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Scherer, 168 n. For Tertullian’s account of Valentinian allegorizing, see DR 19.
168, JTS 44-46:
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do

Origen's argument demonstrates that his Valentinian

not

“deny

the

resurrection”:

Origen

says

that,

on

the

opponents

contrary.

“every heresy agrees” that Christ was raised from the dead. What the heretics
emphatically

do deny

is the orthodox

interpretation

of that doctrine

which
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includes the hope of bodi/y resurrection. Origen complains that “the heterodox
want to allegorize” this doctrine, and to interpret it as signifying “the
resurrection of human beings”! According to H. Ch. Puech and G. Quispel
(DR) xi-xii:
Les Valentines ne niaient pas tout uniment la réSurrection des morts. mais
Vavouaient. .. . La résurrection d'entre les “morts, “accomplie au sein ¢du baptéme,
etait, d'ailleurs, liée, selon eux, @ la réception de la‘'gnose,
de la ywdow . dune

Connaissance illuminative révelant& Vinitié ce quil était avant de venir ici-bas.
qu'ily est devenue. c'est a dire ce qu'il estprésentement,

ce

ce qu il sera, une fois sauve,

délivre’ du corps et du monde: son origine et, par ld, sa nature transcendante; son
actuelle et provisoire dechéance; la certitude de son retour au lieu d'ow il tire le
principe de son étre et of! cetui-ci existe en totalite, en pléntitude. au “Pler6me'’ qui
embrasse en (ui son propre “pléréme.”” . . . Resurrection et régenération spirituetle
se confondent,

169.
170.
171.
172;
173.

AH 2.31.2; DR 19.
AH 1.6.1; Exe 30-35.4; 59.1-4.
Exe 23.1-4.
Exe 22.1-2.
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Cf. Exe 58.1-2; discussion of Rom

11:16.

174. CJ 10.37; cf.Tertullian, DR 19.
175. CJ 10.37; Exe 61.5; 58.1-2; JTS 10.44-46,
176. CJ 13.51.
177. CJ 10.35; Exe 61.5-8: CG 11,2:41,28-38.
178. Exc 61.5-8; 58.1-2.
179. AH 1.8.3; Exe 58.1.
180. Exc 80.1-3.
181. Exe 58.1; 62.1-2.
182. Ibid.
183. Exe 22.1-7:
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See discussion of Eph 5:31.

184. On 674.0%. as metaphor for the passions, see CJ 13.16: Exe 85.1.
185. AH 1:6.1-4; EV 16.38-17.1; see discussion of Romans 1-4,
186. JTS 10.45-46; EP 104.26-105.19; ER 47.30-36; for discussion, see Malinine.
Puech, Quispel, Till, De Resurrectione, 36; Peel, Epistie, 186.
187. AH 1.4.5; 1.6.4; Exe 1.3-2.2; 39.40.
188. Exc 21.1-3: 68: On the two types of seed, see: Pagels, “Conflicting Versions of
Valentinian Eschatology,” HTR 67.1 (1974): 35-44.
189. Exe 80.1-2.
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2 Cor 2:14-17: Grace be to God, who in everything leads us in triumph in Christ, and
through us reveals the fragrance of his gnosis everywhere. For we are the aroma of
Christ to God among those who are being saved and those who are perishing, to some
fragrance from death unto death, to others fragrance from life unto life. And who is
sufficient for these things? We are not, like the many, merchandizing the word of
God, but speak from sincerity, as from God, confronting (katenanti) God, we speak
in Christ.

The Valentinians signify the “fragrance of gnosis” (2:14) in the fragrant
oil they use in the apolytrosis sacrament. Ptolemy says that this symbolizes
the ‘‘fragrance above all things.’’’ Those who receive it themselves become
“the aroma of Christ’ to those in the cosmos (2:15). According to the writer
of the Gospel of Truth,

‘the children of the Father are his aroma,

for they

are of the grace of his face. Therefore the Father loves his aroma, and
manifests it everywhere. And if it is mingled with matter, he gives his aroma
to the light, and. in his silence, he allows it to assume every form, every
sound,’’?
Nevertheless,

Paul continues,

‘‘we” the elect ‘tare not merchandising

the

word of God (logos tou theou)” like ‘the many" (2:17), that is, the psychics.*
Heracleon describes how the psychics, like the merchants in the temple
courtyard, ‘‘merchandise’’ the message of salvation ‘‘attributing nothing to
grace, but considering the entrance of strangers into the temple in terms of
their own

advantage

and

gain.’”*

Paul

continues,

‘‘we

speak

sincerely,

as

from God, confronting God, we speak in Christ’ (2:17). What does he
mean? Origen’s Valentinian opponents take this to mean that Paul here
distinguishes the Father from the demiurge: therefore he says that he speaks
95
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“good

Father,”

and

confronting

or

contran

to

(katenanti) god, that is, to the demiurge.*
2 Cor 3:1-6: Are we beginning to commend ourselves again? Or do we
do, letters of recommendation to you or from you? You yourselves
written on our hearts, to be known and read by all mankind; revealing
letter from Christ, having received our ministry, written not in ink. but
the living God; not in stone tablets, but on fleshly tablets of hearts.

need, as some
are our letter,
that you are a
in the spirit of

We have such confidence through Christ toward God. Not that we are sufficient of

ourselves to claim anything as from ourselves, but our sufficiency is from God, who
has sufficed us to become ministers ofa new covenant, not in letter but in spirit. For
the letter kills, but the spirit makes alive.

Valentinian exegetes correlate this passage with Rom 2:14-15, where Paul
describes the ‘natural law” which the spirit has ‘‘written upon the hearts” of
the elect.* This he contrasts with the law of Moses written ‘‘in letters’ on
“stone tablets." Paul rejects any claim of credit for himself or for his own
works; he claims only that the ‘‘law of works’’ has been abolished, and the
‘Taw of faith,” the law of the new covenant, offers life to him, as to all the
elect.’
2 Cor 3:7-15: Now if the service of death, engraved in letters of stone, became so
glorious that the sons of Israel could not look upon Moses’ face because of its
brightness. fading as it was, will not the service of the spirit be much more
glorious? . . . Since we have such a hope, we are very bold, unlike Moses, who put a
veil over his face so that the Israelites might not see the end of the fading glory. But
their hearts were hardened: for to this day, when they read the old covenant, the same
veil remains, . . . to this day whenever Moses is read, a veil lies over their
heart...

2

What does Paul mean? The Valentinians, rejecting the literal interpretation, recognize Moses as “the lawgiver himself,’ the demiurge. Service to his
law is “service of death” (cf. 1 Cor 7:3).* The veiling of his face,
pneumatically interpreted, symbolizes the veil with which Sophia covered her
shame in her exile from the pleroma.° But in the present time (cf. 3:14-15)

the veil has another meaning: it signifies that Christ’s glory has been hidden
from the “sons of Israel,’’ that is, from psychics. Valentinian exegetes
explain from this passage that “the psychic was hidden in darkness, and has
a veil upon his heart.""'°
2 Cor 3:17-18: Where

the spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom.

We all with unveiled

faces reflect the glory of the Lord, and are being changed in that likeness from glory
to glory. ...

Paul includes the elect with himself when he declares that ‘we’ with
“unveiled faces reflect the glory of the Lord’ and are being transformed
“from glory to glory,”’ that is, from the psychic ‘glory’ of the demiurgic
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“Lord”

and

from

the fading

glory of his old covenant

(3:7) to the
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“much

greater glory” of the new, pneumatic covenant.'!
2 Cor 4:1-6: Therefore, having such a service, as we received the mercy of
God . . . in the revelation of truth we commend ourselves to every man’s conscience
before God. If our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those that are perishing, in whom the
god of this age has blinded the minds of those who do not believe, to prevent them
from seeing the enlightenment of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of
God. . . © for God has said, ‘*Let light shine from darkness,”” who shone in our
hearts for the enlightenment of gnosis of the glory of God in the face of Christ.

Paul speaks as if answering an accusation—the charge that he himself has
kept hidden '‘his gospel” (4:3) or has deliberately obscured it. The gnostic
reader would recognize that his accusers probably refer to the apostle’s
practice of secretly instructing ‘the initiates” in ‘‘wisdom” (cf. 1 Cor 2:6-9),
in the pneumatic version of the gospel.'? The apostle answers with a counter
accusation: he, having received his ministry ‘from God" (4:1), has preached
“in the openness of the truth” (4:2). If “his gospel” is obscure it is so only “to
these who are perishing."’ He refuses to accept blame for its obscurity;
instead, Valentinian exegetes claim, Paul accuses ‘‘the god of this age” —the
demiurge—of “blinding the minds of those who do not believe.” For the
demiurge seeks to hinder men from receiving the ‘enlightenment of the
gospel,” the revelation of the Father, who is ‘‘beyond every principality and
tule and power.’’'? The Father “is he who said, ‘Let light shine out of
darkness’ "’ (4:6); but the demiurge attempts to obscure the “enlightenment
of the gnosis of God's glory” (4:6), to the gnosis that would reveal to them the
Father! Paul insists that the fault lies not in his preaching but in their
perception. He then defends his preaching of a psychic version of the gospel
(‘what we preach is . . . Jesus Christ as Lord’), with the claim that he is
forced to accommodate his teaching to the psychics’ limited capacity.'* For
Paul himself claims to have been enlightened, to have received gnosis ‘‘from
God” (4:6); but, as he goes on to explain, he has been compelled to hide that
“glory’’ trom the psychics, who could not even bear to look upon the “fading
glory” of the ofd covenant

(3:7).

2 Cor 4:7-16: But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the transcendence of
power may be from God, and not from ourselves.

. . . we always bear the deadness

of Jesus in the body, that the life of Jesus might be revealed in our body. For we, the
living. are continually given over to death through Jesus, that the life of Jesus might
be manifested

in our mortal flesh.

. . . knowing that he who raised the Lord Jesus

will raise us also with Jesus and bring us with you into his presence. For it is all for
your sake. . . . though our outer man is destroyed, our inner man is renewed from
day to day.

%
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Paul

says,

he

consents

to

hide

the

treasure—

“enlightenment of the gnosis of glory’’ (4:6)—in the ‘earthen vessels” of his
human flesh. Tertullian indicates that heretical exegetes interpret 4:10 to
mean that ‘‘the deadness of Jesus’—the somatic counterpart of the
pneumatic Christ—is manifested also in the fleshly existence of the elect.’*
For although the apostle is among ‘‘the living” (4:11)'* (the elect being, as
Valentinus says, “by nature immortal and deathless"’)'’ he is “given up
continually to death,” that is. to the power that reigns over the present
cosmos.'* Yet Paul anticipates that the Father, ‘‘who raised the Lord Jesus,
will raise us also with Jesus’’ from ‘‘the deadness of this existence’’'* and will
“bring us with you into his presence,”’ so that psychics, although dead, may
be resurrected to pneumatic “life in Christ’ together with the elect.*° The
sarkic, ‘‘outer man’’ perishes, but the pneumatic ‘‘inner man” is renewed
continually: according to Tertullian’s gnostic opponents, that although the
flesh, the “old man” perishes, the spirit within the flesh, the ‘new man,”
continually is renewed.?!
2 Cor 5-1-8;

For

we

know

that if our

earthly

dwelling

of this tent

(skénous)

is

destroyed. we have a dwelling place from God—a house not made with hands, eternal
in the heavens. And indeed we groan for this. earnestly longing to be clothed with our
heavenly dwelling; if indeed, although unclothed, we shall not be found naked. For
indeed we groan, being oppressed in this tent, not that we want to be unclothed, but
to be clothed, so that the mortal may be swallowed up by life. The one who works this
in us is God. who has given us the deposit of the spirit. Therefore we are confident in
every way. and we know that while we dwell in the body we dwell apart from the Lord;
for we walk by faith, not by sight.

For we are confident,

apart from the body and present with the Lord.

and

willing rather to dwell

The writer of the Gospel of Truth marvels how Jesus, being “clothed with
eternal lite . . . divested himself of these perishable rags” and ‘clothed
himself with incorruptibility.""*? So, he explains, for each one who receives
gnosis, ‘obscurity is swallowed up by light, and death by life."*> The teacher
of Rheginos apparently assumes this meaning as he agrees with the author of
the Gospel of Truth that “the savior has swallowed up death (you should not
remain in ignorance) for he has abandoned the perishable cosmos, and has
become an imperishable aion; and he raised himself up. having swallowed up
the visible with the invisible . . . this is the pneumatic resurrection, which
swallows up the psychic alike along with the sarkic.’’?*
Rheginos is encouraged to “depart” from the body (cf. 5:8): ‘for you” his
teacher says, ‘absence (from the body) is a gain."'?’ How can this be? “Some
are afraid that they will arise naked,’ explains the author of the Gospel of
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Philip (apparently referring to 5:3-4). To allay such fears he offers a gnostic

exegesis of the passage:

. therefore they want to arise in flesh (sarx). They do not know that those

who bear flesh are already naked!

But those who

unclothe themselves are not

naked. "No flesh and blood shall inherit the kingdom of God.’ What is the flesh

that shall not inherit? That which we have. What is that which shall inherit? It is
the flesh and blood of Jesus: for this reason he said, “‘whoever does not eat my

flesh and drink my blood has no life in him.”” What is it? His flesh is the logos
and his drink the holy spirit. Whoever has these has nourishment, and has drink

and clothing. ?°

2 Cor 5:11-18: Knowing the fear of the Lord, we persuade men: but we are revealed
before God; and I hope that we are revealed also in your consciences.

. . . If we are

ecstatic (exestemen) it is before God: if we are moderate (sophronoumen) it is before

you. For the love of Christ constrains us. . . . henceforth we know no one according
to the flesh. If once we knew Christ according to the flesh, now we know him so no
longer. Therefore if anyone is in Christ—a new creation! Behold, old things have
passed away; all things have become new; and all things are of God. . . .

The apostle explains that the elect preach psychically to psychics who fear
the demiurge: ‘knowing the fear of the Lord, we persuade men” (5:11).?” Yet
“we’’—the elect—‘‘are revealed before God" the Father, and before him “‘we
are ecstatic,’ even though he admits that ‘‘before you” psychics the elect
restrain and moderate their behavior (5:14). Even those of the elect who once
knew Christ ‘according to the flesh’”’ (5:16) now know him pneumatically,
“according to the spirit.”"** The apostle who previously bore ‘‘the deadness of
Jesus” (4:10-11) now knows only the living Christ (5:14-16). For the elect the
“old things’ of the demiurgic creation have already “passed away’’: now “‘all
things are become new, and all things are of God.’’””
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GALATIANS

Gal [:1-5: Paul, an apostle, not from men nor through man. but through
and God the Father who raised him from the dead . . . grace to you and
God our Father and from the Lord Jesus Christ. who gave himself for our
might deliver us from the present aion. according to the will of God
Father. to whom be glory unto the aions of the aions.

Jesus Christ
peace from
sins that he
and of our

Paul intends in Galatians to distinguish his own pneumatic teaching of the
gospel from the merely psychic preaching of the other apostles; so
Valentinian exegetes claim. Irenaeus devotes the third book of his treatise to
refute their exegesis, arguing that Paul's account in his letter to the Galatians
agrees with the harmonizing account in Acts 15. Irenaeus insists. indeed,
that Paul's message agrees not only with that of the Jerusalem apostles, but
also with the traditions of Israel. Yct the Valentinians make a plausible
exegetical case for their interpretation, which contrasts the liberty that Paul.
the pneumatic teacher, reveals “to the Gentiles’ with the psychic kerygma
that Peter. who “lacked perfect gnosis,"” preaches “to the Jews.”’? The author
of the Gospel of Philip, who frequently cites Galatians. contrasts the
“Hebrews’’ whom he identifies as “the apostles and apostolic men" and
characterizes as ‘‘the dead,” with the ‘Gentile’ who is ‘‘alive.””*
Such exegetes infer from Gal 1:1, tor example. that Paul intends to
contrast the commission the other apostles receive “from men and through
man’ with that which he himself receives from ‘“‘God the Father.’” They point
out that Paul identifies the Father as the one who receives ‘glory among the
aions of aions,"’ as he “clearly names the aions”’ in their pleromic order.* The
Father wills “to deliver us from the present evil aion’’ which is ruled by the
demiurge. whom Paul calls “the god of this aion’ (cf. 2 Cor 4:4).°
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Gal /:6-8; Lam astonished that you are so quickly deserting him who called you in the
grace of Christ tor another gospel—not that there is another. but there are some who
trouble you and want to pervert the gospel of Christ. But even if we or an angel from
heaven should preach to you a gospel contrary to that which we preached among you,
Jet him be accursed.

Paul is astonished and dismayed that the Galatians have deserted the
Father, ‘the one who has called you in the grace of Christ” for “another
gospel.”” What is this ‘‘other gospel’’? The Valentinians claim that the other
apostles—including Peter and Luke—preached
another gospel,® even
another god’ than Paul proclaimed. Knowing neither the truth nor the
Father themselves, “the apostles preached the gospel still in some way under
the influence of Jewish opinions."** Paul warns that whoever preaches
anything other than what he himself has preached, even if that ‘other’ is an
“angel from heaven” (the demiurge himselft)° he is “accursed.”’ (Irenaeus
calls such exegesis blasphemy, “‘the madness of those who. . . have
imagined that they themselves have discovered more than the apostles, by
discovering another god . . . and that they themselves are purer in doctrine
and more insightful than the apostles.’
Gal i: 11-17; For ! would have you know. brethren. that the gospel I preached is not a

human one. For I did not receive it from man,
through

revelation

of Jesus Christ.

For you

nor was [ taught it, but received it

have

heard

of my former

conduct

in

Judaism, how I violently persecuted the church of God and tried to destroy it; and I
was advanced in Judaism beyond many of my age among my people. . . . But when
it pleased the One who separated me from my mother’s womb, and called me through
his grace. to reveal his son in me, that I might proclaim him among the Gentiles,
immediately I did not confer with flesh and blood, nor did I go into Jerusalem to those
who were apostles before me, but I went into Arabia, and returned again to

Damascus.

Paul says that once he preached “what I also received’ (1 Cor 15:3ff) in
common with the other apostles; but here he discloses ‘‘what I did not receive
from men” (1:12). This means, according to Valentinian exegetes, that of all
the apostles. Paul ‘‘alone knew the truth, since to him che mystery was
revealed by revelation” (cf. 1:12).!' He admits that he himself, like the
others, formerly was ignorant of the Father: he too had been taught “in
Judaism.”” According to Valentinian symbolism, this means that Paul too
once worshiped the demiurge ‘‘in flesh and error” along with the psychic
“Jews.”""?
Paul continues: “but . . . the one who separated me from my mother’s
womb . . . was pleased to reveal his son in me."’ The Father, then, is the
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one

who

“separated”

Paul:

but

what

did

he

“'separate’?
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Valentinian

exegetes. citing 1 Cor 15:46 (“the first anthropos is psychic, the second
pneumatic’) answer that he separated Paul the psychic ‘outer anthropos”
from the pneumatic “inner anthropos.”’**
The “old anthropos” must be “put
otf” (ct. Col 3:9-10) in order to “*put on™ the new, pneumatic anthropos.
Psychics must effect this transformation through their own efforts; but the
Father himself already has “separated” the pneumatic ‘‘from the womb of
(his) mother.’ that is from Sophia, through his will in pre-election.'*
The apostle goes on to say that God has chosen “‘to reveal his son in me (en
emoi)’’; as Heracleon explains, the elect receive him within themselves (ex
autois) while psychics receive him only externally among themselves (par’
autois).'* Recognizing that he was to communicate his pneumatic revelation
not to the psychic “Jews” but to the pneumatic *‘Gentiles.’’ Paul says that he
avoided going to ‘Jerusalem,’ to the psychic region (ropos),’* and he
shunned “those who were apostles before me” (1:17). The gnostic author of
the Gospel of Philip characterizes ‘the apostles who were before us,” as
“Hebrews, the apostles and apostolic men."''’ He went instead into Gentile
lands (1:17), that is, into the pneumatic region. He remained ‘unknown by
sight’ to the assemblies in Jerusalem: this might remind the gnostic reader
that the psychics, limited to sense-perception alone, are incapable of

perceiving what is pneumatic."
Gal 21-5: Then, after fourteen years, I went up to Jerusalem with Barnabas. taking
Titus with me. I went up according to revelation, and I set torth—in private before
those who were respected—the gospel which I preach among the Gentiles, lest in any
way I should be running or had run in vain. But even Titus, who was with me, was not
required to be circumcised. although he was a Greek. But because of false brethren
secretly brought in, who came in ta spy out our freedom which we have in Christ
Jesus, so that they might enslave us—to them we did not yield in submission even fora
moment, so that the truth of the gospel might be preserved for you.

Here Paul clarifies his relationship to the apostles ‘before him™—those
who preach the psychic version of the gospel.'° To stress his independence
from them, he states first that he visited them only when he had completed
fourteen years of evangelistic activity; second. that he went accompanied by
Barnabas and Titus (a “Greek,” i.e.. pneumatic like himself). Third, he
declares that he went ‘according to revelation” (2:2) and not out of any sense
of subjection to their authority.

Why. then, did he present the gospel he preached among the Gentiles “‘in

private” to prominent members of the Jerusalem community? And why does
he say that. had he not, he might have ‘run in vain’’? The initiated reader
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could understand his reasoning: Paul knows that such privacy is the essential
precondition for communicating the pneumatic gospel.*? Although Paul says
that Titus, his pneumatic companion, was not compelled to submit to
psychic practices (to “circumcision,” 2:3), he notes that certain ‘‘false
brethren” among the psychic Christians wanted to ‘enslave’ their
pneumatic brethren, apparently envying their freedom in Christ (2:4). Paul
declares that he “did not yield in submission to them—not even for a
moment” (2:5). Paul knows that his opposition to the “Judaizers” (as the
Valentinians understand it) is essential to preserve the pneumatic’s spiritual
autonomy and liberty of conscience against the aithoritarian and moralizing
psychics.?!
Irenaeus, confronted with this “heretical” exegesis of the passage, offers
an opposite interpretation: that Paul's private disclosure of his gospel to
Peter, James, and John expresses his need for them to authorize his
teaching.”? Strikingly. Irenaeus and Tertullian, attempting to refute
heretical exegesis of the passage, both reject the usual reading of the text.
Both follow an infrequent variant reading that omits the negative, to read
2:5a “for a time we did vield to subjection, so that the truth of the gospel
might be preserved for your sake."' On this basis they claim that Paul did
submit to the authority of the Jerusalem apostles. Irenaeus compares his
reading of Gal 2:5 with Acts 15 to conclude that ‘‘Paul’s statement
harmonizes with and is identical with Luke's testimony concerning the other
apostles.""?? Both Irenaeus and Tertullian intend their exegesis of this
passage to refute the distinction between Paul's gospel and that of the other
apostles.
Gal. 2:6-10: Those who were of reputation (what they were does not matter to
me—God shows no partiality), those, I say, who were of repute added nothing to me;
but on the contrary, when they saw that [ had been entrusted with the gospel to the
uncircumcised. as Peter had been entrusted with the gospel to the circumcised (for
the one who has energized Peter for the apostleship to the circumcised aJso energized
me for, the Gentiles). and when they perceived the grace that was given to me, James
and Cephas and John, who were reputed to be pillars. gave to me and to Barnabas the
right hand of communion, that we should go to the Gentiles, and they to the
circumcised. Only they wanted us to remember the poor, which I myself was eager to
do.

From this passage the Valentinians could infer that even the leaders of the
psychic community recognized that Paul was sent to proclaim the perfect
gnosis he received through grace to the “Gentile” elect.’* Peter (whom the
emerging ‘orthodox’ majority was coming to claim as the primary founder
of their church) was sent to preach specifically to the “circumcised,” that is,
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to psychics. Peter, “lacking perfect gnosis,"” himself remained “ignorant”
and “imperfect” (areles: uninitiated):?* as the apostle ‘to the Jews’ he was
sent from the demiurge’* (the “god of the Jews")’” to preach the kerygmatic
message of “Jesus.”"?*
While the contrast between Paul's pneumatic gospel and Peter’s psychic
preaching remains a fundamental premise in much of their theology,’® the
Valentinians apparently acknowledge from 2:8 that the same One energizes
both types of preaching. Some, it seems, anticipate that even the psychics
finally shall come into perfect gnosis and come to know the true Father.*°
Those among the psychic community who understood that Paul had received
a higher gnosis than their own gaye him “the right hand of communion,”
apparently signifying his special responsibility ‘‘to those on the right,”’ the
pneumatic “Gentiles,” as they themselves took primary responsibility to
preach “to those on the left,”’ the psychic ‘‘circumcised” (2:9).*' They only
remind Paul to “remember the poor,” that is. apparently, the psychics
among his audience; so that, as Theodotus says. he willingly preaches “in
each of two ways,"’ in one way for pneumatics, and in another for psychics.
Gal 2:11-16; But when Cephas came to Antioch, I opposed
stood condemned.

him to his face, for he

For before certain men came from James, he ate with the Gentiles;

but when they came, he withdrew and seprarated himself, fearing the circumcision
party. . . . we ourselves, knowing that a man is not justified from works of the law,
but through faith in Jesus Christ, have believed in Jesus Christ, in order to be justified
from faith in Christ. and not from works of the law, for all flesh shall not be justified
from works of the law.

Paul now explains his confrontation with Peter. When Peter ventured into
Gentle territory (‘into Antioch’) even he, for a time, disregarded the moral
scruples that characterize psychics. Yet when certain psychics were present,
he apparently tried to compel even some of the pneumatic ‘Gentiles’ to “‘act
like Jews” (2:14). For the psychic apostles, being ‘‘still under the influence of
Jewish opinions,” still observe the “law of Moses’’*? in obedience to the
demiurge.
Gal 2:19-21: For through the
been crucified with Christ; I
What I now live in the tlesh,
has given himself for me. I
through the law, Christ died

law I died to
live, yet it is
J live in faith
do not reject
in vain.

the law, that I might live to God. I have
no longer I. but Christ who lives in me.
in the son of God, who has loved me. and
the grace of God; for if righteousness is

The initiated reader could see here Paul's affirmation that he has ‘‘died™
to law, having been redeemed from the cosmos and from its demiurgic
tuler.** For crucifixion symbolizes the process separation described
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in Gal 6:14 (‘the cosmos has been crucified to me, and I to the cosmos’’).
Valentinian exegetes explain what Paul means; that what in him was hylic
has been consumed, and what is psychic has been purified.?* He now “‘lives”’
pneumatically or, rather, Christ lives ‘in him.”'’ Instead of rejecting
“grace.” he rejects the ‘‘righteousness through the law” in which psychics
place their hope.*®
Gal 3:1-5:
Christ was
you receive
foolish? .
from works

O foolish Galatians! Who has bewitched you, before whose eyes Jesus
publicly portrayed as crucified? This alone [ want to learn from you: did
the spirit from works of the law or from hearing in faith? Are you so
. . does he who gives the spirit to you and works miracles among you do so
of the law, or from hearing from faith?

Paul chastises the “foolish,” that is, in gnostic terminology, the psychics

who reject the pneumatic gospel for an inferior version of it.’’ Basilides says
that those who confess Jesus as the crucified one are still enslaved to the
“God of the Jews’’;** the Naassenes say that such persons have been
“bewitched” by the demiurge, whose spell has the opposite effect of the
Logos’ divine enchantment.*® The Sethians agree that only the unknown
Father supplies the spirit and works miracles (3:5).°°
Gal 3:6-11: As Abraham “believed in God. and it was accounted to him for
righteousness,"” know that those who are from faith are the sons of Abraham . . . so
those who are of faith are blessed with faithful Abraham. For all who depend upon
works of the law are under acurse.

. . . Therefore it is clear that in the law no one is

justified before God, because ‘‘the just shall live by faith.”

Why does Paul refer to Abraham, Israel’s ancestor, as an example of
faith? The initiated reader would recognize that Paul's reference to
Abraham is no more to be taken literally than his previous references to the
Jews. Hippolytus explains that “Abraham” signifies the demiurge, as the
“children of Abraham” are the psychics.*! Characterized as Abraham, the
demiurge exemplifies faith in God (3:6), as Heracleon says; “the demiurge
believes well.’’"*? Only those of the psychic creation who share his faith are
blessed along with him, men and angels alike. Those who reject his faith “in
God” are consigned to the outer darkness, Heracleon explains that the
psychics, apart from faith in the Father, stand “under a curse’’: they stand
under the demiurgic ‘law of sin and death” (cf. Rom 7:21).“° Therefore, as
Paul says in 3:11, “it is clear that in the law no one is just before God”—in
the law one can be justified only before the demiurge. But the psychic (“the
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just’’)** cannot receive divine life from the demiurge; he can only receive it as
the demiurge does, from God the Father.**
Gal 3:/3-14: Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a curse for
us; as it is written, ‘cursed be everyone who hangs on a tree,” so that in Christ Jesus.
the blessing of Abraham might come upon the Gentiles, that we might receive the
promise of the spirit through faith.

What is ‘‘accursed”’ is the fleshly body, which involves mankind in the
curse upon materiality.*? The crucifixion signifies the giving up of the
material body to destruction; simultaneously the inner man is released for
reunion with God.*’ Paul adds that this release from materiality (“the
blessing of Abraham’) comes “to the Gentiles (the elect) so that we may
receive the promise of the spirit through faith” (3:14). Heracleon explains
that the savior reveals himself first to the elect; they, in turn, proclaim him to
the psychics, ‘‘for through the spirit (the pneumatic elect) and by the spirit
the soul (the psychic) is led to the savior.'’"** The psychics first apprehend the
savior in a limited way; later they come fully to recognize and receive him.*°
To illustrate this Paul gives a “human example”’ in 3:15-18.
Gal 3:/5-78: No one cancels or adds to a human will, once it has been ratified: now

the promises were made to Abraham ‘‘and to his seed.” It does not say, “‘and to his
seeds,"' as to many, but as to one, ‘‘and to your seed.” which is Christ. This is what I
mean: the law, which came four hundred and thirty years later, does not cancel the

will previously ratified by God. to nullify the promise.

. . . God gave it to Abraham

by a promise.

Paul stresses here the singularity of the seed that has received God’s
promise. It was not given “to many,” which to the initiate might suggest ‘‘the
many psychics,” but specifically ‘to one,”’ that is, to the ‘elect nature, single
formed and unified.’’*° That this ‘‘one seed” is ‘‘Christ,’’ might be taken to
indicate that Christ and the elect are essentially one.*
Gaf 3:19-20: Why,

then, the law? It was added because of transgressions, until the

seed should come to whom the promise had been made, having been transmitted
through angels, in the hand ofa mediator. Yet the mediator is not one; God is one.

Paul must answer the obvious question: why was the law given? He reveals
that it was given ‘‘for transgressions,” as a provision ‘‘until the seed should
come”’ (3:19), Heracleon interprets 3:19b in reference to the pneumatic seed,
which he says was sown and raised through the mediation of the demiurge’s
angels.*? Another Valentinian agrees, citing 3:19 to show that “the seed was
sown imperceptibly into Adam by Sophia” by means of the demiurgic angels.
Yet the mediator—apparently the demiurge—is ‘‘not of one" as God the
Father “is one.'’®?
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Gal 3:23-28: Now before faith came, we were constrained under the law. kept in
restraint until the faith that was to come should be revealed. So the law became our
instuctor (paidagogos) tor Christ, so that we should be justified from faith. But now

that faith has come, we are no longer under an instructor: for in Christ Jesus you are
all sons of God through faith. For as many of you as were baptized into Christ have
put on Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek. neither slave nor free, neither male nor

female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus.

The initiated reader could see in 3:23-25 Paul’s declaration of the
liberation of the elect—as ‘‘sons of God” (cf. 3:26) from the restraints and
tutelege of the demiurge's law. One Valentinian teacher describes how those
“baptized into God” (ef. 3:27) in the name of the Father, Son, and holy
spirit, are “reborn” and “become higher than all the other powers.”**
Apparently referring to 3:27, the author of the Gospel of Philip says that “the
living water is a body. It is fitting that we put on the living man. Because of
this. when he is about to go down to the water he unclothes himself, so that
he may put on this one.”’** Rheginos’ teacher adds that those who have died
and been raised with the savior in baptism now “wear him.’** Those who
still identify themselves in terms of racial and social distinctions, however (as
Jews, Greeks, slaves, or free; ef. 3:28) are not yet truly Christian.*’
Ga/ 4:/-7- | mean that the heir, so long as he is immature (n@pios) is no better than a
slave . . . but he is under guardians and administrators appointed by the father. So
also we, when we were immature (épior), were enslaved to the elements of the
cosmos. When the pleroma of time came, God sent his son, having come into being
from a woman, under law, so that he might redeem those held under law. so that we
might receive the adoption. Because you are sons, God has sent the spirit of his son
into our hearts crying “Abba, Father!"” So you are no longer a slave but @ son, and, if
a son, an heir through God.

Paul reveals in Galatians 4 two distinct ‘‘sonships."' The pneumatic, born
as the “child of God,” develops naturally toward his mature status as “‘God's
son” through a process of continual growth. The author of Philip apparently
has this in mind as he contrasts the psychic “slave” with the pneumatic
.

”
son :

The slave seeks only to be free, but he does not seek after the possessions (ousia)

of his master. But the son is not only the son. but claims the inheritance
(Aleronomia) of the father. . . . what the father possesses belongs to the son,
and he also, the son, so long as he is small. is not entrusted with what is his. But

when he becomes a man his father gives him al) that he possesses.**

The psychics, on the other hand, are ‘‘fatherless,”” but not, it seems,
without hope: even the ‘“‘fatherless orphans’’ can “obtain a father and
mother."*** Those born ‘“‘as children only of the female’ can become
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“children ofa man."'** Heracleon says that the psychics can become “‘sons of
God” by adoption.*’ What belongs to the pneumatic by birth he can attain
by voluntary choice and an act of will.
The apostle suggests that as long as God's son, the pneumatic. remains
“immature,” he finds his situation identical with that of the psychic “slave":
he too remains subjected to the cosmic powers until the Father acknowledges
his maturity (4:1-3). But the psychics are not so much disciplined as
“enslaved to the elements of the cosmos” (stoicheia tou kosmou 4:3) — to the
demiurge and his archons, who formed the elements (stofcheta) of Sophia's
passion into the “weak and impoverished elements" of cosmic creation.”
To redeem the psychics (‘‘those under the law,”’ 4:5), “God sent forth his
son in the pleroma of times" (for, as Theodotus says, he bore within himself
the whole pleroma).** The savior ‘came into existence from woman” (4:4b)
taking on himself the psychic nature generated from Sophia. ”* For according
to the Excerpts from Theodotus,

Paul

refers to the woman above. whose passions became creation. . . . because of
her the savior came to draw us from the passion and adopt us to himselt. As long
as we were children only of the female, as of a shameful syzygy. we were
incomplete (atele), immature (nepia). senseless, weak, and formless, brought
forth like abortions

became

. . . but when

the children of a husband

we have received

form trom the savior,

we

and a bridechamber. **

Through those who are sons of God ‘by nature.” the pneumatic elect. God
“sends his spirit’ into the hearts of the psychics. so that they too may become
his sons by adoption (4:6-7), as Heracleon also explains.”°
Gal 4:8-11; Betore, when you did not know God, you were in bondage to these that by
Nature are not gods; but now that you have come to know God, or, rather, to be
known by God. how can you turn back again to the weak and impoverished elements
(stoicheia). to whom you want to be enslaved again? You observe days. and months.

and seasons, and years! I am afraid that | have labored over you in vain.

The apostle is concerned lest believers return to their former worship of the
“weak and impoverished elements’ which involves observing stars, the
planets—elements that gnostic exegetes interpret as the cosmic powers. “The
archons wanted to deccive man”; they contrived to make him offer animal
Sacrifices; yet in reality “no gods were they for whom they killed.“"°? The
savior offers to deliver mankind from this captivity and deception.”*
Heracleon says that the psychic ‘‘Jews,’’ who “think that they alone know
God, do not know him"; in their error and ignorance they worship ‘‘angels,
the months, and the moon.”’** Paul now offers an allegory to illustrate the
liberation his message offers.
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Gat 4:21-26: Tell me, you who want to be under law. do you not heed the law? For it is
written that Abraham had two sons, one from the slave woman. and one from the
free. But the son of the slave was genetated according to the flesh, and the son of the
free woman through the promise. These things are an allegory: for there are two
covenants, one from Mt. Sinai, bearing children for slavery, which is Hagar. Now
Hagar is Mt. Sinai . . . she corresponds to the present Jerusalem. But the Jerusalem
above is free. and she is our mother.

Valentinian exegetes give careful attention to this passage. For Paul says
that Hagar is ‘Mt. Sinai,” the ‘‘present Jerusalem" which signifies the
“psychic region” where the psychic ‘‘Jews’’ worship the ‘god of the Jews.”
Theodotus

says

that

her

son,

Ishmael,

the

‘‘son

of

the

slave

woman”

represents the ‘‘transformation of the psychic from slavery to freedom.” But
Sarah’s son Isaac ‘‘represents allegorically the pneumatic,’’ as Sarah herself
represents ‘‘the Jerusalem above,’’’° the pneumatic region where the elect
“worship God in spirit and in truth.’’”! The Valentinians, like the Naassenes,
praise the pneumatic Sophia as ‘‘Eve,” the mother of all living, that is, of all

who belong to “the Jerusalem above." ”?
Gal 4:27; For it is written: ‘‘Rejoice, O barren one that does not bear; break forth and
shout, you who are in labor; for the barren one has more children than she who has a

husband.”

Here the initiated reader could recognize Paul’s joy over the restoration of
the lower Sophia: although she had become “barren” in separation from her
syzygos” and brought forth only aborted offspring stillborn,’* now she shall
have “‘many children,” the “many psychics” who are to be regenerated
through Christ.’s
Gal 5:1-24: For freedom Christ has freed us: stand, then, and do not submit again to
a yoke of slavery. . . . I witness again that everyone who is circumcised is obligated
to fulfill the entire law.

. . . for the whole law is fulfilled in one word, in ‘you shall

love your neighbour as yourself.” . . . But I say, walk by the spirit and do not
gratify the desire of the flesh. For the desires of the flesh are against the spirit, and
the desires of the spirit are against the flesh; these are opposed to each other. . . . If
you are led by the spirit, you are not under the law. . . . the fruit of the spirit is love.
joy. peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness. self-control:

against such there is no law. Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh
with its passions and desires.

Paul again contrasts the pneumatic’s freedom (1:1) with the psychics’
obligation to the law (1:3). Justinus the gnostic interprets 5:16-17 to mean
that the psychic “soul” opposes the divine “‘spirit,”” and the spirit opposes the
soul.’* Theodotus says that the “‘flesh”’ of 5:16f signifies the “hylic soul,’’ the
lower element of the soul that resists the spirit.”’ According to Theodotus,
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Paul here describes the conflict internal to the psychic, for the pneumatics,
being ‘‘led by the spirit’ are “not under the law” (5:18); ‘‘against such there
is no law’ (5:23). Those who “belong to Christ” have ‘‘crucified the flesh”
with its passions (pathemata), as the crucifixion symbolizes the release of the
pneumatic from the hylic and cosmic elements.”*
Gal 6:1-5: Brethren, if anyone should be overtaken in any transgression you who are

pneumatic should restore him in a spirit of gentleness. . . . bear one another's
burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ. But if anyone thinks he is something when he
is nothing, he deceives himself. Let each one test his own work, and then his reason to
boast will be in himself alone, and not in another. For each one will have to bear his
own burden.

What does Paul mean when he contradicts himself in 6:2 and 6:5? The
initiated reader could see that Paul addresses in each passage a very different
situation. First (6:2) he directs the pneumatics specifically to restore the
psychics who are caught in sin and need (6:1-2). In doing this they ‘‘fulfill the
law of Christ,”

the only

law the

pneumatics

recognize,

the ‘‘law

of love”

(5:14). But the apostle speaks to psychics in a very different tone: those who

are “nothing”? are not to imagine that they are being addressed as
pneumatics! While the pneumatics’ concern for others involves a constructive, loving care for their needs, the psychics’ concern involves a destructive
anxiety lest others surpass them in merit (6:4). Therefore Paul warns each
psychic to concern himself only with his own work, and to bear only his own
burden (6:5).
Gal 6:7-9: Do not be deceived:
flesh that he also shall reap.
corruption from the flesh, but
from the spirit. Let us not weary
lose heart.

God is not mocked. Whatever a man sows from the
For the one who sows in his own flesh shall reap
the one who sows in the spirit shall reap eternal life
in doing good: in due time we shall reap, if we do not

Theodotus explains that Adam, the demiurge’s creation, sows ‘‘neither
from the spirit nor from the psyche, for both are divine, and both are put
forth through him but not by him. But his hylic nature is active in seed and
generation.”°° Adam sows “from the flesh,’”’ and reaps only corruption; but
the elect (as Heracleon says) sow “from the spirit,” and reap the fruit of
eternal life.*'
Gal 6:14-16: Far be it from me to glory. except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ,

by whom

the

cosmos

has

been

crucified

to me, and

I to the

cosmos.

For

neither

circumcision nor uncircumcision count for anything, but a new creation. Peace and
mercy . . . be upon the Israel of God.
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Finally Paul rejects any ‘‘boasting’’: as one of the elect, he owes his
redeniption entirely to “*the cross’’ which signifies his separation from the
material and the psychic cosmos.* So, according to the author of Philip,
“Jesus came crucifying the cosmos,” separating the hylic and psychic from
the pneumatic elements.*? He concludes by reminding the Galatians that
finally ‘‘neither circumcision nor uncircumcision means anything but a new

creation”
psychics

(6:15). All who

and

pneumatics

recognize

the eschatological

alike are blessed

with

especially the elect, the ‘Israel of God,’’** whom
(6:18).

‘‘peace

hope
and

common

mercy,”’

he commends

to

but

to grace
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V
EPHESIANS

Valentinian exegetes agree with their ‘‘orthodox’’ opponents in assuming
Paul's authorship of Ephesians, Colossians, and Hebrews.' By contrast with
the heresiologists, they virtually omit reference to the pastoral letters:* the
lack of extant evidence suggests that they do not consider them authentically
Pauline. For the gnostics, however, the question of authenticity is based
upon criteria that are explicitly theological rather than historical.’ For
theological reasons they especially value Ephesians: for here, they claim,
Paul unfolds the mystery of the pneumatic redemption.
Origen’s commentary on Ephesians offers striking and detailed evidence of
Valentinian exegesis,‘ which other sources often confirm. According to the
Valentinians, Paul discusses the pneumatic election in Ephesians

1, and the

psychic calling in Ephesians 2. In Ephesians 3 he explains his own pneumatic
mission;

in

4-5:30

he

describes

the

present

structure

of

the

Christian

community, and reveals in 5:31 the ‘‘great mystery” of the church’s
eschatological ‘‘marriage” with the savior. Finally in Ephesians 6 he shows
both psychics and pneumatics how their present life is to reflect this
eschatological vision.
Eph 1:1-6: Paul, apostle of Christ Jesus through the will of God. to the holy ones who

are (tots hagiois tois ousin)
you and peace from God

in Ephesus and to the faithful in Christ Jesus. Grace to

our Father and from the Lord

(of) Jesus Christ.

Blessed be

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us in every pneumatic
blessing in the heavenly places in Christ, as he elected us in him before the foundation
of the cosmos

that we

might

be holy

and

blameless

before

him,

in love

having

foreordained us into the adoption through Jesus Christ in him. according to the
purpose of his will, in praise of the glory of his grace, in which he graced us in the
beloved.
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According to Valentinian exegesis, Paul began his letters to the Roman
and Corinthian communities by identifying himself in both psychic and
pneumatic terms. Here, by contrast (according to the Valentinians), he
identities himself exclusively in pneumatic terms, as an apostle sent ‘through
the will of God."’* He addresses first the elect—'‘the holy, those who are,”
who participate in the God who alone truly “‘is,"’” and then the “faithful in
Christ Jesus,"’ that is, apparently, the believing psychics.

Paul offers ‘‘grace and peace"’ from “God our Father" (1:3), praising him
as ‘“‘the one who has blessed us in Christ with every pneumatic blessing.”
Valentinian exegetes insist that Paul intends here to distinguish clearly
between ‘God our Father’' and the demiurge. The Father offers “every
pueumatic blessing,’ but, they say, the demiurge bestows only ‘‘somatic
blessings” to those who obey his law.* What is that ‘pneumatic blessing’?
That “he has elected us in him before the foundation of the cosmos” (1:4).
The apostle refers to the pneumatic ecclesia. ‘elected before the foundation
of the cosmos. accounted together and manifested in the beginning.’ The
writer of the Gospel of Truth explains that the names of the “‘little children,
to whom belongs the gnosis of the Father,"’ were manifested in the “living
Book of the living,"’ even “before the foundation of the All.’"!° For the elect
were “‘preordained to be hissons . . . according to the purpose of his will,
to the praise of the glory of his grace’’ (1:5-6); in the words of Rheginos’
teacher, “‘We were elected . . . having been destined from the beginning”
for redemption.''
Origen objects that the term
those preordained

“adoption”

(Auiothesia) cannot refer “to

by nature to be the sons of God”:

he charges that this

exegesis is inconsistent with the Valentinian doctrine of the “adoption” of
psychics.'? Theodotus contends, however, that since Christ serves as the
prototype for borh the psychic and the pneumatic relation to God, he became
an ‘‘adopted son” to signify the psychics’ adoption, as well as the “elect” to

signify the pneumatic sonship."*
Eph 1:7-11: . . . in which (en ho) we have redemption (apolytrésis) through his
blood, the forgiveness of transgressions, according to the wealth of his grace. which
he made to abound in us in all wisdom and understanding (en pase sophia kai
Phronesei), having made known to us the mystery of his will. according to his purpose, which he foreordained in him in the economy of the pleroma of times, to sum up
all things in Christ, the things in heaven and those in earth. In him, according to the
purpose of the one who energizes all things according to the counsel of his will. . . .

The two distinct modes of relationship to the Father work through
different means. Paul says that the elect (1:4-6) are redeemed “according to
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the wealth of his grace” through “blood” (1:7). The Marcosians celebrate the
pneumatic redemption (apolytrosis) as a sacrament that echoes the language
and imagery of this passage (1:3-10). The celebrant offers wine as the “blood
of grace’* (charis) invoking her (charis; the divine aion)

to fill the one who

partakes of the cup.'* He prays for the participant that “grace may fill you in

the inner man, and multiply in-you the gnosis of her,"* as Paul here praises
the “wealth of his grace. which he makes to abound unto us,”’ which has
conveyed ‘‘all wisdom (sophia) and understanding,” and has “made known
to us the mystery of his will,” that is, apparently, the mystery of the
pneumatic election, which the gnostic sacrament celebrates.'* For God
preordained the elect ‘in him,” in the savior whom he sent from the pleroma

(cf. 1:10).'® The savior, who is called ‘‘the angel of counsel” (cf. Is 9:6; Eph
1:11), recapitulates and unites ‘‘all things.” the pleroma'’ as well as the
elements of cosmic creation (‘things in heaven and those on earth’’).'*

Eph 1:11-19: In whom we have been made heirs, having been predestined according
to the purpose of the one who energizes all things according to the counsel of his will,
for the praise of his glory. we who first hoped in Christ. In whom you also, having
heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation, in which you also have believed.
have been sealed with the holy spirit of promise, the guarantee of our inheritance. . . .
therefore I, having heard of your faith in the Lord Jesus and your love for all those
who are holy. continue in my prayers, that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the
Father of glory, may give to you a spirit of wisdom and redemption in the knowledge
of him (pneuma sophias kai apokalypseos en epignosei autou), the eyes of your hearts
having been enlightened so that you may know what is the hope of his calling, and
what is the wealth of the glory of his inheritance among the holy ones. and what is the
surpassing greatness (megethos) of his power in us who believe. . . .

The initiated reader could note how Paul contrasts the elect (“we,”
1:11-12) with the psychics (*you,”’ 1:13-14). For the elect, “having been
predestinated according to the purpose of his will’ a/ready have inherited
what belongs to the Father (1:11); but the rest receive only the promise that
guarantees their future inheritance (1:13).'° Those who were “predestined”
are those who ‘first hoped in Christ” (1:12b), and have been graced to
receive wisdom

(sophia,

1:8). To them God has revealed ‘‘the mystery of his

will” (1:9) through their redemption (apo/ytrosis. 1:7). Through the elect,
others then are led to hear the ‘word of truth” (1:13), as Heracleon explains:
“through the spirit and by the spirit the soul is led to the savior.”"?? These
others have not yet received wisdom,

revelation or gnosis (1:17); they are still

foolish, ignorant, and blind (1:18). They perceive the ‘word of truth" only, it
seems, in psychic terms,’’ as ‘the gospel of (their) sa/vation” (1:13). Paul, as
one of the elect who has already received

redemption,

wisdom,

and

gnosis,
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expresses his concern for those who have received only salvation (1:13). He
assures them that they have been sealed by ‘'the holy spirit of promise’’ as a
guarantee of their future inheritance (1:14).?? He prays that the “spirit of
wisdom” may dispel their foolishness and ignorance,’ and that the gnosis of
the **Father of glory’’ (1:7) may enlighten the blind, darkened “‘eyes of (their)
heart."" What gnosis do they lack? First, they must come to know the hope
that underlies their ‘‘calling” (1:18); second, the “immeasureable greatness”
of the Father (1:19). Although the demiurge himself, according to
Heracleon, confesses that he can understand
neither the Father's
“greatness” nor the mystery of the pneumatic economy,** the psychics here
are promised that they shall come to understand these things.
Eph 1:20-23: . . . which he accomplished in Christ when he raised him from the
dead and made him sit at the right hand of him in the heavenly places, far above every
tule and authority and power and dominion, and above every one that is praised, not
only in this aion, but in that which is to come: and he subjected all things under his
feet. and gave him as head above the entire ecclesia, which is his body, the pleroma of
the one who fills all things in all.

Paul anticipates that the psychics too will come to recognize how the
Father raised Christ “from the dead,”’ that is, from among the psychics and
from cosmic existence, so that now the psychic Christ sits at the right hand of
the demiurge (‘him in the heavenly places,"

1:20

. . . until “the end of the

age.”’?’ Only then shall he be seen not only “far above every rule, authority,
and power’’ (1:21) of the cosmic creation, but even above the demiurge
himself. When the believer now subjected to the demiurge comes to recognize
this, then he too will be ‘‘raised”’ to heights ‘beyond the threats of every other
power."’?* Basilides, like Theodotus, interprets Eph 1:21 to mean that the
psychic shall be “raised beyond the yery one he now worships” as god.’’
Becoming “higher than all the other powers,”’ he, like the resurrected Christ.
shall reign “not only over the elements, but over the powers and evil
rulers.’"*® Then “‘the entire ecclesia” shall recognize the pneumatic Christ as
its “head’’° as he fills ‘‘all things,” the entire pleroma (1:23).*'
Eph 2:1-8: And you being dead in transgressions and in your sins, in which you once
walked according to the aion of this cosmos, according to the archon of the power of
the air, the spirit that now works in the sons of disobedience—in which even we all
lived once in the desires of our flesh, doing the things willed by the flesh and the
imagination, and we were also children by nature ot wrath, as are the rest. But God,
being rich in mercy, through the great love with which he loved us, even when we were
dead in transgressions, made us alive together with Christ—for “by grace you have

been saved"’"—and raised us and put us in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus, that the
surpassing wealth of his grace toward us in Christ Jesus might be demonstrated
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among the aions to come. For you have been saved in grace, through faith: this is not
from yourselves, it is the gift of God, not trom works. lest anyone should boast.

Again Paul speaks to the psychics as ‘“‘you’’ who are (or ‘‘have been”)
‘dead in transgression and in your sins." Heracleon and Theodotus both use
this metaphor: the psychics are dead ‘‘in sins,"** “deadened in this
existence.’’*? For, the apostle continues, ‘you have walked according to the
aion of this cosmos,"’ the demiurge. whom Paul also calls ‘‘the god of this
cosmos” (2 Cor 4:4),** and according to ‘the archon of the power of the air”
(2:2b). To whom does Paul refer? The Valentinians say that the demiurge
created the devil from the passion of grief (/upe) which was transformed into
the cosmic element of air.*5 The “power of the air,” then, is the devil, the
“spirit that now works in the sons of disobedience.’* Theodotus explains
(citing Eph 6:12) that the devil and his angels are spirits, the “spiritual
beings of evil with whom is our struggle.’’** The demiurge, apparently, is the
“archon of the power of the air,"’ the ruler and creator of the “evil spirit”’
which now works in those whom Heracleon calls “sons of the devil,’’ who
fulfill what is ‘willed by the flesh’’ (cf. Eph 2:3).*”
Pau] admits that “‘even we,” the pneumatic elect, once fulfilled “the
desires of the flesh,’ and were virtually ‘‘by nature children of wrath, like the
rest.""** Although the elect were, in effect, “dead in transgressions” (2:5,
paraptomasin; apparently, the transgressions of Sophia, for Paul does not
say, as he does of psychics, that they were “dead in sins” hamartiais, 2:1)
God “has made us alive together with Christ and has raised us up with him.”
So, according to the teacher of Rheginos, ‘‘as the apostle says, we suffered
with him; and we arose with him, and we went to heaven with him.”** The
elect, then, celebrate the resurrection-life (which they received in baptism) as
their present experience.
Paul reminds the elect that they have been redeemed “by grace. through
faith” (2:8), completely apart from works. They have no grounds for
“boasting,”’ since once they were merely ‘‘Gentiles in the flesh” (2:11a),
pneumatics living sarkically. They were even despised by the psychics. the
“circumcision” (‘you were called uncircumcision by what is called
circumcision, which is made in the flesh by hands’’ 2:11b).*°
Eph 2:12-18:

For (hoti) at that time you were without

Christ, having been

alienated

from the community of Israel. and strangers to the covenants of promise, having no
hope, and godless (arheoi) in the cosmos. But now in Christ Jesus you. who once were

far off, have been made near in the blood of Christ. For he is our peace, who has
made the two one, and has broken down the partition separating us. the enmity:
having abolished in his flesh the law of commandments and ordinances in order to

create the two in

himself into one new mankind, making peace, and restoring both
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in one body to God through the cross. having destroyed the enmity. And coming he
preached peace to us, both to those afar off and to those who were near: for through
him we both have access in one spirit to the Father,

What does Paul mean? Taken literally, this passage describes the
reconciliation of Jews and Gentiles. Interpreted symbolically, it discloses the

future reconciliation of the psychic ‘‘Jews’’ with the pneumatic “Gentiles”!*!
For the elect, who ‘‘for a time’ were alienated from the psychic ‘“‘community
of Israel," who refused to worship the “god of this cosmos,"’ and seemed

“godless in the cosmos,”’ were actually, secretly, ‘near’ to the Father, while
the psychics were “‘far’’ from him. But Christ has come to break down the
partition that separates the psychic from the pneumatic region, as Theodotus
indicates.‘? The writer of the Gospel of Truth may be alluding to this passage
as he describes how the “cold fragrances,” the “psychic plasma,” were the
result of separation’; yet ‘‘because of this, faith came. It destroyed the
separation and brought the warm fullness (pleroma) of love,” uniting the
psychics with the elect (the ‘“‘warm fragrance’) who are the Father's
“aroma.’’*? The savior, reconciling the two, abolishes the “law of
commandments and ordinances” instituted through the demiurge.** Christ
accomplishes this ‘‘through the cross’ (2:16), which (Heracleon explains)

symbolizes the power of the spirit to separate what is hylic, and to purify
what is pneumatic.*
Christ then creates ‘‘the two in himself as one new mankind”

(2:15; hena

kainon anthropon) in which all are reunited. When there is no longer any
distinction between psychic and pneumatic (cf. Gal 3:28; “neither Jew nor
Greek, neither male or female, neither slave nor free’’), all shall be joined
together, “the elect and the called,” in ‘‘one body’—in the one ecclesia.**
Then Christ shall offer to both together ‘‘access in one spirit to the Father”
(2:18).
Eph 2:19-22: So you are no longer aliens and transients, but fellow citizens with the
holy, members of the house of God, built upon the foundation of the apostles and the
prophets. Jesus Christ himself being the chief cornerstone, in whom the whole
building grows into a holy temple in the Lord. in whom you also are built into it for a
dwelling place of God in the spirit.

Heracleon says that the écclesia is “‘the house of God.”’*’ He explains that
at present, however, the temple is divided: psychics dwell in the ‘outer
court” separated by a “‘veil”’ (i.e., the ‘‘partition separating us,"’ 2:14) from
the “holy of holies,"’ where the pneumatics dweil with Christ.** Using this
symbology, the initiated reader could see from 2:19-22 that the apostle
anticipates that the division between the two will be abolished so that the
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psychics may join with the elect in the ‘holy of holies,”” becoming

part of

“God's house,” in pneumatic worship of the Father.‘°
Eph 3:1-7: By means of this grace I Paul, a prisoner of Christ Jesus for the sake of the
Gentiles—if, indeed. you have heard of the economy of the grace of God given to me
for your sake, that by revelation the mystery was made known to me, as I wrote before
in brief, from which you can, in reading, recognize my insight onto the mystery of
Christ. In other generations it was not made known to the sons of men, as it now has
been revealed to his holy apostles and prophets in the spirit, that the Gentiles are
fellow-heirs and members of the same body, participants in the promise of Jesus
Christ through the gospel, of which I became a servant according to the gift of grace
of God given me, according to the energy of his power.

Previously Paul has characterized himself as a slave who voluntarily
accepted his servitude to the demiurge for the sake of the psychic Jews (Rom
1:1; 1 Cor 9:20; Gal 1:10). Here, by contrast, he acknowledges himself as a
prisoner through grace for the sake of the pneumatic Gentiles (1:1).*° Before,
he preached the economy of the demiurge:

now he proclaims “the economy

of the grace of God” the Father.°*' Ptolemy says that in this Paul reveals his
superiority to the psychic apostles, for “he alone knew the truth, since to him
‘the mystery was made known by revelation.’ *’S? For while psychics participate in grace only “provisionally,” the elect receive it as “their own,” a gift
which ‘descends upon them trom above by means of an ineffable and
indescribable syzygy."’*? Paul says he only alluded to this briefly in writing
(3:3): the gnostic would know that only those who have ‘‘hkeard of the
economy of the grace of God" (3:2) through secret, oral teaching would be
able to recognize his insight onto “‘the mystery of Christ” (3:4).°* So,
according to the Gospel of Truth, “that, then, is the mystery of Him whom
they seek. which he revealed to the perfect (re/eior; to the initiates)

. . . asa

hidden mystery; He. Jesus the Christ.""** That the mystery of Christ was not
made known “‘in other generations” means to the Valentinians that it was

not known to the psychics, through the demiurge, as now it is known to “the
sons of God,” the elect.** Basilides agrees that the psychics remain ignorant
of God the Father, and of what he reveals to the “‘sons of God.”’*’ The
mystery is revealed only through initiation into the (pneumatic) gospel which
Paul received by revelation.
Eph 3:8-11: To me. the least of all the holy ones, this grace was given: to preach to the
Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ. and to enlighten the economy of mystery
hidden

from

the aions

wisdom

(sophia) of God

in the God

who

might be made

has created

known

all things, that the manifold

to the rulers and powers

in heavenly

places. through the church. according to the purpose of the aions which he made in
Christ Jesus our Lord...

-
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Paul discloses that the “economy of mystery” had remained hidden even
trom the aions (3:9): it remained “in the God who created ad things.” that is,
the divine pleroma (3:11).** For the aions themselves were ignorant of the
Father until Christ and the holy spirit were sent to enlighten them and to
offer them gnosis of “his greatness."’** Subsequently, the Valentinians
explain, the pneumatic element
(to paeumatikon)—Christ
and the

elect—were sent from the pleroma “through the purpose of the aions”’
(3:11a) into the kenoma and the cosmos to reveal “the manifold wisdom of
God," the mystery of Sophia, to the cosmic “rulers and powers.’’?°
Eph 3:14-29; Because of this grace | bow

my knees

before the Father,

from whom

every paternity in the heavens and on earth is named. that he might give to you,
according to the wealth of his glory. to be strengthened through his spirit in the inner
man (for eso unthropon). that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith: that
you, being rooted and grounded in love. may have power to receive with all the holy

ones what is the breadth and length and height and depth. and to know the love of
Christ surpassing gnosis. that you may be filled with the whole pleroma of God.

Paul declares that he worships God the Father, through whom alone
(according to Valentinus and his disciples) the demiurge is named “father,”
as ‘‘an image of the Father” (3:14) above."' Paul's prayer in 3:15-19 may
have served as the basis for the Marcosian prayer at the apolytrosis
sacrament. where the celebrant prays that ‘“‘grace, who transcends all
knowledge (gnosis) and speech, fill you in the inner man’**? (since it is “the
inner man

|that} is redeemed

through

gnosis).“’*’

What is that gnosis? Taking 3:18 as their clue, the Valentinians interpret
the secret meaning of Paul's terminology. The initiate comes to know ‘‘what
is ‘the depth.” which is the Father of the all, ‘and what is the breadth,’ which
is Stauros, the limit of the pleroma, and ‘what is the length,’ that is, the
pleroma of the aions.''** Receiving the gnosis, the initiate is ‘filled with the
whole pleroma of God.’ when Christ, who “bears within himself the whole
pleroma’’’* comes to ‘dwell in him” (3:17-19).
Eph 4:1-10: | bescech you, then. 1, a prisoner in the Lord, that you walk worthy of the

calling in which you were called, . . . eager
spirit. . . . there is one body and one spirit, just
of your calling: one Lard. one faith, one baptism.
above all things. and through all things, and in all
grace according to the measure ot Christ's gift.
he led a host of captives, and gave gifts to men."
it mean but that he also descended into the
descended is he who also ascended far above the

to maintain the oneness of the
as you were called ta the one hope
one God and Father of all, who is
things. To each one of us was given

Therefore it says, “ascending on high
In saying, ‘he ascended,"' what does
lower regions of the earth? He who
heavens, that he might fill all things.
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Now Paul abruptly changes his tone. As the “prisoner of grace’ he has
celebrated the pneumatic election; now, as ‘prisoner of the Lord" (4:1), that
is, of the demiurge, he addresses the psychic ‘calling’ (4:1).°° For the ‘one
spirit’ (4:3) works in the ‘tone body’’—the psychic ecclesia®—as it works in
the pneumatic ecclesia.** For psychics there is ‘one Lord.”’ the demiurge:
“one faith,”’ for they receive only the psychic version of the gospel: and ‘tone
baptism,” since they remain ignorant of the pneumatic “second baptism.’’**
Yet besides this there is the “one God
and Father of ail,” the
“incomprehensible, inconceivable One, the perfect Father who brought forth
the all, in whom is the all, and whom the all needs’’ (cf. 1:6)."° Yet not all
recognize him, since ‘to each one grace is given according to the measure of
Christ's gift’’ (4:7).77
Does this mean that the psychics are excluded from redemption? Paul's
address suggests that they are not, for now he reveals how the psychics,
presently enslaved to the demiurge, are to be released from their captivity
and “led on high" (4:8). Theodotus interprets this passage to mean that
Christ came to lead the psychics from the “place below," the cosmos, “on
high"’;”? citing 4:8. he says that the one who ascended into the pleroma had
“descended”’ into the place below, so that he might."‘lead (the psychics) into
the pleroma.""”
Eph 4: 126-16: . . . to build
and of the recognition of the
measure of the growth of
body . . . grows and builds

up the body of Christ, until we all attain to unity of faith
son of God, into a perfect man (andra tefeion) in the
the pleroma of Christ . . . from whom the whole
itself up in love.

Paul anticipates here that the pneumatic element (Christ and the elect)
shall “unite in faith’ (cf. 4:13) ‘‘elements that seemed to be divided,""”* that
is, the psychic and the pneumatic. What is now woman (the psychic) shall be
transformed to become man (pneumatic). joined with the man to constitute
the “perfect man" who is Christ.’* The Valentinians explain that both
psychics and pneumatics need to “‘grow,” but the process of growth differs in
each case. The pneumatic seed. sown in a state of infancy, grows
continuously, naturally, to maturity;’* the psychic must be transformed and
changed from his slave status to that of adopted sonship.’’ Both processes
effect the growth of the whole ecclesia into ‘‘one body” united and headed by
Christ.”*
Eph 4:22-30: Put off from you the old man (son palaion anthropon) which belongs to

your former way of life, and is being destroyed according to the desires of deceit: be
renewed in the spirit of your mind, and put on the new man (fon kuinon anthropon)
which was created according to God in righteousness and holiness of truth.
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Therefore. putting away the lie, let each one speak truth to his neighbor, for we are
members of one another . . . do not give place to the devil. Let him that steals no

longer

good.

steal,

but

rather let him

labor,

working

with

his own

. . . and do not grieve the holy spirit of God, by whom

the day of redemption.

hands

at what

is

you were sealed unto

Paul urges the psychics, who stand midway between what is material and
what is spiritual,’ to put off the “old man" which bears the stamp of the
demiurge’s creation, which is corruptible, ridden with deceitful desires.
Rheginos learns that he is ‘‘corruption,”’ so long as he remains identified with
the body that grows old and decays.*° Those regenerated are to “put on the
new man,” to ‘wear him” who is the ‘new creation.’"®' They must also ‘put
off the lie,”’ that is, the devil, the principle of falsehood and materiality,”
and not “yield place (topos)” to the devil. The author of the Gospel of Truth
interprets this to mean ‘‘do not become (yourselves) a place for the devil, for
you have already annihilated him.”* Theodotus explains that to yield to the

devil is to ‘‘grieve the holy spirit of God” (4:30), since the devil is the evil
spirit made from the element of grief (/upe).**

Eph 3:1-3: Become imitators of God, as beloved children, and walk in love as Christ

loved us. . . . but fornication and all impurity or greed should not even be named
among you. as is fitting to the holy ones, as well as shamefulness and foolish talk or
nonsense, which are not appropriate, but rather the celebration of eucharist
(eucharistia). For know this: no fornicator. and no one marked by impurity or greed,
which is idolatry. has an inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and God.

Read literally, Ephesians 5 teaches how Christians are to conduct their
social relationships: read esoterically, it discloses the secret of enligntenment,
and the ‘great mystery” of the divine marriage. Paul speaks first to the elect
as the ‘beloved children
moralism of the law,
symbolically: it signifies
pneumatic from realizing

of God.” The gnostics. having rejected the sexual
interpret Paul's warning against “fornication”
the involvement with materiality that prevents the
spiritual enlightenment.** Paul also warns the elect

against the “‘foolish talk” (5:4a) of the “foolish” psychics,** and against
“greed, which is idolatry’—that is, greed signifies the idolatry of the
psychics, who idolatrously worship the “image,” the demiurge, instead of the
Father.*?
Instead of “fornication,”’ the elect are to practice “‘eucharist’ (5:4b).
Origen’s discussion of the passage suggests that the Valentinians take both
terms

as

sexual

metaphors—for

opposite

conditions.

The

pneumatic,

delivered from ‘‘fornication,”’ receives her divine ‘‘bridegroom”’ from
savior,*® apparently in that spiritual ‘‘marriage’’ ritually enacted in

the
the
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Marcosian celebration of the eucharist.*° The Valentinians caution against
taking this symbolism literally. They say that psychics, being literalists,
regard sexual intercourse in merely physical terms, as the experience of being
overcome with sexual desire. Their sexuality debases them; they should

practice abstinence instead. But the elect understand sexuality as a symbol of

the ‘‘mystery of the syzygy"”’: to practice this mystery is to participate in the
divine marriage; it is the very opposite of ‘‘fornication.""*°

The Valentinian could note that Pau! names six conditions (5:3-4) that
render persons involved in them unfit for spiritual inheritance. Six, as
Heracleon points out, is the symbolic number that designated *‘all material
evil.’ What the apostle is saying in 5:5, then, is that no one who involves
himself in materiality can “inherit the kingdom of God and Christ” (1.e., in
gnostic exegesis, apparently a parallel to 1 Cor 15:50).
Eph 5:6-21: Let no one deceive you with empty words. On account of these the wrath
of God comes upon the sons of disobedience. . . . you were once darkness, but now
you are light in the Lord. Walk as children of light . . . and try to learn what is
pleasing to the Lord. . . . Therefore, it is said, ‘Awake, o sleeper. and arise from
the dead, and Christ shall give you light.’ . . . Therefore do not be foolish, but
understand what the will of the Lord is. . . . being subject to each other in the fear
of Christ.

Now, apparently, Paul speaks to the psychics, who are susceptible to deceit
and to error.*? Those who allow themselves to be deceived become the “sons
of disobedience," that is, of the deyil, and incur ‘‘wrath.’**' But those who
have renounced the devil, although once they were ‘‘darkness,"” are now
“light in the Lord’’: they have received Jesus as their ‘‘light.""°* Through
Christ, the Father ‘enlightened those who were in darkness because of
oblivion; he enlightened them, and showed them a way.’’’> Paul encourages
them to do ‘‘what is pleasing to the Lord," since the demiurgic ‘‘Lord”’ has
been appointed to rule over them for the present time.*°
Yet

the

apostle

promises

that

eschatologically

even

those

who

were

oblivious to the Father shall be (according to 5:14) ‘aroused from sleep,”
and “awakened from the dead.” For, according to gnostic exegesis, their
sleep signifies ‘the oblivion of the soul”; but when the savior comes, he
shines as light to awaken ‘“‘the soul’ and to resurrect the ‘“‘dead.”’’
Anticipating this resurrection, they are to ‘‘watch (their) conduct,’ and
discern “the will of the Lord” (5:17). They are also to ‘‘subject themselves” to
others ‘‘in fear of Christ’’ ($:21) since their position (topos) is still that of
“slaves,”” and (as Theodotus says) ‘‘in this place (topos) they fear him."’**
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Eph 5:22-32: The women are to be subject to their own men as to the Lord; for the
man is the head of the woman, as also Christ is head of the church. he himself being
the savior of the body. But as the church is subject to Christ. so also the women are to
the men in every respect. Men, love your women, as Christ also loved the church and
gave himself for it, so that he might sanctify it. having purified it in the bath of water
with the word, that he might present it to himself in glory . . . holy and blameless.
So the men should love their own women as their own bodies. Whoever loves his
woman loves himself. For no one ever hates his own flesh, but cares for it and
nourishes it: as Christ does for the church, for we are members of his
body. . . . This is a great mystery: I speak concerning Christ and the church.

What is Paul saying? Is he concerned here with the actual relationships
between men and women? Ptolemy notes that Paul himself says he is
speaking allegorically; he is using sexual terminology to allude to the
“mystery of Christ and the church,”* to ‘‘the mystery of syzygies.”’°? The
initiate could see, then, that Paul, having urged the psychics to subject
themselves to others (5:21), now is rephrasing his counsel in metaphor. As

one Valentinian explains, “the males . . , are the elect, but the females the
called’’:'°° so, according to Eph 5:22, the psychics, characterized as
“women,”’ ‘‘the woman,”’ or ‘the females,” are to subject themselves to the
pneumatics, as to ‘‘men,”’ to ‘‘man,” or to “the males.”'’' Paul draws the

same contrast in 5:23; for Christ is the head of the ecclesia (the pneumatic
ecclesia)'®? but “the savior (is head) of the body" (that is, of the psychics who
are saved). Theodotus offers a similar parallel: Christ is the head of the
“body of Christ,” the elect, as Jesus is the ‘‘shoulders’’ of the “‘body of

Jesus,"’ the totality of psychics.'® Paul describes the relationship between the
two in 5:25, 28, 33) as they. in turn, are to “‘fear’’ the elect (5:33) as they fear
Christ (5:21), reverently submitting to superior authority.
How are the elect, the “husbands.” to express their love? Christ expresses
his love for the church by cleansing her ‘in a bath of water in the word”
(5:26) that is. in baptism. How then are the elect to cleanse and purify their
psychic “‘wives’’? The Valentinians answer that they do so by means of
another baptism—a special proxy baptism they perform for the sake of the

psychics! Taking 1 Cor 15:29 (‘those baptized on behalf of the dead’’) as
their clue, gnostic initiates, as ‘‘males,”’ receive baptism “for the sake of the
females.” At the laying on of hands, they conclude the baptismal formula
with the words, “for the angelic redemption.” By this means they purify the

one for whom the baptism is performed so that he (or she) may receive the
“same divine name” that the elect have received.'°* This, then, is the “bath
of water in a word” (5:26) that prepares the psychic “‘wife” to consummate
the divine marriage.'°° In this way the elect ‘‘bathe’’ and care for the psychics
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as for “their own bodies" (5:28-30 according to a consistent Valentinian
metaphor).'° All their loving concern will receive its consummation in the
“great mystery” to which Paul alludes in 5:32.
Here the initiated reader sees Paul's allusion to the pleromic reunion, the
“marriage of syzygies.""'"’ Although often described as the marriage of
Sophia with the savior, '°* the “‘marriage”’ is conceived in universal terms: the

totality of the psychics who are saved. having been purified in the baptism
“for the pneumatic redemption,” are now joined with the elect: ‘The
females, becoming male, and united with the angels. . . . Thus the woman
is said to be changed into a man, and the church on earth into angels."
Ascending into the Ogdoad. psychics celebrate the ‘*marriage feast, which
is in common for all who are saved,” together with the pneumatics. At that
feast, the “rest in the marriage,” all become equal; all are united.''° When
this has taken place, there are neither “psychics” nor ‘pneumatics’ any
longer. The differences that characterized their cosmic existence apparently
have now been obliterated; all are in perfect harmony with each other."'!
Psychics and pneumatics alike had worn “‘souls" as their “garments” in the
cosmos; but now the whole company of the redeemed “puts off their souls,”
leaving them with the demiurge. who bestowed them, outside the
“bridechamber’’’"? (since “nothing psychic can enter into the pleroma’’).'!*
The whole company now joins with the divine syzygies to become “noetic
aions,"’ and to ascend into “the bridechamber,”’ the pleroma, to the vision of
God.''*
The ‘great mystery" of Eph 5:32, then, includes the eschatological vision
that all who are redeemed shall attain to equality and harmony before God.
According to one writer. “‘when Sophia receives her syzygy . . . then the
pleroma will receive Sophia joyfully, and the all will come to be in unity and
reconciliation (apokutastasis),""'’’ The elect, who receive gnosis of this, are to
“celebrate continually this mystery of syzygy."’ Paul instructs each
“husband” to “love his own woman™ (5:33); the Valentinians say, indeed
that ‘whoever does not love a woman so that he joins with her is not of the
truth, nor shall he attain to the truth’’''* since the elect themselves cannot
enter into the pleroma except in conjunction with their psychic counterparts.'""
Eph 6:1-8: Children, obey your parents in the Lord. for this is just (dikaion). “Honor
your father and mother" (which is the first commandment in promise) ‘‘that it might
be well with you.” . . . Slaves, obey your masters according to the flesh with fear

and trembling. in the simplicity of your hearts. as you obey Christ. as slaves of Christ,
doing the will of God from the soul, rendering service with good will, as to the
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. . . knowing that whatever good one does, he will receive the same from the

Lord.

The readers who see only instructions for married persons in Ephesians 5

would

see in Ephesians

initiated

reader

could

6 only practical

recognize

here

household

again

Paul’s

instruction.

deeper

But

concern

the

as he

defines spiritual relationships. Paul contrasts what is *‘just’'\—obedience ‘‘in
the Lord” (6:1)—with the “promise” given to the elect (6:2). Obedience is
required only of psychics (6:1); but the elect are to ‘‘honor”’ their “father and
mother''—the good Father of all and the divine Mother, Sophia. For as the
author of Philip explains, “when we were Hebrews we were orphans but when
we became Christians we obtained a father and a mother.’’''* The “slaves”
are to obey those who rule them ‘‘according to the flesh,” the cosmic powers,
because (as Heracleon explains from Rom 13:1-7) the Father has instituted
these temporal authorities for their own good.'!® The best they can do is to
“serve” and ‘‘do the will of God from the sou/,"’ that is, to the extent of
psychic capacity, obeying ‘the Lord” who repays them according to their
works (6:5-8).
Eph 6:10-22: For the rest, be strong in the Lord. Put on the whole armor of God, so
that you may be able to stand against the wites (methodeias) of the devil. For our
struggle is not against the flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the powers,
against the cosmic rulers (kosmokratoras) of darkness, against the spiritual forces of
evil (ta pneumatika tes ponerias) in the heavens. Therefore, put on the whole armor of
God, so that you may stand firm on the evil day. ... keep awake in all
perseverance, and in prayer for all the holy ones, and for me, that the Lord might give
to me to open my mouth, to make known the mystery of the gospel in boldness, which
now I represent in bonds. that I may become bold in it as I ought to speak it. So that
you may know us and how things are with me, what I do. I am sending to you
Tychicus, beloved brother and faithful servant in the Lord. who will make known all
things to you, so that you may Know the things concerning us, and your hearts may be
consoled.

Paul warns the psychics that they face a struggle against the ‘tworld rulers
and powers of darkness,” against the agents of the devil, (who is called
cosmocrator)'?° and against the whole host of demonic spiritual powers, as
Theodotus says, interpreting 6:12.'?! He explains that the cosmic powers
(including those that motivate the stars and planets) are not all malevolent:
some are beneficial to mankind, and ally themselves with mankind against
the evil powers. Others are hostile to mankind, and fight on the side of the
“evil one’ to oppress mankind.'?? Theodotus describes the means of this
warfare: the evil powers attack the human soul ‘through the body,” in order
to gain power over the soul and enslave it. The soul itself is too weak to resist,
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“being easily led toward the worse, and captured by those who hate it.’”??>
Since the beneficent powers themselves were too weak to defend the soul, the
savior came into the cosmos, attacked and conquered the powers, and
rescued the soul from this tyranny.'** Yet Theodotus warns that even those
who have been rescued remain vulnerable to demonic attack, as ‘the Lord
himself, after baptism, was tried in the desert.’”’ Therefore ‘“‘we must put on
the Lord's armor and keep the body and soul invulnerable—armor that is
‘able to quench the darts of the devil.’ as the apostle says.’’'?*
Finally, the apostle asks the psychics to pray for him, that he might be able
to “open his mouth”’ (the physical organ that utters psychic speech) to speak
“the word” (/ogos).'?° He longs to speak to them freely without the constraint
that so far has confined his teaching to the psychics’ limited perceptive
abilities. He wants to speak boldly, pneumatically, ‘‘to make known the
mystery of the gospel.”’ Finally he promises to send his ‘‘beloved brother and
faithful servant in the Lord” (6:21; that is, a pneumatic “brother” who, like
Paul], also assumes the psychic role of ‘servant in the Lord’) to ‘‘make
known all things to you."’ For what purpose is he sending Tychicus? The
initiated reader would take this to mean that he sends Tychicus to offer the
secret, oral teaching (which he could not communicate in writing)
'*’ to those
who now are ready to receive it.
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PHILIPPIANS

Phil 1:21-2:11; For me to live is Christ, to die is gain. If 1 am to live in flesh. this to me
is fruit of labor; yet what I shall choose I cannot discern. I am hard pressed between
the two, having the desire for release, to be with Christ. which is far better: but to
remain in flesh is more necessary for your sake. . . . To you it has been given for the
sake of Christ, not only to believe in him but also to suffer for his sake, having the
same agony you have seen inme. . . . Fulfill my joy, being of the same mind. having
the same

love.

united

in soul (or: with

the psychics:

sympsychoi).

Do

nothing in

self-seeking or conceit, but in humility consider others better-than yourselves. Let
each one concern himself not with what is his own, but with what concerns others.
Have this mind among you. which you have in Christ Jesus, who. being in the form of
God. considered equality with God not something to be grasped, but emptied

himself, taking on the form of a slave, coming to be in the likeness of men. And being
found in human form. he humbled himself, becoming obedient unto death, the death
of the cross. Therefore God exalted him and bestowed on him the name above every
name,

that in the name

of Jesus

every

knee

should

bow,

of those

of earth

and

in

heaven, and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord to the glory of God the
Father.

Their references to Philippians indicate that the Valentinians, like other
Christians, were fascinated by the christological passage of 2:6-11. Yet as the
gnostics assume the essential identity of the elect with Christ, their exegesis,
one suspects, would stress the parallel between the apostle's ‘‘agony” (1:30)
and that of Christ. Paul himself reminds them of Christ's voluntary
humiliation

to account

for his own

(1:21-30).

He

intends,

as

he

says,

to

encourage the elect to participate in ‘the same agony” and willingly to accept
humiliation and suffering (1:29-2:5).
The initiate could recognize from 1:21-30 the situation that Paul describes
as that of the elect; they suffer conflict between their responsibility for the
134
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psychics, on the one hand, and the desire ‘for release to be with Christ”
(1:23). To “remain in flesh’’ (1:24) means, as Theodotus says, to remain
bound to the conditions of ‘this existence,"" which for the apostle (as for
Theodotus) is **death."’' Yet Paul admits that ‘‘to die is gain” (1:21): that is,

to live “in the flesh,” pervaded by death, means “gain” for others. The
apostle goes on to say that “for me this is the fruit of labor’ (1:22); it is
“necessary” so that those for whom he labors may ‘‘progress in faith’’ (1:25),

and he may gather “‘fruit."’ Heracleon says that the elect and the savior labor
among the psychics to gather “‘fruit for eternal life” which is the ‘‘salvation
and restoration to rest of those that are harvested.”*? So, according to the
author of A Valentinian Exposition, a cultivator is sent to ‘every field,” for
“this is the will of the Father . . . always produce and bear fruit.’**
But Paul himself longs ‘‘to live’ and for him “‘to live is Christ’’ (1:21); it is
to be “released” from flesh and “to be with Christ, which is far better.”
Recognizing that his fellow pneumatics share his desire, Paul encourages
them instead to engage in “the same agony you see in me” (1:29-30) since
they too have received grace “‘not only to believe, but also to suffer” for the
sake of Christ, whose example he himself emulates.

Theodotus explains from 2:7 how ‘‘Jesus our light" being an angel of the
pleroma ‘‘emptied himself’ (of light) and came into existence outside the
limit of the pleroma (in the place of emptiness; Aenoma).> When he came
into the cosmos, ‘‘through great humility he appeared not as an angel but as
a man."’® According to the Interpretation of the Gnosis, the savior says, ‘I
became very small, so that through my humility I might bring you up to my
great height.

. . . if you will believe in me, it is 1 who will bring you above

by means of this form (schema) which you see.""’ For he “put on” the psychic
Christ, and tinally even the bodily form

of Jesus (‘taking on the form

of a

slave, coming to be in the likeness of men,”’ 2:7}, in order to become humanly
visible.* The Valentinians could cite this passage (along with Rom 8:3: “God
sent his son in the likeness of sinful flesh’*) to support the teaching that this
form was that ofa human likeness.* In this form he beeame ‘‘obedient unto
death," that is, apparently, to the power that presently rules the cosmos,’° so
that through the cross (2:8) he might manifest the powers above. '' Therefore
“God has highly exalted him" and given him a ‘name that is above every
name," so that all ‘‘in heaven and on earth," that is, the totality of cosmic

powers, angels, and men, should ‘confess with the mouth Jesus as Lord”
(2:10)? that glory might finally be given to “God the Father’ (2:11).
The Valentinian exegete who assumes that the elect, like Christ,
participate

in ‘‘the same

nature

with

God’’?

could

include

the

elect with
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as those who are “in the form of God,”’ for whom “equality with God”
“beyond reach’ (276). Consequently he could read in Philippians
encouragement to the elect to follow Christ's example to humble and
themselves for the sake of the psychics. Paul himself goes on to relate

how he “‘runs,”’ ‘“‘labors”’ (2:16), ‘‘slaves,” and ‘‘pours himself out’’ for their

sake.

Throughout

their

agony,

however,

they

know

that

their

own

“citizenship is in heaven’ (3:20): for, as one Valentinian exegete explains,
this means that they have been generated pneumatically ‘‘according to the
nature of God.’’'*
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COLOSSIANS

Col 1:15-17: (The son of his love, 1:13) is the image of the invisible God, the first born

of all creation (prototokos pases ktiseos), for in him all things were created, in the
heavens and on earth. the visible and the invisible, thrones, dominions, rulers, or
powers: all things were created through him and in him: he is before all things, and
all things are constituted
in him.

The Valentinians explain that the unknown Father, “willing to be known
to the aions,’’ generated the ‘“‘only begotten’’ as his son, in an act of
simultaneous self-knowledge and self-disclosure’ in which the spirit of love
mingled with the spirit of gnosis.’ Yet he who was ‘‘only begotten son”’ in the
pleroma then became revealed as ‘‘firstborn’’ (prototokos) in creation, that
is, ‘in relation to things here.”’ Ptolemy cites 1:6 to explain that “the
savior... was endowed with all power by the Father, who placed
everything under his authority, the aions participating in this, so that ‘by him
all things were created, visible and invisible, thrones, dominions,

rulers and

powers.’ '’* The savior, then, became ‘‘first universal creator’’ of the invisible
host of cosmic powers even before he created the demiurge and the elements
of cosmic creation that were made visible.* For ‘“‘many lordships and deities”
came into existence before the cosmic system (systasis) was made.*® Such
statements as Col 1:16-17 show (according to Valentinian exegesis) that the
savior not only is ‘‘from the aions” but contains within himself ‘‘all things”’
(i.e., the pleroma) as he descends from the pleroma into the regions below.’
Col 1:18-20: He is the head of the body, the ecclesia; he is the beginning, the firstborn
from the dead, that in all things he might have pre-eminence. For in him the whole
pleroma was pleased to dwell, and through him to reconcile all things in him, whether
on earth or in heayen. . . .
137
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Now the apostle turns to consider the savior’s relation specifically to the
ecclesia. As Theodotus says, he is the head of the church that is “*his body.’"*
The author of Interpretation of the Gnosis describes this relationship: the
Head (the Logos) gives freely the “'grace’’ and “‘gift” of participating in ‘the
body’ to each of the members; therefore all are to give thanks and to share
their gifts with each other in unity and Jove.* Another Valentinian exegete
cites this passage to show that the savior is ‘‘the pleasure (ewdokia) of the
whole pleroma,"' since ‘the pleroma was pleased (eudokein) to dwell in him,
and through him to reconcile all things.” ""’°
Col 1:24-2:10; Now I rejoice in the elements of suffering (en tois pathemasin) for your
sake. and I fill (antanaplero) the deficiencies (Aysteremata) of the afflictions of Christ
in my flesh for the sake of his body,

that is the eccelesia. of which

a

I have become

servant according to the economy of God which was given to me. to fulfill (plerosai)
in you the logos of God—the mystery hidden from the aions and from the generations,
but which now has been revealed to his holy ones, in whom God willed to make known

what is the wealth of the glory of this mystery among the Gentiles, which is Christ in
you, the hope of glory. . . . We teach in all wisdom (en pase sophia) so that we
might present every man perfect (releion) in Christ. See that no one deceives
you . . . according to the elements of the cosmos (stoicheia tou kosmou) and not
according to Christ. For in him dwells the whole pleroma of divinity somatically, and
you in him have been fulfilled. who is the head of every rule and every authority.

Where most Christians read Paul's reference to his own physical afflictions

(1:24) the Valentinians read his reference to his participation in the
constraining elements (ta pathemata) 0: cosmic existence. Like the savior,
‘Paul

“fills

the

deficiencies

(Aysreremara)

of the

deficient

members

of

“Christ’s body,"’ the ecclesia.!! For, according to the Gospel of Truth,
“having filled deficiency’—the deficiency of those ignorant of the
Father—he establishes ‘unity,’ which is ‘‘pleroma.”'? The homilist of
Interpretation urges each pneumatic member of that ‘‘body” to share his
pneumatic gitts with the psychics in order to “fill” their ‘‘deticiencies.”"
Gnostic exegetes explain from 1:26 that although the ‘mystery’ of the
election (Christ in you,” 1:27) was hidden even from the aions, as well as
from previous generations (the demiurge, the archons, and those they
generated) now God has willed to reveal it to his “holy ones,"’ to the
“Gentiles,” the pneumatic elect “in whom” Christ dwells.'* The apostle
warns the elect not to be deceived (as psychics are) into worshiping
“according to the elements of the cosmos.’’'* Theodotus interprets 2:9 to
show how ‘‘the whole pleroma”’ participated when the savior revealed in his
passion that of Sophia. “since ‘in him was the whole pleroma somatically,” *"!*
The author of Interpretation offers a similar exegesis of 2:9: Sophia's
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restoration can only occur through the Father’s “own son, in whom alone is
‘the fulness (pleroma) of divinity’ (2:9). He willed within himself bodily
(somatikos) to leave the powers and he descended.""!*
Col 2: 13-15: And you who were dead in transgressions and the uncircumcision of your
flesh he made alive with him. having given grace for all transgressions, having
canceled the handwritten bond (chetrographon) of ordinances that was against us:
this he set aside, having nailed it to the cross. He stripped the rulers and powers,
having exhibited them openly. and triumphed over them in him.

Why did the savior come into the cosmos? Valentinian exegetes agree in
interpreting 2:14 as a metaphor for revelation. The author of the Gospel of
Truth says that he came to reveal the Father's will: “‘he was nailed toa tree;
he fastened the edict (diatagma) of the Father to the cross.”’'* While this
author reverses the image of 2:14, the author of Interpretation offers an
exegesis more faithful to the text.’° He agrees that the Son came in search of
his own brothers “‘to publish the edict (diatagma) of the Father.” adding that
“he proclaimed it, giving to some (i.e., to the elect) the whole of it.’ But he
goes on to say (following 2:14) that the savior ‘took (down) the old
handwritten bond (chefrographon), that of condemnation (karadike). And
this is the edict that was in existence: ‘Those who have been made slaves have
been condenined in Adam.’ " The old edict, then, condemned the psychics
(“those who have been made slaves”) to death “in Adam,” in the demiurge’s
somatic and psychic creation. But now that Christ has "‘stripped the rulers
and powers”’ and has triumphed over them (2:15)?° “they (the psychics) have
been acquitted from death: they have received pardon from their sins.”"?!
Christ delivers the psychics from ‘the law of sin and death,’ offering
forgiveness, and then leads them ‘above’ as he ascends into the pleroma.*?
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VIII
HEBREWS

Valentinian theologians give close attention to the treatise they know as
Paul's letter to the Hebrews; apparently they find its special terminology and
its schema of exegetical typology' compatible with their own. They read its
theme—the superiority of the covenant Christ gives over Israel’s covenant—
as a clear exposition of the contrast between the pneumatic and the psychic
relationship to God.
Heb 1:1-6: ln many parts (polumeros) and in many ways (polutropos) in former times
God spoke to the fathers in the prophets: but in the last of these days he spoke to us in

the son, whom he appointed heir of all things, through whom also he made the aions;
who is the radiance of his glory. the character of his hypostasis. bearing all things (the
all; ta panta) in the word of his power. Having made purification for sins. he sat down
at the right hand of the greatness (tes megalosynes) on high. having become much
greater than the angels, as he had obtained a name superior to theirs. For to which of
the angels did he ever say, “You are my son” . . . or “I shall be a Father to him,
and he shall be my son"? And again, when he brings the first born (prototokos) into
the cosmos, he says. “Let all the angels of God worship him.”

Paul begins his letter explaining that God spoke through the prophets “in
many parts (polumeros) and in many ways" (1:1). Ptolemy, accordingly,
divides the prophecies into three distinct “parts’’ (»ero:).’ The first part, he
says.

originated

from

the

pleroma

and

was

transmitted

through

the elect

seed; the second part from the intermediate region, through Sophia: and a
third and large part derived from the cosmos through the demiurge.’
Basilides. like other gnostic teachers, finds evidence for such division in the
diverse epithets that prophetic writers use (Elohim, Adonai, Sabaoth, the
Lord of powers, God almighty, the Most High God, the demiurge. etc.}*
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Valentinian exegetes say that the demiurge, amazed by the prophecies that
originated “from above,” and were revealed ‘‘in the prophets” (1:1) failed to
comprehend

prophets’

own

their

source;

subjective

he

generally

excitement,

attributed

them

or to deceit.*° For

either

how

to

the

could

the

demiurge understand those prophecies that came from the pleroma, which
set forth in symbolic terms the pleromic mysteries, and above all “the
mystery of Christ’’?°
But “in the last of these days” (1:2), ‘in the last times of the cosmos,”’
Ptolemy explains, God sent his son to reveal these mysteries. This “son” is

the one

“through

whom

also God

made

(1:2b),

the aions”

pleromic aions.’ The son “*bears the all” (ta panta,

that

is, the

1:3) in that he bears

within himself the whole pleroma.*
That he has ‘made purification for sins” and has ‘sat down at the right
hand of the greatness on high" (1:3b) means for the Valentinians that Christ.
having offered to the psychics forgiveness of sins,'° “sat down with “the
Topos,” the demiurge, ') to reign at his “right hand” for the duration of this
age. For Christ has “‘become much greater than the angels” (1:4), much
greater even than the demiurge.'? whom the Valentinians include among the
merely angelic powers.'* His ‘‘name,"” Theodotus explains, is ‘‘only begotten
son’’'* as the apostle reveals in 1:5-7. According to the Gospel of Truth, “‘the
name of the Father is the son. It is He who, in the beginning, gave a name to
him who-came forth from Him and was Himself, whom He engendered asa
son. He gave him His name which belonged to Him—He, the Father, of
whom are all things . . . this name does not belong to . . . appellations,

but . . . He gave the name to Him alone.’’'’ The Father himself has
generated the son;** ‘‘which of the angels” can claim such generation? Since
the Father did not generate the demiurge. but
created,'” the Valentinians include him among

only caused him to
the ‘angels’ called

be
to

worship Christ (1:6).'® If Christ so far surpasses the demiurge and his angels,
what is their role and function? This question Paul takes up next.

Heb [:7-14; Of the angels he says: “‘He makes his angels spirits, and his servants
flames

of fire’’.

But

of

the

son;

‘Your

throne,

O

God.

is

among

the

aions

aions’ . . . and ‘You, O Lord, founded the earth in the beginning; the heavens
the works of your hands; they will be destroyed, but you shall remain: they will
grow old like a garment; like a mantle you shall rofl them up, and they shall
changed. . . . are they not ministering spirits, sent forth for service for the sake
those who were to inherit salvation?

of

are
all
be
of

The demiurge, created from the psychic substance of fire,'° himself
“appears as fire.""*° The space (ho topos) he rules is “fire,” burning with
flames that portend the destruction of the cosmos. When this occurs, the
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demiurge’s reign shall end,’' but the son’s throne shall remain “in the aion of
the aion” (1:8).
The next citation addresses the demiurge as “the Lord’’ who founded

the

earth and shaped the heavens,’ promising that when his material creation is
destroyed, he himself shall remain.’? Theodotus describes how the psychic
substance, from which the demiurge made bodies and souls as ‘‘garments”’
for mankind, shal! be discarded like old clothes; and those who wore them
shall be ‘‘changed” (1:12; cf. 1 Cor 15:51-52) so that they may enter into the
pleroma.’* The demiurge, then, serves God in forming the cosmic elements,
supervising the psychic church,’’ and finally in receiving back the souls of
mankind. In all these tasks he was ‘‘sent forth in service for the sake of those
who were to inherit salvation” (1:14) as the prophets themselves were sent.?°
Heb 2:2-10: For if the word spoken through angels became sure, and every
transgression and disobedience received just retribution, how shall we escape if we
neglect such a great salvation. which in the beginning was spoken through the
Lord . . . while God also bore witness by signs and wonders and many powers which

the holy spirit distributed according to his own will?
For it was not to angels that he subjected the cosmos to come. .. . for having
subjected all things to him. he left nothing that was not subjected to him. Now we do
not yet see all things subjected. But we see Jesus. who for a short time was made lower
than the angels, crowned with glory and honor through the suffering (pathema) of
death, as by the grace of God

through whom

and by whom

he tasted death for everyone. For it was fitting that he.

all things are, bringing many

sons to glory, should

perfect the leader (archégon) of their salvation through sufferings (pathematon).

The initiated reader could discern here three distinct stages of revelation.
First the law, transmitted “through angels,’ exacted and requited strict
justice (2:2); then ‘the Lord,’ the demiurge, converted through the savior,

“spoke"’ in witness to the coming salvation (2:3);?’ finally “God” (2:4) the
Father himself, also attested it “by signs and wonders’’ that convey the
revelation to psychics,** and by distributing the ‘holy spirit’ to the elect.
But Christ's superiority to the demiurge is, for the present, invisible.?* The
psychics, dependent upon sense- perception alone,*° “see Jesus” (2:9), that is,
they see only the son of the demiurge, the visible manifestation of the psychic

Christ.*' For he ‘in great humility’ appeared

‘‘as a man’’®? to those who

otherwise could not have perceived him. As one Valentinian teacher
explains, the savior appears to the psychics wearing ‘the flesh,” the
garment of condemnation,"’ promising that “if you now believe in me, it is I
who shall bear you above through this shape (schema) that you see.""?? What
they
cannot see (2:8) is the pneumatic Christ, to whom the Father has
subjected ‘‘all things.’’*
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For he descended from the pteroma ‘because of the suffering (pathema) of
death,”’ that is. because of the passions (puthemata, 2:10) of Sophia that
became the elements of creation®’ and now constitute the present “reign of
death.''®* He came ‘‘to taste death for all” (2:9), that is, not actually to die
(‘then death would have overcome the savior himself, which is absurd”)*’
but to destroy the power of death through his coming. For Valentinian
teachers cite 1 Cor 15:54 to show that when he ‘‘tasted death” the enemy was
“swallowed up in victory.""°* Thereby he became a ‘guide’ (hodegos, cf.
2:10) to “lead the soul which is invisibly being saved”’ into the pleroma.*°
Heb

2:14-18:

Since

the

children

share

in

flesh

and

blood,

he

himself virtually

(paraplesios) partook of them, so that through death he might destroy him who has
the power of death, that is. the devil. and release those who, by fear of death were,
throughout their lives. in slavery. . . . for he cared for (or: took on. epilambanetai)
the seed of Abraham (spermatos Abraam). Therefore he had to be made like his
brethren in every way (kata panta) so that he might become a merciful and faithful
high priest in the service of God. . . . Because he suffered and has been tested, he
can help those who are being tested.

Theodotus explains that ‘it was necessary (for Christ) when he came into
the cosmos that he be made visible, tangible, to become a dweller here, and
to be associated with a perceptible body.''*? Could the initiated reader
assume from 2:14b that the pneumatic Christ actually died? Theodotus
rejects this idea as absurd,*! and interprets the terms symbolically: through
his coming the savior offered to those enslaved ‘‘to death’’ a means of release
from its power:
Therefore baptism is called “death,” and an “end of the old life,” when we take

leave of the evil rulers. but it is “‘life according to Christ’’ . . . but the power of
transformation in baptism is not that of the body. but of the soul . . . they “die
to the cosmos,” but “‘live to God” that death may be released by “death,” and
corruption by resurrection. Whoever has been sealed by the Father, son, and holy
spirit, has been released from the triad of corruption. 4?

The savior, then, was ‘‘made like” his brethren (2:17) although, Theodotus
insists, not actually identical with them.‘? Rheginos’ teacher apparently
refers to this passage when he says that ‘‘he rose again from the dead; this is
he of whom we say that he became the destruction of death.’"*‘ The author of
the Gospel of Truth cites 2:17 to describe how ‘‘Jesus, the ‘merciful and
faithful.’ patiently accepted the endurance of suffering . . . since he knew
that his death meant life for man."’** Of Jesus’ “testing’’ Theodotus says that
“even the Lord after his baptism was troubled as we are,"’ having been tested
(petrastheis) in the desert (cf. 2:18); his victory over temptation encourages
others to fight against demonic temptation.*°
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Heb 3:1-6; Theretore. holy brethren, who partake of a heavenly calling, consider
Jesus, the apostle and high priest of our confession, faithful to the one who appointed
him. just as Moses was faithful in the house of God. Yet Jesus has been considered
worthy of much more glory than Moses, as the builder ofa house has more honor than
the house. For every house was built by someone. but God has prepared all things.
And Moses was faithful in his whole house as a servant, for a witness to the things that
were to be spoken later. But Christ is as a son in his own house.

Paul calls upon those ‘who share a heavenly calling’’—the psychics—to
acknowledge the superiority of Jesus, the son of the Father, to Moses, his
servant.*’ For as the high priest enters the holy of holies, so ‘Jesus enters into
the pleroma,” opening the way of access there to the psychic as well.** But
Moses, the demiurge, remained only an administrator,** a witness,°° and a
servant,*! however ‘‘faithful’” he has proven himself in administering the
cosmic “household.” Christ surpasses him as the architect surpasses the
house he builds; for, according to the Valentinians,

Christ himself is ‘first

universal creator’; second after him, Sophia “‘built a house for herself and
hewed out seven pillars,” that is, she created the demiurge, and through him
the cosmic creation of the hebdomad.*? Beyond the three agents of
creation—Jesus, Sophia, the demiurge— **God" the Father effects the whole
process (3:4).
Heb 4:!-4; Let us fear lest while the promise of entering his rest remains, any one of
you should seem to be wanting. We who believe have come into his rest, as it is said,
“as I said in my wrath, they shall not come into my rest,” although his works were
finished from the foundation of the cosmos. For he has somewhere spoken of the
seventh day in this way: “And God rested on the seventh day from all his works."

Since psychics receive only a “potential for salvation,”’ as Heracleon says,
they are to ‘‘fear’’ lest they fail to attain to the final ‘‘rest.’’** It is the
demiurge who promises this ‘entrance into rest’; he himself, despite his
“natural tendency for work (philergos on physei) blesses the sabbath day as
the rest from his Jabors.** By contrast with the demiurge, ‘‘the Father does
not keep the Sabbath, but works for the son and through the son.’’** So the

elect who belong to the Father are, like the savior, to continue ‘‘the work of
redemption” even on the Sabbath,°° The initiate would be likely to discern
the demiurge’s tone in 4:3 and 4:5 where he “swears” in ‘‘wrath” to deny his
“rest’’ to some.
Heb 4:6-10: Since therefore it remains for some to enter into it. and those previously
evangelized did not enter in on account of disobedience, again he sets a certain
day—‘‘today"’"—saying in David concerning this time,

. . . ‘today if you

hear his

voice, do not harden your hearts.”’ For if Jesus gave them rest, he would not have

spoken after that concerning another day. So then there remains a sabbath rest for
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the people of God; for whoever enters the rest of God ceases from his labors as God
has trom his.

Why does the apostle insist that ‘‘today’’ is the decisive time? The
Valentinian could learn from secret tradition that the three different “days”
signify three distinct stages in the process of spiritual development. The
“first day"’ signifies the hylic stage of immersion in materiality; the second
day represents the psychic stage of conversion; the “third day, the pneumatic
day.” signifies enlightenment or resurrection.*’ For psychics the first day
denotes the pust, the second the present, and the third the eschatological
future. The apostle, then, here insists that the psychic must choose salvation
“today,"’ that is, in the present cosmic age.

Nevertheless, the Valentinians explain, the message of salvation is
communicated on each of these three ‘“‘days’’ in a different way. During the
past, hylic day, it ‘‘sounded” like a meaningless tone (é€chos); on the present
psychic day it is “heard” as a “‘voice’’ (phone); and on the future pneumatic
day, it is understood as /ogos. During the present age. “today.” it comes as

the “voice” (4:7) of the demiurge who cries ''as a voice in the wilderness,”
calling men to repent and believe in the savior.** Throughout the psychic
“day” the savior appears only in psychic form, not yet as
Christ: for this reason the author adds mysteriously, ‘‘if Jesus
rest, he would not have spoken of another day beyond these:
remains the Sabbath of the people of God" (4:8-9). The

the pneumatic
had given them
therefore there
initiated reader

would grasp what he means: that beyond the “rest’’ promised by the
demiurge through faith in Jesus, there is another rest—the “rest in the
marriage’** given through the pneumatic Christ from God the Father! The
author of the Gospel of Truth speaks of the Father's “Sabbath” as “that day
from on high, which has no night”; its light ‘‘does not fail, since it is
perfect.’’ He goes on to explain that “you (the elect) are this perfect day.”*°
Heb 4-11-13: Let us hasten, then, to enter into that rest

. . . . for the /ogos of God

is living and active and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to divide the
soul from the spirit. the joint from the marrow, discerning the thoughts and
intentions of the heart. Before him no creature is invisible, but all things are naked
and open before the eyes of him, of whom is our /ogos.

What does this mean? Having previously mentioned the voice that
proclaims the psychic message of salvation, the apostle now mentions the
logos that (according to Heracleon) reveals the pneumatic gospel of
redemption. Theodotus, interpreting 4:12, takes the sword as an image of
the pneumatic power of discrimination. Psychics have, in effect, only a
“single-edged sword”: they can only “pierce the appearance” of the savior,
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dividing the ‘‘flesh” from the ‘‘bone,”’ what is Aylic from what is psychic. °'
They do not have the logos—the double-edged sword that “pierces to divide

the soul from the spirit (difknoumenos achri merismou psyches kai
pneumatos), the bore from the marrow” (4:12). Theodotus explains from
4:12 that “the bone” signifies the “rational and heavenly soul’ and the
“marrow” the spirit (pmeuma) hidden with the bone.*? As the piercing of
flesh from bone signifies the dividing of the Aylic from the psychic, so the
logos divides the psychic from the pneumatic. For, according to the Gospel of
Truth,

“such

is the judgment

which

has

come

from

on

high,

which

has

judged each one, a drawn sword with a double blade which cuts on one side

and on the other,”’ the ““Logos."’® At present, the psychics lack that second
power of discrimination; but the pneumatic Christ perceives ‘‘all things” in
the total clarity of spiritual vision (4:13).

Heb 4:14-16; Having then a great high priest who has passed through the heavens,
Jesus the son of God, Jet us hold to our confession. For we do not have a high priest
who cannot sympathize with our weaknesses, since he has been tried in every way in
our

likeness,

grace... .

yet without

sin.

Let

us come

then

with

boldness

to the

throne

of

Valentinian theologians describe Jesus’ role as the “great high priest’’*
who has passed from the divine pleroma “through the heavens” of the
hebdomad, in order to enter into the cosmic region and share ‘‘in human
likeness" the ‘‘weakness’’®> ot the human condition. Through his mediation
the psychics too may hope to receive ‘‘mercy and grace’’ and finally to
approach “the throne of grace with boldness" as do the elect.
Heb 5:1-4: For every high priest chosen from men is appointed for men in relation to
God, that he may offer gifts and sacrifices for sins. He can deal gently with those who
are ignorant and erring, for he himself is beset with weakness, since he needs to offer
sacrifice for his own sins as well as for the sins of the people. . . . he is called by
God, as Aaron was.

What does this mean? Is the reader to take Paul's words “‘literally’’ as an

account of the Levitical priests of ancient Israel? Ptolemy cites Paul as his
authority to show that the whole ritual section of the law is to be interpreted

symbolically in terms of the present Christian community.*° Heracleon
identifies the Levitical priests specifically: they are *‘a symbol of the psychics
who are saved” who remain at present outside the pleroma.°’ These “human
priests’’ are able to deal with other psychics in their “error and ignorance”
(5:2)°* since they themselves are beset with “‘weakness" (the condition of
material creation).°°
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Heb 5:5-10: 50 also Christ did not glorify himselfto become a high priest, but he who
spoke to him said, .. . “You are a priest forever, according to the order of
Melchizedek.”” In the days of his flesh, Jesus offered up prayers and supplications
with loud cries and tears, to him who was able to save him fromdeath. . . . although
he was a son, he learned obedience from what he suffered, and having been perfected,
he became to all who are obedient the source of eternal salvation, appointed by God a
high priest according to the order of Melchizedek.

Heracleon, having explained that the psychics are ‘‘priests and Levites,”
goes on to say that the savior himself is “high priest,” who alone had access
into the “holy of holies."*"° Yet ‘tin the days of his flesh’ (S:7), “when he was
in flesh’’”! during the hylic and psychic ‘“‘days"’ of his manifestation, he cried
out and wept. What does this mean? The Valentinians say that through this
means he demonstrated the cries and tears of Sophia’s passion.’? Through
his revelation he has offered ‘‘to those who were obedient,” apparently to the
psychics who were saved, access into the “holy of holies,” into the pleroma.”*
Heb 5:11-14: Concerning this we have much teaching (polus fogos) which
interpret. since you have hecome deaf in your hearing. For indeed, you
teachers by now, but again you need someone to teach you the elementary
stoicheta) of the beginning of the words of God: you need milk, not meat.

is hard to
should be
things (7a
Everyone

who takes milk is inexperienced in the word of righteousness; he is still immature
(nepios). Meat is for the mature (teleion} who have disciplined their perceptive powers
to discriminate good from evil.

The gnostic would understand at once the apostle’s frustration. The
majority of his hearers remain on the mere psychic level. and still need the
basic elements of instruction; they are too immature to receive the pneumatic
doctrine (logos) that he would offer to the mature (the initiate: teleios).”*

What does the apostle consider to be the ‘‘elementary things’? He goes on to
enumerate them.
Heb 6-1-6: Theretore let us leave behind the elementary doctrine of Christ and go on
to the level of maturity (ten teleioteta:

initiation), not laying again a foundation

of

repentance from dead works and of faith toward God, with teaching of baptisms, of
laying on of hands, of the resurrection of the dead, and of eterna] judgment. . . .
For it is impossible for those who haye been enlightened, who have tasted the heavenly
gift, and have become partakers of the holy spirit, and have tasted the goodness of
God’s word and the powers of the age to come, to have fallen back to renew
repentance again. They recrucify for themselves the son of God... .

As the gnostic reader could anticipate, these “elementary doctrines”
include the very doctrines considered essential by the majority of his

Christian contemporaries—doctrines which came to be incorporated into the

forms

of confession

of the regula fidei.

These

include

repentance,

faith,
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baptism, laying on of hands, the resurrection of the dead, eternal judgmeni.
The author urges that they proceed from these to the level of maturity which
is received in the gnostic initiation.”* For he says it is impossible for those
who have received this ‘enlightenment’ and the ‘heavenly gift’ (the holy
spirit), to regress to the beginning of psychic teaching (‘‘to fall back to renew
repentance again”). To do so would be equivalent to ‘'recrucifying the sons of
God"—reversing the process symbolized in the crucifixion, which separates
the psychic from the pneumatic elements.”*
Heb 6:7-8: For carth that has drunk the rain that has come upon it, and brings forth
plants good for those for whom it was cultivated, receives blessing from God. But if it
bears thistles and thorns, it is worthless, and is about to be burned.

The initiated reader could recognize that this passage contains a parable
concerning the pneumatic seed. For every gnostic teacher hopes (as Ptolemy
writes to Flora) that his words come as rain upon ‘‘good ground” in which the
pneumatic seed may grow and ‘‘bear fruit.’’”’ But those who ‘‘bring forth
thorns” (according to Valentinian exegesis of the parable of the sower in
Matthew 13) are those in whom the seed cannot grow: these are cast out and
burned in the final conflagration of the cosmos.’* Yet the apostle goes on to
encourage psychics with hope that offers ‘a sure and steadfast anchor for the
soul’’ (6:19; that is, for the psychic), a hope that ‘enters into the inner place
beyond the curtain, where Jesus has gone before for our sake, having become
a high priest according to the order of Melchizedek, having come into the
aion” (6:20). This suggests that when the ‘‘veil’’ conccaling the holy of holies
is “rent,”’’* some of the psychic **Levites” ‘‘in the tribe of the priesthood” will
he able to go within the veil with the high priest.’"*° The apostle goes on in
Hebrews 7-9 to show how Christ offers the psychics hope that they themselves
may pass into the pleroma.
Heh 7:1-26: This Melchizedek, King of Salem, priest of the Most High God, met
Abraham . . . and blessed him. . . . see how great he is! Abraham the patriarch
gave him a tenth part of the spoils. The descendants of Levi . . . are descended
from Abraham: but he who is not descended from Abraham . . . blessed him who
had received the promises. . . . If perfection (teleidsis) then. were through the
Levitical priesthood, under which the people received the law, what need would there
have been for another priest to arise. . . . having become a priest, not according to
the law of a sarkic commandment,

but according to the power of an indestructible

life? . . . The former commandment was set aside because of its weakness and
uselessness. For the law perfected nothing: a greater hope is introduced, through
which we draw near to God. . . . The former priests were many; on aceount of
death they were prevented

was

fitting that we

have

trom remaining:

such

a high

priest,

but he remains in the aion.
holy,

blameless.

from sinners. and become exalted above the heavens.

unstained.

. . . for it
separated
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Paul now reveals the pneumatic meaning of the ancient patriarchy, of the
law, and of the priesthood. First he notes Abraham's obeisance to
Melchizedek (7:1-10) which the initiate could see as an allegory of the
demiurge’s obeisance to the savior.*' The “‘Levites,”’ as the “descendants of
Abraham,” the demiurge, are psychic believers,*? but the savior, being
pneumatic, is ‘not descended from Abraham”’ (7:7); instead, as Heracleon
says, he “descends from the greatness” beyond (cf. 7}.**
Psychics, worshiping the demiurge, obeying the law, cannot thereby attain
perfection (teletosis, 7:11, 19) for ‘the law perfected nothing,” being a law of
“sarkic commandment” (7:16), finally ‘‘weak” and “useless” (7:18). Those
who served under law, the “‘Levites,"”’ are the ‘‘many’’ (that is, psychics)**
who were bound under death (7:23). But the pneumatic

Christ, through the

power of divine life, offers a ‘‘greater hope” since he remains ‘‘in the aion”
(7:21, 24). After his appearance to the psychics, he is “separated from
them,” as Heracleon says (cf. 7:26)°5 and has “become exalted above the
heavens” (7:26).
Heb 8:1-5: The primary point of what has been said is this: we have such a high
priest, who is seated at the right hand of the greatness in the heavens, minister of the
holy of holies and the true tent. . . .There are priests who offer gifts according to the
law; they serve as a paradigm and shadow of the heavenly things, as, when Moses was

about to build the tent. he was instructed. “see that you make all things according to

the type shown to you in the mountain.”

Pau! now reveals the main point of his discussion (8:1); the priesthood of
Christ, who sits enthroned beside ‘‘the greatness on high,” the demiurge,*°
surpasses the psychic priesthood as truth (aletheia) surpasses its representation (typos). So Heracleon says of the psychics that ‘‘the Jews worship in flesh
and error the one who is not the Father,” since the elements of their worship
are only “images of the things in the pleroma™ and not the realities
themselves.*’ The demiurge, whom they mistakenly worship as creator, did
not originate the elements of the creation. Like Moses preparing to build the
temple (8:5), the demiurge was shown the pleromic prototypes of all creation
from above, from the savior and from Sophia; ** what he created consists only

of “images and shadows” of the things in the pleroma.*
Heb 9:1-10: Now the first covenant had regulations for worship and a cosmic
sanctuary, in which was prepared the first tent . . . which is called “holy.” Behind
the second curtain was a tent called ‘holy of holies”. . . . of these things it is not
now the time to speak in detail. These things having been thus prepared, the priests
go continually into the first tent, performing the duties of worship; but into the
second tent only the high priest goes alone, once a year.

. . . The holy spirit shows

this to reveal that the way into the holy of holies is not accessible while the outer tent
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remains standing—which is a parable for the present age—in which gifts and
sacrifices are offered that cannot perfect the conscience of the worshiper, but concern
only food and drink and diverse ablutions, regulations of the flesh, until the time of
rectification (diorthoseos) comes.

The apostle himself interprets his parable: the outer tent, the ‘‘cosmic
sanctuary” (9:1) is “a parable of the present age’ (9:9). Heracleon,
interpreting this passage, explains that the ‘‘outer tent’ symbolizes the
psychic topos, where psychics worship the demiurge. But the “holy of holies”
symbolizes the pneumatic topos, where the elect ‘who are of the same nature
of the Father, being spirit, and who worship in truth and not error,”’ worship

the Father. Only the savior may enter as ‘high priest’’ there to cleanse and
purify the elect, who themselves are the ‘‘house of the Father.”°° The
psychies receive baptism, but only the elect receive the ‘“bridechamber,
concealed from the rest by the veil.’’*! For the present time, the cosmic region
(the topes) where psychics dwell is separated from the pleroma by the
partitioning “‘second curtain” (9:3), the “second universal curtain of the
all.’’"? Because of this barrier ‘“‘the way into the holy of holies is not
accessible” while the “present age” (9:9) remains. But at the close of this
age, the savior will open and lead the way for psychics to follow him from the
cosmos into the pleroma.** The “‘priest’’ (psychic) who “enters within the
second veil"’ must lay aside the hylic body and the psychic body, in order to
pass “naked” into the pneumatic region, becoming in the process ‘truly
rational and high priestly” (like the ‘‘high priest’’ himself) so that he too may
partake in the ‘‘vision of God.""™
Heb 12-18-24: You
and obscurity, and
whose words made
could not bear the

stoned.” Indeed,
But you have
Jerusalem, and to
the firstborn who

have not come to what may be touched, a burning fire, darkness
a storm and the sound (echos) of a trumpet. and a voice (phone)
the hearers plead that no word (/agon) should be added, for they
commandment, “if even a beast touches the mountain, it shall be

so terifying was the sight that Moses said, “I tremble with fear.”
come to Mt. Zion, to the city of the living God, the heavenly
innumerable angels gathered in celebration, and to the assembly of
are enrolled in heaven, and to a judge who is the God of all, to

spirits of the just who

have

been

perfected,

and to Jesus,

the mediator

of a new

covenant, and to the sprinkled blood, which speaks better than Abel's blood.

Through this powerfully drawn image, the apostle contrasts the old
covenant with the new. The Valentinian sees in 12:18-21 Paul's characterization of the old, obsolete covenant which is passing away (8:13) the psychic
covenant with the demiurge.°** There, in the “firey space’ of the cosmos,
psychics ‘‘fecl the fire.”’** perceiving their god as a ‘‘burning and consuming
firc."*°’ There,

‘in the place (topos) created

for darkness,""** they hear the
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“sound" (echos,

12:19), that is, the hylic utterances of ‘‘the whole prophetic
order.’’*? They also hear the “‘voice” (phone) (12:19), the psychic speech of
the demiurge himself; but, having heard it in terror, they plead that they may
be spared the third stage of revelation, which is /ogos. For they could not
endure what they had heard already—the sentence of death for any ‘‘beast,”
that is, for any of the passions.'°° What appeared to their senses was so
terrifying that even ‘‘Moses’’ (the demiurge) trembled with fear (12:21).

Yet as one Valentinian exegete explains, Paul reveals in this passage
another possibility for the psychic besides impending destruction. If they
choose to become like ‘‘the image of those above,” they may become
pneumatic, and ascend toward the “heavenly Jerusalem.”’'°' The psychics
who are saved, having been delivered from “Egypt,” that is, from the hylic
region, have advanced toward “‘Mt. Zion,"’ the psychic region. From there,
where they worship the demiurge, they are to advance further, to the “city of
the living God,”’ the “heavenly Jerusalem,” the pneumatic region.'”
Ascending there, they join the “angels,” the elect,'® the ‘‘ecclesia of the
firstborn;"’'* which is the pneumatic ecclesia. They approach the demiurgic
“judge,"’ and finally the ‘‘God of all,”’ the Father himself. Finally they join
the “spirits of the just who have been perfected,” those formerly psychics
(‘the just’’) who have now become ‘‘spirit,”’ as they themselves through Jesus
receive perfection which they could never attain through Aée/ (who
symbolizes “the just,” the psychic).
‘°°
Heb 13:20-21: May the God of peace, who brought back from the dead our Lord
Jesus, the great shepherd of the sheep . . . supply you with every good thing that
you may do his will
aions.

. . . through Jesus Christ, to whom

be glory among the aion of

Paul's final blessing commends the ‘‘Hebrews” to the ‘‘God of peace,”’ the
Father, who raised ‘‘from *re dead” the savior. For he is, as Theodotus
agrees, the “‘good shepherd” who protects the psychics as his “‘sheep’’; he
rescues them from the dangerous attacks of the evil powers. '°* As shepherd,
he sought out the lost sheep, the ecciesta (as the Valentinians interpret the
parable of Mt 18:12-14), until he recovered it, and transformed it to lead all
who believe “into the pleroma.”'”
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OF THE
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Investigation of gnostic exegesis discloses traces of the process whereby
Paul became known in the second century as the ‘apostle of the heretics.”
Irenaeus, Tertullian, Hippolytus. and Origen, through the energy they
devote to its refutation, pay unwilling tribute to the power and appeal of such
Valentinian appropriation of Paul. Irenaeus deplores the fact that many
bishops and deacons themselves have become convinced by Valentinian
propaganda;' Tertullian admits that some of the most faithful and
outstanding members of his community (‘even bishops, deacons. wit :ws,
and martyrs’) have sought initiation into the Valentinian circle.? Both
consider the Valentinians far more insidious than the Marcionites or any
others who openly criticize the church. For, as Irenaeus says, “‘outwardly
such persons seem to be sheep, for they appear to be like us, from what they
say in public, repeating the same words (of confession) as we do; but
inwardly, they are wolves."’* While insisting that they accept and agree with
the whole of church confession and doctrine,

privately they offer to remedy

the ‘‘deficiencies’’ of that faith through their own “apostolic tradition.”
Irenaeus expresses outrage that they claim Paul’s own authority for their
violations and contradictions of church doctrine and proceed to defend their

views through arguments from scripture!*
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Analysis of gnostic exegesis indicates, indeed. how ‘‘wiley and deceptive”
Irenaeus must have found these heretics who reply to ecclesiastical critics
with exegeses that even Irenaeus admits sound plausible, and who defend

their practices by citing Paul’s example. The heresiologists recognize, for
example, the obvious allure that the promise of hearing ‘hidden mysteries”
exerts over the curious. Tertullian compares the Valentinian initiation to the
Eleusinian: both, he says, prolong the process in order to arouse the
candidate to a state of suspenseful anticipation for what follows; both flatter
and fascinate the naive with their invitation to join the inner circle of those
“in the know."’ Nevertheless, what Irenaeus and Tertullian denounce as a
manipulative technique undoubtedly appears quite different to the
Valentinians themselves. They can claim both the Lord himself (cf. Mark 4)

and the apostle Paul as examples of those who recognize that only a few select
members of their audience were ready to receive the “wisdom of God hidden
in a mystery."’®
The Valentinians also invoke Paul’s example to defend a second element of
their teaching that Irenaeus condemns: the gnostic offer of liberation from
specific restrictions on their conduct. Irenaeus complains that Valentinian
Christians ignore what he himself, as bishop of the Lyons community,
considers to be minimal standards of practice incumbent upon all believers:
namely, to abstain from eating meat offered to idols, to avoid public feasts
and entertainments, and to abhor deviation from monogamy in matters of
sexual behavior.’ These Valentinians (and other gnostic Christians) interpret
their own freedom not as libertine but as libertarian, exemplifying the liberty
of those who “‘have gnosis,” who are ‘‘strong"’; the liberty of the pneumatics
who, like Paul, celebrate their release from the curse of the law.®
When Irenaeus and Tertullian charge that the Valentinians resist church
discipline, the latter could reply that they, like Paul, acknowledge only the
authority of “‘the pneumatics’ among them.’ Accused of undermining
church sacraments by offering in addition the sacrament of apolytrosis, they
could reply that the apostle himself not only endorses their practice, but has
himself taught the sacrament that echoes liturgically his own words.'® Even
the psychic Christians, they say, acknowledge unwittingly the aions above as
they recite the eucharistic liturgy.”
Heresiologists and gnostics both acknowledge that the Valentinians’
greatest appeal (or greatest deception, depending on one’s viewpoint) lies in
their theological teaching. Heracleon describes how the person gifted with
pneumatic nature finds ecclesiastical teaching to be ‘‘unnourishing,
stagnant” water, inadequate to satisfy spirtual thirst; the pneumatic must
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discover through gnosis the “living water’’ Christ offers to the elect."
Ptolemy apparently considers Flora to be such a person, a believer frustrated
by seeming contradictions in scripture: he offers her a new hermeneutical
framework to resolve these contradictions, and encourages her to seek
further theological enlightenment from esoteric ‘apostolic tradition.”
Origen realizes that his friend and student Ambrose became a Valentinian
initiate out of genuine concern to understand the “deeper mysteries” of
scripture,'*
The Valentinians offer such seekers of enlightenment an explanation for
their condition. Such persons, they say, need to recognize that they are
among the elect, of pneumatic nature, and thus are impelled by the spirit to
seek the “deep things of God."’'’ Those so gifted could not be satisfied with
the teaching Jesus offers “to those outside’’'® or with the doctrine that Paul
admits he directs to those who are ‘‘still sarkic,”” and who remain incapable

of receiving the ‘wisdom hidden in a mystery’’ that he would prefer to offer
them.'’ This “hidden wisdom,"’ which apparently relates the myth of
Sophia, '® reveals the secret of their election through grace, and teaches the
“deeper interpretation’’ of the scriptures.
So, while the author of 2 Peter warns that “the ignorant and unstable”

distort Paul’s wisdom,
Valentinian exegetes
independence of Peter.
his gospel neither ‘‘from

teaching as they do the “other scriptures” (3:16),
read in Galatians Paul's proclamation of his
They infer that, since Paul declares that he received
men nor through man" (Gal 1:1; 1:12), certainly he

did not receive it from Peter or the Jerusalem apostles, who remained “under

the influence of Jewish opinions.”’'? Instead he received it from
and from God the Father (1:1) “through revelation” (1:12) that
elect from the demiurgic law binding upon ‘‘the Jews.’’ In
Valentinians read how God's elect are justified ‘‘by faith, apart
(3:28). Nevertheless, they claim to recognize in chapter 9 his

Jesus Christ
liberates the
Romans the
from words”
concern for

kerygma” that he offers to psychic believers (2:6-3:4). In 1 Corinthians 7
For although the Father elects only ‘‘a remnant” from Israel, he has not

rejected the rest of the Jews: the apostle discloses that their present
“hardness,” their blindness to his purpose, contains a mystery to be resolved

only when

“‘all Israel” (the totality of the psychics who are saved)

shall be

raised and joined with the ‘‘Gentiles’’ (11:5-26).
The Valentinian reader sees in 1 Corinthians how Paul contrasts the secret
wisdom teaching he discloses ‘‘to the initiates” with the “foolishness of the
kerygma” that he offers to psychic believers (2:6-3:4). In 1 Corinthians 7

Valentinian exegetes see Paul’ses “veiled” discussion of human conjunction in
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marriage. This, they claim, suggests a double signification: first, the
conjunction of Christ with his elect, celebrated in the apolytrosis sacrament;
second, the relation of the elect with psychic believers, the “marriage in the
cosmos,’’ which the elect enact in the baptism they perform “for the dead”
(psychics). Finally, they continue, Paul reveals in 1 Corinthians 15 the
“mystery of the resurrection,”’ disclosing that those who are “dead” shall be
raised, the psychic transformed and changed, so that ‘‘God shall be all in
all.”"7°
For the duration of the present age, however, they consider that Paul
counsels those who, like himself, have gnosis; to modify their expression of
pneumatic freedom for the sake of “the weak” (Romans 14-15; 1 Cor 2:15, 8,

9). In Philippians he urges the elect to ‘become as I am” (Phil 3:17), indeed,
to become like Christ. who voluntarily yielded up his divine prerogatives in
order to ‘take on the form ofa slave,”’ the ‘‘likeness of human form” (2:6-8).
In Ephesians and Colossians the Valentinians see Paul's praise for the
pneumatic Christ, who heads the whole body of his ecclesia: this is the
“mystery revealed among the Gentiles."’ which the elect recognize as ‘*Christ
in us’’ (1:27). Finally, the Valentinians claim to discern in Hebrews Paul’s
contrast between Moses, the demiurgic “servant” and Levitical priests who
worship him ‘‘in the outer tent, which is a parable of the present age,” that
is, the psychics, and the pneumatic elect who worship God ‘‘spiritually" in
the holy of holies. In this epistle ‘‘the apostle’* urges those who are enlightened

to leave behind them the “‘elementary doctrines” and to go on to attain the
initiation (teleiosis) offered to those who are pneumatic (Heb 6:1-6).
As we learn to recognize basic patterns and themes of Valentinian
exegesis, simultaneously we can appreciate more clearly the danger they
presented to those in the church who were attempting to unite the Christian
communities and to consolidate them against the threat of political
persecution. Certainly Irenaeus considers them as men whom Satan inspired
to divide the church internally.?! He condemns their teaching on election as
one that effectively splits the church into factions, encouraging arrogance
and contempt among the initiates, and evoking envy, resentment, or false
admiration from those excluded from their circle.*? So long as their presence
is tolerated, Irenaeus warns, they incite confusion and controversy; they call
into question the authority of church leaders, and disturb the faith of simple
believers. They raise doubts, for example. concerning the efficacy of the
sacraments, causing many to wonder whether the baptism they received is,
after all, genuinely efficacious, or whether it is only a preparation for the
“higher’’ sacrament of apolytrosis.*?
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It is no wonder that ecclesiastical Christians, confronted with such an
exegesis of Pauline thought, tended to avoid discussion of Paul's theology. H.
Schneemelcher observes that Paul's influence on ecclesiastical theology
before Irenaeus remains astonishingly slight.’* While Ignatius, for example,
reveres Paul as an apostle and martyr, his letters betray little or no influence
of Paul's theology: Schneemelcher suggests that he may not even have read or
known Paul's letters.’* Similarly Polycarp and the apologists, Hegesippus,
Justin,

and

Athanagoras,

mention

Paul

(if at all) as an

apostolic

leader;

concerning his theology they remain virtually silent (possibly, Schneemelcher
says,

even

ignorant).?*

Ecclesiastical

sources

that

do

refer to Paul

often

express hostility; the Pseudo-Clementines suggest that he, like Simon
Magus, is a satanically inspired divider of the Roman community that is
properly headed by Peter.?’ Schneemelcher suggests that ecclesiastical
Christians might have preferred to exclude Paul's letters from the canon
entirely, ‘‘but it was too late: he was already a chief apostle, and, next to
Peter,

the martyr

of Rome:

despite the unfamiliarity

of his theology,

he

already stood in high regard.""**
Irenaeus, however, convinced that the Valentinians teach only a false and
distorted view of Paul, takes up the counteroffensive against the
Valentinians. He declares that
. it is necessary to examine [Paul's] opinion, and to expound the apostle,
and to explain whatever passages have received other interpretations from the
heretics,

who

totally

have

misunderstood

what

Paul

has

said.

Further

[it is

necessary] to point out the madness of their misperceptions. and to demonstrate
from that same Paul. from whose [writings] they raise questions for us. that they
are indeed liars, but the apostle was a preacher of truth, and that he taught all
things consonant with the preaching of truth.”°

Drawing upon resources already available to him (which the gnostics had
either not known or had ignored), Irenaeus opens his treatise quoting the
Pastoral Letters to show that ‘the apostle"’ stands on his side against gnostic
heretics.*° He cites Acts 15 to prove that Paul worked in perfect agreement
with the other apostles;*' he insists that Luke, Paul's ‘constant companion,”
attests beyond doubt that Paul withheld nothing from the other apostles, and
in no way differs from them.* He cites the Pastorals along with 1 Corinthians
15 to show that Paul does teach bodily resurrection;*? he assumes, with
Tertullian, that the “same Paul’ who wrote Romans and Corinthians
condemned all heretics in his letters to Timothy and Titus.*4 Irenaeus, like
Origen after him, offers what some scholars have characterized as a
“one-sided” exegesis of Paul's theology, stressing that the apostle clearly
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taught the freedom of the will.’* Analysis of gnostic exegesis may help
account tor his notable neglect of Paul’s teaching on grace and election: this
doctrine, apparently, had served the gnostics too weli in their account of
“pneumatic natures." From such elements of earlier tradition which the
Valentinians ignored, Irenaeus and his followers construct the “‘antignostic
Paul,”’ reinterpreting his letters in an ‘‘orthodox” direction: by the late
second century he becomes the church's champion, the challenger of, “the
gnostic Paul.”

What perspectives can such analysis offer—if any—on the question of
Paul's own relation to gnostics? Much of the discussion. as B. Pearson
notes,** has focused

on alledgedly ‘‘gnostic terminology”

in Paul's

letters.

How are we to account for this?
R. Reitzenstein, observing parallels between Paul’s terminology and that
of the second-century gnostics, has argued that Paul himself was a gnostic.’’
Such scholars as U. Wilckens and W. Schmithals object to this theory: they
insist instead that where such parallels occur, the apostle is adopting the
language of ‘gnostic’ opponents in order to refute them.** Both theories,
however, share a methodological premise: both attempt to read first-century
Pauline

material

primarily

in

terms

of second-century

gnostic

evidence.

H. Koester has pointed out that such investigation applies criteria for
distinguishing between true and talse belief which emerge from the works of
the second-century heresiologists—criteria which may not at all apply to the
theological situations and problems of the first generations of Christians:
The question is not whether we should characterize Paul's opponents as gnostic
heretics. . . . The danger of this way of setting the question is clear: one falls
into the error of equating theological questions of the Pauline era with cliches of
the second and third century controversies.*°

Certainly it is not impossible, as proponents on both sides of the argument
assume, that extant written materials which date from the second century
may represent tradition known to the apostle himself some sixty to eighty
years earlier (whether one argues that Paul endorsed or condemned it).
Nevertheless, this remains largely an argument from silence, or, at any rate,
from later sources. What the sources can document, however, is that the
opposing positions more recently debated between Reitzenstein, Liigert. and
others, each found defenders in the second-century hermeneutical debate—
the gnostics themselves contending that Paul was a gnostic, and the
heresiologists taking the opposite stand, arguing that if Paul seems to use
gnostic language, he only does so in order to contravert what ‘the himself”
calls “falsely

so-called

gnostics."’

Nevertheless.

H.

Conzelmann,

assessing
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the latter theory, has declared (and indeed, in his own commentary, has
demonstrated) that ‘‘one does not need this hypothesis in order to explicate
the text.""*°
The present study of gnostic exegesis lends support to Conzelmann’s view.
It seems that we can account for allegedly ‘gnostic terminology” in Paul’s
letters if we assume that Paul's theological language subsequently is
appropriated and developed by the Valentinians (and other gnostics) into a
technical theological vocabulary. (Wilckens, Pearson, and others agree that
Paul seems to have adapted his theological language from Jewish and other
religious traditions available to him in the first century.)
A survey of the historical evidence reminds us that after Paul’s death (c. 60
A.D.) traditions concerning the apostle (like those concerning Jesus) developed in several different directions. The author of Acts (c. 80-90 a.p.)
describes Paul as an “‘apostle’’ and teacher who was involved in controversy,

but agreed

to compromise

and

to work

with the Jerusalem

Christians

in

fraternal accord, and who subsequently was sent as a prisoner to Rome. The
Pastoral Letters (c. 100-110 a.p.) stress Paul's role as an organizer of
ecclesiastical congregations, a mainstay of church discipline, and unswerving
antagonist of all heretics. Ephesians, Colossians, and Hebrews (c. 70-95
A.D.). on the other hand, virtually ignore Paul’s organizational activity, in
order to elaborate and extend the theological conceptions expressed in his
letters.*' These various deutero-Pauline materials—the Pastorals, on the one
hand, and Ephesians, Colossians, and Hebrews on the other—although
divergent in theological and ecclesiological conception, later are accepted
into the canonical collection as basically non-contradictory.

Nevertheless, the tensions in Pauline interpretation which they evince
apparently broke into open conflict during the generations following their
composition. While Marcion sought to exclude elements of the texts he
considered inauthentic, Valentinus tended instead to accept the full texts
available to him, interpreting them esoterically. Valentinus’ followers
accepted,

apparently,

the full texts of Paul’s

own

letters;

and

while

they

virtually ignored the Pastorals,*? they willingly included (and, indeed, highly
revered) Ephesians, Colossians, and Hebrews as sources of Pauline tradition.

Often, in fact, they used the latter epistles to interpret the former: the
followers of Ptolomy, for example, refer to Eph 5:32 to interpret Paul’s
teaching on sexuality and marriage (cf. 1 Corinthians 7) as symbolic
references to the ‘ineffable marriages of syzygies’’ and the marriage of the
pneumatic Christ with Sophia, his bride.*’ Similarly, the author of The
Interpretation of Knowledge (CG II, 1) interprets Paul's image of the ‘‘body
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of Christ’ (cf. Romans 12, 1 Corinthians 12) in the direction indicated in
Ephesians and Colossians.** Other Valentinians apply the language of
Colossians, which describes the believer's ascent with Christ. to the
baptismal teaching of Romans.**
Some of what has been described as ‘‘gnostic terminology” in the Pauline
letters may
be explained
more
plausibly
instead
as Pauline
(and
deutero-Pauline) terminology in the gnostic writings.** This reconstruction
not only fits the chronological evidence without distortion, but also accords
with the Valentinians’ own witness: their reverence for Paul as their great
teacher, and their claim that his letters have served as a primary source for
their own theology. Tertullian notes that Valentinus, unlike Marcion,
developed his theology independently of the ecclesiastical community by
means of ‘‘different emendations and expositions” of the scriptural texts.*’
His followers, convinced that his hermeneutical method derives directly from
Paul’s own wisdom tradition, insist that far from eontradicting chureh
tradition, such exegesis complements and completes it.
By studying gnostic exegesis, the NT scholar may recognize how
ecclesiastical tradition since Irenaeus has directed the course of Pauline
interpretation: even today the ‘antignostic Paul” predominates in the
contemporary debate. Yet for the historical theologian to attempt to decide
between gnostic and orthodox exegesis would be to accept a false alternative.
Each of these opposing images of Paul (and each of the hermeneutical
systems they imply) to some extent distorts the reading of the texts. To read
Paul either way—as hypergnostic or hyperorthodox—is to read unhistorically, attempting to interpret the apostle’s theology in terms of categories
formulated in second-century debate. On the other hand, whoever takes
account of the total evidence may [earn from the debate to approach Pauline
exegesis with renewed openness to the texts,
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Valentinian teacher citing any of the Pastoral epistles.
AH 1.8.4; 1.7.1.
For references. see discussion of these passages,
For references, see discussion of Romans 6,
H. Conzelmann, Der erste Brief, 29-30:
Es ist methodisch zu unterscheiden zwischen Gedanken

und Begriffen,

die an sich

gnostisch sind. und soichen, die von der Gnosis aufgenommen werden konnen, aber
schon vorher in einem ganz anderen weltanschaulichen Zusarmmenhang entworfen

sind, Das Begriffs- und Motiv-material im I Kor gehért ohne Ausnahme zur zweiten

-Gruppe

. . . Jiidische, griechische (popularphilosophische) Gedanken,

wie sie auf

der Strasse aufzulesen waren, traditionelle Anschauungen der griechischen Religion,

Mysterienwirkungen (Weihen, Ekstasen)—alles ist da und ist gar nicht reinlich zu
sondern, Einzeine Spuren weisen auch darauf. dass sich das zu formieren beginnt.

was sich spater als “Gnosis” prasentiert, also Gnosis in statu nascendi. Man mag die

Korinther als Proto-Gnostiker charakterisieren.

In distinction from Conzelmann, however, I would suggest that such elements may
occur not only in the theology of the Corinthians, but in that of the apostle as weil.

47,

DP 30; 38.
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